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Abstract
Digital transformation is one of the main aspects emerged by the current 4.0 rev-
olution. It embraces the integration between the digital and physical environment,
including the application of modelling and simulation techniques, visualization, and
data analytics in order to manage the overall product life cycle.
In this thesis we want to emphasise two macro areas of analysis that can be per-
formed thanks to the technologies provided by this manufacturing digitalization.
The first macro area concerns the descriptives/diagnostic analysis that can be ex-
ecuted on data by means the Manufacturing Intelligence tools. Instead, the second
macro area identifies the Manufacturing Analytics techniques, which enable to per-
form predictive/perscriptive analysis.
This thesis aims at providing several contributions to improve certain aspects of these
two macro areas. In the framework of Manufacturing Intelligence, we will present a
methodology that, starting from the data collected at the factory, enables to identify
and then, visualize in several dashboards, a set of standard KPIs useful to control
production processes. Then, we will analyze the Sustainability as a strategic prior-
ity that emerged in this 4.0 revolution and that is becoming increasingly important
among the industries’ critical objectives. Our contribute is to provide a guideline
that identifies the main sustainability trends and drivers in manufacturing environ-
ment and a set of KPIs that allows industries to control and monitor the reaching of
these goals.
Finally, in the framework of Manufacturing Analytics, we will present the applica-
tion of several state-of-the-art Machine Learning techniques, in two manufacturing
case studies related to the quality evaluation and the predictive maintenance. In both
applications, we mainly focused on the performance evaluation of our models by
means the exploitation of several model selection approaches that are well suited to
Big Data problems. We will show how to apply these model selection strategies in
order to configure such techniques achieving the best accuracy of the final models.
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Today’s industry is faced with huge challenges and issues in terms of demographic change
(global population increase, ageing of society, urbanisation increase), new emerging markets
(globalisation, growth in exports, growth of developing countries), scarcity of resources (energy,
water, raw materials, other goods), climate change (CO2 increase, global warming, the ecosys-
tem at risk) and the acceleration of technological progress (exponential growth of technologies,
cost reductions, greater pervasiveness)[CFI15]. These events has led to a new meaning of the
concept Manufacturing system, no longer seen as an industry in which a set of operations brings
the raw materials to the expected final product, making it more valuable than the original state.
Nowadays, this concept has become synonymous for Supply Chain, therefore, it has been ex-
tended to all individuals, organizations, resources, activities and technologies involved in the
creation and distribution of a product. In other words, manufacturing systems covers the whole
events flow that occurs from supplier to manufacturer, wholesaler, retailer and customer.
In the current competitive scenario, manufacturing companies need to transform the industrial
systems engineering domain in order to meet an increasing level of variability. The variability
means different sets of dimensions such as demand, volume, process, manufacturing technology,
customer behaviour and supplier attitude.
This new paradigm is known as “the fourth industrial revolution” or “Industry 4.0”. The term
“Industry 4.0” refers to a new production patterns, including new technologies, productive fac-
tors and labour organizations, which are completely changing the production processes and
the relationship between customer and company with relevant effects on the supply and value
chains [Cas]. Even though most of the aforementioned innovations are in an embryonic stage,
they are still an important part of research and progress. The association of these cause new
“matched technologies” which could work in a physical and digital environment. Industries are
changing their production and logistic operations replacing the traditional industrial systems with
new emerging technologies including the “Internet of Things” (IoT), cloud computing, miniatur-
ization and 3D printing that will enable flexible and sustainable industrial processes and intelli-
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gent manufacturing.
Flexibility and sustainability are the emergent manufacturing competitive priorities/dimensions
( [TM15, EBW16]). The traditional competitive priorities include quality, cost, speed, delivery
and efficiency. Hayes and Wheelwright, and Leong [HW84], [LSW90] describe these com-
petitive dimensions as “strategic priorities or goals or ways that are selected by companies to
maximize competitiveness in the market”. During the last few years, various researchers have
assumed additional competitive priorities and proposed some methods to evaluate their perfor-
mances. Furthermore, several national strategies and new technological roadmap (e.g. the Ger-
man high tech strategy “Industrie 4.0” or the US “Smart Manufacturing”) aim at approaching this
transformation enhancing the sustainability, flexibility and re-configurability of current manufac-
turing systems among many other competitive dimensions. New emerging technologies could
allow the next generation of manufacturing systems to become real smart factories [LBJ16].
Flexibility allows a rapid change in the priorities of the short-term performance (low costs rather
than high quality) from the strategic point of view of achieving a trade-off between the various
services [SS07]. It can be expressed as the system ability to create a new product in relation
to marketing strategies, to make changes to a product in relation to market demands, to cope
with fluctuations in the volume of market demand through variations in the production volume,
to create different combinations of products with the same total volume, to perform machining
of different products through set-up of equipment (tooling changes), to allocate the different
products utilizing its own resources optimally, and to define programming changes based on the
priority assignment of the work orders.
Sustainability is the ”development that meets the needs of present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” [McC91]. This definition embodies the
concepts of resources and their narrowness in three perspectives: environmental, social and fi-
nancial.
Environmental sustainability is the ability to maintain the quality and reproducibility of natural
resources over time, to preserve biological diversity and to guarantee the integrity of ecosystems.
Social sustainability requires that fair conditions of well-being and access to essential goods (se-
curity, health, education) are guaranteed for current and next generations.
Finally, financial sustainability has the objective of generating long-term income and work, and
achieving eco-efficiency that is the rational use of the available resources and the reduction of
non-renewable resources consumption.
The need to implement new innovation strategies aimed at orienting design, production and con-
sumption approaches towards sustainable directions is a growing awareness in manufacturing
environment [ACO12]. In recent decades, numerous eco-innovation methods and tools have
been developed to support the design of new products, processes or services that are able to
provide value to the customer, profit to the company and, at the same time, reduce the envi-
ronmental impact. Companies are increasingly adopting the theme of ”green practices”, as that
series of organizational and managerial tools and structures aimed at reducing the impact of the
company’s activity on the ecosystem and implementing a strategy towards environmental sus-
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tainability [TET13, TSM15, BME13, Rus07, LYQ+12]). These approaches are mainly aimed at
energy production from alternative sources, recovery of waste and products, logistics optimiza-
tion, product innovation, and efficiency in production processes and/or staff structures.
Re-reconfigurability implies the Digital transformation of manufacturing systems. Digital man-
ufacturing allows the simulation of the whole supply chain with the idea of the virtual factory,
integrating procurement, production, product logistics, service and diverse IT technologies in
order to predict, solve and control problems in the virtual and physical environment. These tech-
nologies allow: i) the reduction of time to market, ii) decrease in costs and iii) and the increase
of process flexibility by analysing production data.
This is the reason why, in this Industry 4.0 era, we add the adjective “Smart” to the term “Manu-
facturing”. This new popular expression, “Smart Manufacturing” (SM), refers to the adoption of
all these new technologies and techniques within manufacturing industries in order to improve
their production processes. So, in Smart Manufacturing, besides the introduction of new tech-
nologies, changes also the way by which those already existing are used. It is necessary that
the different parts that make up a manufacturing system are interconnected and integrated in or-
der to provide a clearer understanding of the overall performances. The integration of multiple
and heterogeneous data sources and the convergence of process control systems and business
intelligence layer such as the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) or Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) are paving the way for important progress in plant operation optimization
and management, thanks to the multitude of information they can collect.
Data play a primary role in this 4.0 revolution, up to the point that was coined the expression Big
Data to denote this increasing amount of information produced with the digital transformation
of industrial sector. Big Data are commonly described by three main characteristics:
• Volume indicates the exponential increasing of the available information;
• Variety means that the available data can be structured such as numerical and categorical,
or unstructured like text, images, audio, and video data;
• Velocity indicates the way the data are handled and become available to be used. For
instance, in many cases the processing of the Big Data is required to be performed in real
time.
In SM systems, the introduction of a Big Data infrastructure implies a new way to use process
data: not only for tracking purposes, but for improving operations. Hence, Big Data embodies
the concepts of Manufacturing Intelligence (MI) and Manufacturing Analytics (MA).
MI and MA are referred to all those Business Intelligence (BI) and Business Analytics (BA) ap-
plications in manufacturing that enable to monitor production performances in terms of metrics.
BI applications are software platforms dedicated to move data from one source to another, pre-
process data (eliminate duplications, inconsistencies, missing data, incorrect values), transform
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original data into aggregate ones and visualize these ”new” processed information into a single-
screen display called dashboard.
Dashboards are reporting systems that show strategic quantifiable indicators by means graphi-
cal items (tables and charts) to give a simple and quick understanding of the current operations
performances and to support final users in taking more tactical and strategic decisions, not only
based on intuition but also thanks to an updated and accurate knowledge of data.
These strategic indicators, commonly called Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), are related to
the main manufacturer’s activities and targets, at each level of the enterprise - from the macro
financial level to the operation level. KPIs enable to “see” the results in an aggregated way,
rather than using large amounts of information often unusable and/or unused. In a few indicators
easy to understand, there are information able to provide an immediate diagnosis about the phe-
nomenon in exam: the real time control of these indicators enables to take immediate decisions
on those activities not performing well.
In addition to dashboards, that provide a description and diagnosis of a set of KPIs related to a
specific scenario, more advanced techniques are exploited in Big Data perspective.
Before, getting all the useful data was a difficult task and many times it was impossible to retrieve
all the information needed to perform an exhaustive analysis. Another problem is that tradi-
tional methodologies take too much time and computational cost for processing all the available
data [MSC13]. Instead now, by means BA techniques, the large amount of data allow to perform
exhaustive investigations in a way to generate predictions that can fit better to the population
under exam.
This procedure is possible thanks to the development of several techniques such as modelling,
Machine Learning (ML), Data Mining (DM) and game theory. These methods are well suited to
solve complex problems in manufacturing scenarios where it is necessary process a large amount
of data, take into account many constraints and variables and where, often, there aren’t mathe-
matical equations to measure the physical models underlying the observed events ( [SSA09,
CSZ10, AGOR14, Bre01b, CSC17]).
These methods use computational procedures to “learn” information directly from the data and
can adaptively improve their output accuracy as the number of samples available for learning
increases. In short, data driven models [SSA09].
Data driven models exploit non-parametric inference, where it is expected that an effective model
would stem out directly from the data, without any assumption on the model family nor any other
information that is external to the data set itself [Bre01b]. With the advent of the Big Data era,
this approach has gained more and more popularity, up to the point of suggesting that effective
predictive models, with the desired accuracy, can be generated by simply collecting more and
more data [Dha13].
These tools enable to perform predictive analysis and simulate future outputs based on previ-
ous decisions. The BA’s powerful computational features along with their integration into in-
creasingly user-friendly and low-cost technologies has dramatically accelerated the use of these
techniques in manufacturing applications.
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1.1 Thesis Contributions
Thanks to the huge quantity of data provided by the integration of new technologies along with
the traditional ones, and their elaboration throug Big Data approaches, it is now possible mea-
sure and manage manufacturing performances. Furthermore it is also possible understand not
evident relations between different events, comprehend cause-effect relationships, and predict
future events.
Despite the important opportunities offered by these technologies and techniques, industries
struggle to adopt new approaches. There is still little awareness of the power provided by the
data, few people know how to identify strategic KPIs to make in-depth analysis of the perfor-
mance of their industry, it lacks a corporate training plan aimed to learn how to exploit these new
technologies, and again, these sophisticated analytics are applied on specific problems without
extending them to the whole system [DFL12].
For these reasons, with the aim to develop an interconnection between research and industry so
to know the existing problems and transfer the development of new solutions within the facto-
ries, was founded, in 2012, the italian national technology Cluster “Fabbrica Intelligente” (CFI),
a No-profit Association that groups 72 big and medium-small size enterprises (industrial mem-
bers), 15 universities and research centres (research members) and 10 associated members.
This Ph.D. has been supported by the Italian Ministry of University and Research (MIUR),
through the “SMART MANUFACTURING 2020” project which is one of the four projects sub-
mitted by the CFI.
This project aims to promote the ”development of new systems of planning and productive mon-
itoring for the optimization of the use of resources and energy, new manufacturing solutions for
the preventive and intelligent maintenance, and new advanced methodologies for the virtual pro-
totyping of products and productive processes”1.
In this context, this Ph.D. research focused on two main objectives.
On one side, to analyze what are the key KPIs in manufacturing that can support and improve
these operations. On the other side, to apply predictive ML techniques in smart manufacturing
problems in order to provide some advantages in their use.
Concerning the first topic of this research, we will present a practical methodology that, starting
from the data collected at the factory, enables to identify and then, visualize in several dash-
boards, a set of KPIs useful to control production processes. This is the first step in Big Data
analysis, the descriptive/diagnostic investigation on data available in order to extract the real use-
ful information.
Then we will move to the analysis of the Sustainability as a strategic priority that emerged in this
4.0 revolution and that is becoming increasingly important among the industries’ critical objec-
tives.
As discussed at the begin of this Chapter, the companies business model, traditionally structured
to correlate with a small number of known subjects and with deterministically definable needs,
1www.fabbricaintelligente.com
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is now facing a context where the counterparts rapidly change and have equally variable needs
which are independent from the value creation proper of the company itself. This observation
about social field, antithetical to that focused on the mere profit generation, requires to move from
a measurement of value based only on monetary indicators (profits and wages), with a short-term
horizon, to one that, in the long-term, allows the company to sustain the conditions underlying
its prosperity. This leads to the creation of reference frameworks that base their decision-making
criteria on social and environmental values and not only on organizational criteria aimed at max-
imizing profit, internalizing aspects so far considered ”externalities”. Every industry carries out
actions that can have an economic, social, and environmental impact outside its confines and
so, it is responsible for these actions. The search for sustainability as a goal to be achieved is a
research field faced by many academic. However, there is not yet a structured approach able to
manage sustainability performance indicators ([MML+13, KMK15, JH04]).
Our contribute is to provide a guideline that identifies the main sustainability trends and drivers
in manufacturing environment and a set of KPIs that allows industries to control and monitor the
reaching of these goals.
The second scope of this thesis is to provide contributions in the application of several state-of-
the-art ML techniques in order to adapt them to manufacturing problems.
This is the next step in Big Data analysis, the predictive/prescriptive investigation on data already
processed in order to evaluate future behaviors about the phenomenon in exam.
We have already introduced the motivations that have driven the intense development and appli-
cation of these techniques into complex scenarios such as factories.
The scientific literature abound of applications of data mining and machine learning techniques
devoted to building predictive models for monitoring manufacturing systems [JH93, ABT02,
KBT11, LLBK13, WIT14] but the assessment of the predictors themselves is quite rare [OOA15].
To this end, we will focus on the analysis of data-driven model approaches in order to evaluate
the accuracy of these classifiers. In particular, we will address two manufacturing problems that
are fundamental activities within a production process.
In the first one, we exploited the Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm to build a model for
quality evaluation of final products in an assembly line of refrigerators.
Whereas, in the second one, we applied the Random Forest (RF) algorithm for creating a model
able to predict future maintenance on a production line of calipers. In both applications, we
mainly focused on the performance evaluation of the obtained models by means the exploitation
of several model selection approaches that are well suited to Big Data problems.
1.2 Outline of the Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 describes the research background and identifies the key elements of Smart Manufac-
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turing systems. Particular attention will be spent on the definition of the main kind of analysis
and relative tools that can be exploited to manage and/or investigate manufacturing events.
Chapter 3 presents the design of a sustainability catalogue starting from the analysis of the ex-
isting state of the art on industrial sustainability performance management. We will re-organize
these information accordingly to a hierarchy of structured KPIs, highlighting the areas that need
to be further developed both in the literature and in the industrial systems.
This work have been presented in the XXI Summer School “Francesco Turco” with the title ”In-
vestigating sustainability as a performance dimension of a novel Manufacturing Value Modeling
Methodology (MVMM): from sustainability business drivers to relevant metrics and performance
indicators” [DOTA16]
In Chapter 4 we will discuss several application of ML techniques in order to adapt them to
Manufacturing problems. In particular, in the Section 4.1, we will review the main results of
Statistical Learning Theory (SLT) for the purpose of assessing the performance and quantify the
uncertainty of a predictive classification model applied to the final product quality estimation in
a smart manufacturing system. Then, in Section 4.2 we will examine a model selection proce-
dure for choosing the best set of hyperparameters that allows to build a Random Forest model
characterised by the best generalisation performances.
The contribution of the Section 4.1 have been published in the IEEE Conference on Big Data
with the title ”Performance Assessment and Uncertainty Quantification of Predictive Models for
Smart Manufacturing Systems” [OOA15].
The work discussed in Section 4.2, have been presented in the European Symposium on Artifi-
cial Neural Network, Computational Intelligence and Machine Learning with the title ”Random
Forest Model Selection” [OOA16].
Chapter 5 presents a practical implementation of a set of business dashboards by means the
”Analytics BI” software platform. In particular, we will discuss the KPIs model design and how
this BI software can be exploited in order to visualize these information.
Chapter 6 describes the development of a model for predictive maintenance in a production
line of calipers. This activity has been made possible thanks to the collaboration established
within the ”Smart Factory 2020” project with an Italian manufacture that is a world leader in the
production of braking systems for vehicles.






From Manufacturing to Smart
Manufacturing
Manufacturing is the transformation of input materials in output elements through the realization
of technological processes (physical, chemical, mechanical) [Gro07]. At the same time, these
operations makes the material more valuable than the original state. Therefore, Manufacturing
can be also defined as a set of activities aimed to procure utility (needs fulfilment), or utility
increase of generic stuff. These definitions highlight two aspects of manufacturing: technical
and economic (Figure 2.1).
The market evolution, over the last 50 years, has led to a new meaning of the concept production,
intended as a corporate function. Strictly speaking, production and production system identify
the real physical transformation of goods within industrial companies (manufacturing). However,
there is also a strong link between the production activities and the logistic activities. These last
cover all flows of raw materials from supplier to plant, all flows of semi-finished products among
the various production phases and all flows of finished products to retailers. In general, logistics
can be understood as a company area that oversees the management of physical and information
flows along the supply chain from suppliers, to the company and to the final customers. Logistics
can be external (procurement and distribution) and internal (transformation). Furthermore, pro-
duction operations are associated to design and industrialization activities. So, in conclusion, the
term production has gained a broader meaning that includes logistics and product development,
in addition to manufacturing ( [BSW95, IOK94, ElM05]).
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Figure 2.1: Two ways to describe manufacturing. (a) technical process, (b) economic process.
Source: [Gro07]
2.1 Production Systems
Industrial plant or manufacturing system are commonly defined as a set of different elements of
any kind, integrated and interacting, whose objective is the production of goods or services are
expected to benefit. In particular, a production system is characterized by ( [MSMC78, BCM97]):
• Objectives: the set of goals that justify the existence of the system;
• Structures: the elements that compose a production system, distributed into different sub-
systems;
• Processes: the activities carried out by the elements of a plant, whose effects are addressed
both within the system itself and outside;
• Interrelations: the relationships between sub-systems, processes, and between sub-systems
and processes.
In general, any type of organization can be described according to a systemic approach, spec-
ifying its objectives, parts, processes and interrelations. Thus, understanding a manufacturing
system corresponds to understanding the behaviour of the overall organization. The company’s
objectives are its institutional aims and are different according to the company type: for a public
service company, the goal is to provide the best possible quality and cost conditions with a set
of services (transport, communication, and so on); for a private company, the goal is to obtain
profits through the design, production and sale of goods. For a production company, in particular,
it can certainly be said that the main objective is to create value, both for customers that satisfy
their own usefulness in the acquisition of goods, both for itself, obtaining a monetary profit from
the products sales. The parts of a company are the building blocks of the company itself. It is
useful to note that among these parts there are not only the physical elements (machines, plants,
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and so on), but also of the pure organizational units (directions, services, offices, etc.). A pro-
duction system consists of interacting sets of operations (tasks), materials, resources, products,
plans and events. The plans contain the process plans, i.e. the flows of elements in the system,
and the production plans. Processes are all those functions necessary to achieve the operational
objectives set by the company itself, and are implemented within the structure. The operative
objective of a manufacturing system is the production, that is the process of transformation of
raw materials into finished products. In order to better understand the processes of a company,
it is necessary to deepen the concept of resource. By corporate resource we mean every entity
that the company exploits in its processes to pursue its operational objectives. Resources are:
the products or services offered by the company, the materials employed, goods, but also, the
money and the people employed to produce. In addition to the resources mentioned, which are
examples of the so-called internal resources, we must also consider external resources, on which
the company operates indirectly only, such as, the social environment and economic operators.
The resources acquisition, for a manufacturing company, is a key moment of the production pro-
cess since that, for each resource, is associated a fee. Moreover, the choice of a technologically
more advanced resource than another may mean a greater speed of execution and precision of
the process to which it is associated. In the literature there are a large number of classifications
of company resources ( [SBJ02, YSDL96, SNW07]). Specifically, for a manufacturing system,
the resources can be grouped in:
• Proprietary productive resources: all the plant and machine resources managed directly
and used to realize the production itself. The cost of availability of these resources is fixed
and it can include depreciation costs, maintenance costs and power costs. The operational
scope can’t significantly affect these costs, but can pursue maximum productivity; this
objective is typically defined as saturation of productive resources.
• Operational resources: these are the necessary and not strictly productive resources (hu-
man resources). Their use is proportional with the requirements. The operational planning
task is to manage human resources utilization in a flexible and consistent manner respect to
the utilization productive resources. Furthermore, operating resources and productive re-
sources make up the work centres that represent an important constraint on the production
capacity itself.
• Instrumental resources: these are resources whose management is of strategic importance
for the production capacity constraint. Operational planning must manage all situations
of contemporaneity since a particular tool, of which there is only one sample, is able to
penalize the production capacity of several work centres.
• External production resources: the reasons for adopting a third party processing can be
systematic or temporary; in the case of production planning and scheduling, this type of
solution is used, after having saturated the internal production resources, if the production
capacity is not sufficient. At the aggregated planning level, preliminary agreements are
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stipulated with the contractors in order to consider them, during the operational planning
phase, as machining units with capacity, average response time and costs already defined.
Starting from the resources it is possible to build a model of the production system and its pro-
cesses, and then, define the structural units in which the processes take place and the resources are
managed. Once the system model has been built, it is necessary to understand the interrelations
between the elements, in order to understand its behaviour. In this sense, the privileged feature
is the elements flow (materials, products, information, resources) within the system boundaries,
and, therefore, the analysis of the system changes over time. The materials are moved through
the personnel employed, the transports, the machinery, and undergo several processes that trans-
form them into products. Resources are assigned to tasks, which need them to perform these
transformations. The events are the time instants where resources begin and end a task. Infor-
mation about the status of resources, materials and products indicates the status of the system
at any time. The complexity of a production system often leads to break down the management
of a production process into a series of sub-phases. Frequently, the individual steps in which
a process can be decomposed are defined operations. An operation occurs when an object is
intentionally modified in its chemical or physical characteristics, or assembled or disassembled;
when it is transported, stored or inspected ( [Bla04, Par05]). A first subdivision of production
processes can be made by referring to the main activities carried out within a production system
( [H+05, CAJ98]):
• Acquisition of materials, information and production factors;
• Transformation:
– Conversion or processing: physical creation of products through the transformation
of the resources (alteration of physical characteristics, dimensions, shape or others
features);
– Waiting and storage: relate to the location and storage of an existing good (changes
of materials and products availability and time);
– Transport: moving materials and products from one place to another (change of phys-
ical position without changing the input form or state);
– Control: activities aimed at identifying defects or preventing them.
• Distribution of the product to the customer.
Therefore, a production system is strongly conditioned by three fundamental variables ( [Ack70,
GVD02, ORW01, BO04]):
• Upstream interaction with suppliers;
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• Downstream interaction with customers;
• Product’s characteristics.
The first two points represent the interaction of the production system with the exterior and re-
sults in a change of the internal structure for better interfacing with the environment. The third
point represents the specificity of the element to produce, around which the production process is
built in order to achieve the product’s conformity to the required specifications. The production
strategic parameters are the internal variables on which the company can operate to construct
an action that generates an outside competitive advantage over competitors. Hayes and Wheel-
wright [HW84], and later Gunn [Gun88], proposed some key factors that can give competitive
advantage: Production capacity, Service level, Technological level, Degree of Integration, Work-
force, Quality, Production planning, Organization, Flexibility, and Inventory turnover index.
A fundamental characteristic of these parameters is that they are quantifiable indicators, since it
is possible to improve and optimize the performance only if it is possible to measure it. A com-
mon expression used for these quantifiable parameters is “Key Performance Indicators” (KPI).
In order to optimize the management of a production system and to sustain a competitive indus-
trial context, it is necessary to plan the manufacturing operations according to a set of identified
strategies.
In complex organizations like the manufacturing systems, the strategic objectives cannot be
achieved immediately, instead, they need to be broken down into sub-targets more operational
and detailed: formulation of company policies, operational plans, procedures and rules ( [DSH89,
Ste85]). In the management process it is possible to distinguish different hierarchical levels:
moving from one level to the next, the higher objectives (decisions strategic) are fragmented into
more sub-objectives; the degree of abstraction (abstraction from the details of objectives real-
ization) decreases and, instead, the operational and procedural aspect (passage from what? to
how?) increases [Gui00]. Every phase must pursue the objectives of the upper hierarchical level,
using the tools provided by the lower one. Strategic objectives are wide-ranging instruments
with a far horizon of forecast, while plans, programs, and procedures have a more detailed level.
Therefore, management is a dynamic process that exploits different levels of abstraction and ag-
gregation, both to simplify the complexity of the problem, and to cope with the different degree
of information available along the time axis.
Information is available only in the immediate proximity of events; while it is very scarce during
the strategies formulation, because of the temporal distance that separates them from their ob-
jective. The strategic plan is that which is more far from its objective, and the typical order of
magnitude is a time horizon of 3-5 years. The realization of a strategic plan needs the formulation
and achievement of several business plans: sales and marketing plan, research and development
plan, financial plan, production plan. For each one of them, there is a further fragmentation: in
the case of the production plan, there is an aggregated plan (1 year), a main production program
(Master Production Schedule, 3-6 months), a possible assembly program (1 month) and finally
an operational control (continuous). Depending on the tactical and operational levels of choice,
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it is possible to identify three basic moments for each phase of management:
• Planning. That is the management function: the selection of an organization’s objectives,
the establishment of the necessary strategies, policies, procedures, programs and projects
at their achievement. More specifically, the production planning means the overall level of
production.
• Schedule. That is the execution of a planned goal, exploiting the tools available to a certain
hierarchical level. Therefore, Scheduling defines what must be done, in what quantity, and
in which deadlines. This phase comes after the planning phase because its task is to execute
a goal with known feasibility. The scheduled program must be feasible and the best among
the possible alternatives, exploiting the most of the allocated resources.
• Control. The deviation between programs and reality is inevitable. For this reason a
control phase is needed, aiming to provide the necessary information to direct corrective
actions. This last phase controls the progress of activities respect to the scheduled program,
timely highlights the serious divergences in order to carry out the interventions pointed out
by the management.
2.2 Supply Chain and Management
Manufacturing systems are the core of a larger system that includes several specific aspects called
Supply Chain (SC). As we already said at the beginning of this Chapter, the term production has
acquired such a broad meaning that it is often synonymous with SC.
The Supply Chain official definition was provided by the Supply Chain Council, an independent
no-profit organization founded in 1996 whose members belong to companies and organizations
interested in the application of advanced Supply Chain Management techniques and systems.
According to the Supply Chain Council ”the Supply Chain includes all the efforts involved in
the production and distribution of a finished product, from the supplier to the customer’s cus-
tomer” [LV99].
In literature it is possible to find innumerable definitions of the term Supply Chain. These defi-
nitions emphasize the organizations that make up the supply chain ([CM07, MMRC01, Bea98])
or the activities performed by supply chain ([Har01, HN99, LV99]). The Supply Chain concept
involves all the components, directly or indirectly, interested in satisfying the customer’s request:
not only the manufacturer and the suppliers but also the transporters, the distributors and even
the consumers themselves. It is necessary to note that the supply chain is not only a chain of
companies with business relationships, but rather, it is a network of companies with multiple re-
lationships (([LC00]). For this reason, this concept is often expressed with the most appropriate
term of “Supply Network” ([WH04, NDZ02]). As stated in the previous paragraph, from the
point of view of a single company, a supply chain is made up of two distinct networks:
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• one upstream (upstream network), formed by the company’s suppliers: it covers all flows
from the manufacturing company up to the initial suppliers;
• one downstream network, formed by the enterprise’s customers: it covers all flows from
the manufacturing company to the final consumers.
Figure 2.2 summarizes the concept by showing the supply network of a reference company,
called “focal company”.
Figure 2.2: Structure of the supply chain.
Source: [LC00]
Therefore, in today’s competitive environment, the success of a single business depends on the
management’s ability to integrate the company’s complex network of business relationships. This
capacity of managing multiple relationships along the supply chain refers to the term “Supply
Chain Management” (SCM). This expression has an official definition, formulated in 1996 by
the Global Supply Chain Forum (GSCF), a group made up of representatives of companies and
academic researchers that met regularly since 1994 to improve the theories and management
practices of SCM. GSCF defined the SCM as ”the integration of the key business processes from
the final consumer to the source suppliers that provides products, services and information that
add value to consumers and other stakeholders” [FSC06].
In other words, the systematic and strategic coordination of traditional business functions within
a single company, becomes transversal to the different SC businesses, in order to improve the
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long-term performance of individual companies and of the entire supply chain. Starting from this
definition, it is possible to highlight some fundamental aspects of Supply Chain Management:
• Materials Management, the information and financial resources flows. While the physical
goods flows are mainly directed by the sources of raw materials towards the final market,
the information flows (related to orders) and the financial flows (related to transactions) go
back to the supply chain ([CM07]).
• Processes Management, it goes beyond the boundaries of individual company functions
and individual supply chain companies. The main processes of SCM are: management
of customer relations, demand management, order management, production management,
purchases, product development and reverse logistics ([LC00]).
• The search for an optimization of global performance, as well as local ones. The goal
of the supply chain should be, in fact, the maximization of the total value generated, not
only at each individual stage. The management of sharing the value among the different
members of the supply chain is one of the major challenges of Supply Chain Management
([CM07]).
• The need for coordination among the various companies, also through long-term collab-
orations that involve information sharing (for example demand forecasting, promotional
activities, orders received, stocks of materials, components and products) or an integration
of logistics and production activities (for example, through techniques such as Just in Time,
Vendor Management Inventory, Collaborative Planning Forecasting and Replenishment).
The development of information and communication technologies is the greatest enabling
factor for the adoption of cooperative practices by an increasing number of companies
([Spi06]).
2.3 Megatrend in Manufacturing
With the ever-increasing globalization and competition, industries have had to change their op-
erational procedures with the introduction of new technological systems in order to face sustain-
ability issues, costs, management of activities and, in general, to properly evaluate the perfor-
mance of their processes. Numerous studies have identified and analysed these megatrends of
change and development. In this Section, the main trend which drive the new era of manufactur-
ing are investigated:








2.3.1 Supply Chain Complexity
Supply chain complexity can be defined as the level of detail and dynamic complexity exhibited
by the products, processes and relationships that make up a supply chain. Three drivers stand
out in terms of their impact on plant performance: i) lengthy supplier lead times; ii) instabil-
ity in the master production schedule; iii) variability in demand. Furthermore this complexity
even increases when considering the customization as well as the digitalization and the resulting
interconnectivity between the product and business processes [BWFF09].
2.3.2 Mass customization
Mass customization relates to the ability to provide bespoke products or services through flexible
processes in high volumes and at reasonably low costs. It has been identified as a competitive
strategy by an increasing number of companies. Agility and quick responsiveness to changes
have become mandatory to most companies in view of current levels of market globalization,
rapid technological innovations, and intense competition. Mass customization broadly encom-
passes the ability to provide individually designed products and services to customers in the
mass-market economy. [DEP+12]
2.3.3 Demographic Change
Over the next decades, it is estimated that the global population will grow by 18%, reaching a
total of 8.4 billion people by 2040. One consequence of these changes will be an increase in the
percentage of senior workers. It will therefore be necessary to find a balance between the need to
allow over-65s to prolong their working life and the need to create new job opportunities for the
young. Moreover, this also meets the broader need to increase the well-being of all workers in
terms of increased satisfaction, safety and inclusivity (Roadmap Cluster Fabbrica Intelligente).
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2.3.4 Industrial Sustainability
According to the traditional industrial view, product design and process technology typically
determine the types of pollutants emitted, solid and hazardous wastes generated, resources har-
vested and energy consumed. Unfortunately, in a business environment of resource and energy
supply uncertainty, the traditional view and the related business model, requires the continuous
exploitation of new markets for growth, the enhancement of products to maintain demand and
global sourcing to sustain margins, whilst absorbing the costs of compliance with end of life cycle
legislation, is clearly unsustainable. It is generally agreed that sustainability has environmental,
social and economic dimensions [REAG12].
2.3.5 Technological Innovation
Technological innovation has historically been considered the main effective source of compet-
itive advantage among enterprises and the economic growth and social benefit of countries. In-
novation has the ability to not only increase productivity but also creates processes for new types
of products. Innovation can also provide the means for manufacturing flexibility [MPG14].
2.3.6 Globalization
The trend in globalization has changed the ways of connecting customers with products and
therefore the factors that are analysed, be it the company, the manufacturing network, or the
supply chain. Because of globalization, the vast majority of manufacturing in large companies
is carried out in value networks. As globalization of markets raise competitive pressures, one
essential requirement for the survival of organizations is their ability to meet competition. Market
needs cause unlimited changes in the life cycle, shape, quality, and price of products [SWMK11].
2.3.7 Regulatory constraints
From a regulatory point of view quality refers to the basic objective requirements under the
existing laws to assure that goods/food are safe, not contaminated or adulterated or fraudulently
represented. Food quality and safety requirements are neither optional nor negotiable [LRS12].
The described mega-trends characterize and influence the global scenario of competition for
the manufacturing sector. The specific challenges posed by mega-trends must be dealt with by
implementing industrial strategies that follow the development of appropriate strategic actions.
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2.4 Smart Manufacturing and Industry 4.0
The previous Sections highlighted the key factors that affect the actual global changes and de-
velopments in manufacturing environment. These innovations, that have a strong impact on the
lives of people, companies and communities, influencing the economy and consumption, can be
identified in a single expression that is “Industry 4.0”.
This definition was pronounced for the first time at the annual Hannover Fair in 2011 by a work-
ing group dedicated to Industry 4.0. When we talk about Industry 4.0, we refer to the fourth
industrial revolution, the one that characterizes nowadays. The term “revolution” describes a rad-
ical and unexpected changing and this is the scenario we are assisting: this revolution supports
the creation of the “smart factory” in which physical, digital and flexible production systems are
integrated with the aim of reaching “mass personalization” and “faster product development”.
Industry 4.0 is also identified as the “digital revolution”, focussing on all those digital tech-
nologies that are able to increase the interconnection and cooperation of resources (people or
computer systems) without limiting themselves to one sector rather than another. We are wit-
nessing changes, even radical ones, affecting the industrial sector, from the production of goods
and services, to the society in all its aspects. The common factor is, indeed, the communication,
or in other words, the interconnection between several elements of a system. High levels of com-
munication and the optimal exploitation of all those services related to it, will become the main
goal for anyone who wants a “4.0 perspective”.
In this scenario, the concept of data plays a primary role, since it underlies any operation. It went
from a simple information born and dead in a small local system, to a tool able to create value.
This is the reason why, in Industry 4.0 era, we talk about Big Data. This expression means all
the operations related to the collection and interpretation of the enormous quantity of informa-
tion extracted from several heterogeneous sources through the use of advanced computer science
techniques. Big Data, in turn, introduces a new way for analysing manufacturing problems.
We are talking about the Manufacturing Intelligence and Analytics.
These new approaches are having a great success to solve complex problems in which it is nec-
essary to manage a lot of information and constraints, and there is no knowledge about the
physical models underlying the analyzed events. Although this revolution is leading to notice-
able changes, there are still many open problems that require new developments and research to
be solved. One example is that, despite the importance of the data, manufacturing continues to
be data rich and knowledge poor, and as a result, operates with constricted decision processes,
even in operations in which sophisticated modeling and control technologies are used.
Another key problem is due to the lack of a real integration of these Smart Manufacturing systems
within production processes: these tools should allow the orchestration and execution of produc-
tion operations with the aim of supporting individual production, providing advanced decision
support. However, business plans and day-to-day management decisions are being implemented
with incomplete knowledge of the relationship between product output, resource use and envi-
ronmental impacts ( [RB12, GPM04, DEP+12]).
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The 2017–2018 annual Critical Issues Agenda published by Manufacturing Leadership Council1
provides an industry articulation of the most urgent and important issues facing the global man-
ufacturing industry in the year ahead. This agenda identifies seven critical topics that need to be
addressed by large and small manufacturers.
A Factories of the Future: industries must increase the use of technologies in order to im-
prove their production processes. This implies the use of roadmap, maturity models, agile
production models, end-to-end digitization and analysis of manufacturing and engineering
processes and functions.
B The Collaborative Manufacturing Enterprise: in order to maintain a solid competitive
advantage, manufacturing companies should coordinate activities and processes involving
heterogeneous departments and maintaining collaborative contacts with customers, suppli-
ers, third parties, distributors and partners.
C Manufacturing Enterprise Innovation: industries must use new approaches such as,
best practices or collaboration with other manufacturing entities, in order to change their
processes methodologies toward more innovative ones.
D Transformative Technologies in Manufacturing: industries need to adopt new Industry
4.0 technologies such as Internet of Things, 3D printing, advanced analytics, modelling
and simulation, machine learning, collaborative robotics.
E Next-Generation Manufacturing Leadership & the Changing Workforce: there must
be synergy between leaders and their teams. Leaders have the responsibility to promote
their own and their team’s continuous education, and to propose their own objectives so as
these can be achieved through the activity of the team.
F Cybersecurity in Manufacturing: An industry that wants to develop its competitive po-
tential and respond to the challenges of integrated, flexible and increasingly connected
production can’t afford to underestimate the risk related to the interconnection of its as-
sets. Therefore it is necessary to analyze the reliability of the company systems and to
increase the information security culture among companies.
G Manufacturing 4.0 Sustainability: Sustainable manufacturing is becoming increasingly
important. This requires sustainable industrial system different from today’s global indus-
try: new business models, strategies, frameworks, and tools that allows to achieve com-
petitive advantage through the increase of material efficiency, energy saving, closed-loop
control at industrial system level.
1https://www.manufacturingleadershipcouncil.com/
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In the next Chapters we will present several contributions and results achieved during this Ph.D.
related to several points of the aforementioned agenda. In particular, we have investigated three
topics:
• Development of tools to help industries to control their processes (A). An achieved result
on this topic consists in the design of a set of dashboards with the use of a BI software
platform. These dashboards aim to be universally valid and industry-neutral, in order
to monitor several indicators, specific for the needs of manufacturing companies. More
details about this application will be provided in Chapter 5.
• Development of new technologies (D). Regarding this point, in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6,
we will present some contributions of this thesis related to the application of ML tech-
niques in smart manufacturing problems.
• Holistic, sustainable manufacturing business models (G). In Chapter 3, we will discuss
the development of a sustainability framework for measuring performance in Sustainable
Supply Chains.
2.4.1 Manufacturing Intelligence and Manufacturing Analytics
As introduced in the previous Sections, the global evolution of the manufacturing market to-
gether with the important technological developments of the last years have led to the collection
of an unprecedented amount of data. For instance, the integration of sensor systems on machiner-
ies, reporting tools that collect data coming from different sectors connected to the industry, and
new hardware and software solutions designed to enable the communication between the various
units of a manufacturing system.
Several terms have been coined to describe the features of these new technologies. This Sec-
tion provides a detailed description of the meaning of the terms ”Manufacturing Analytics” and
”Manufacturing Intelligence” as these are the key topic of this thesis.
The expression Manufacturing Intelligence is coined by Advanced Market Research (AMR) and
it is referred to all those Business Intelligence application in manufacturing that enable to moni-
tor production performances in terms of metrics [Unv13].
These tools, indeed, can connect to various sources allowing to extract different kind of data
(and so, different kind of information), offering several functionalities to perform data process-
ing (e.g. mathematical calculation, aggregations) and, finally, providing a lot of graphical items
to visualize these “new” information inside specific containers called “dashboards”. In this way,
simple data are converted into more structured information (metrics).
Similarly, Manufacturing Analytics refers to the application of Business Analytics techniques in
the manufacturing domain.
Now, let’s go in detail to investigate what BI and BA are.
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The term Intelligence has been used by researchers in artificial intelligence since the 1950s.
Business intelligence became a popular term in the business and IT communities only in the
1990s. In the late 2000s, Business Analytics was introduced to represent the key analytical com-
ponent in BI ([Dav06]). Both BI and BA refer to the activity of collecting and analysing a
large amount of data in order to extract knowledge about the investigated problem and about its
context. Business Intelligence is the foundation of the technologies that have been developed
later with the Business Analytics. This can be guessed also by the chronological order in which
these two terms were introduced, since BI is about 10 years older with respect to BA. In or-
der to understand the objectives of the BI and the BA and, also, the different technologies that
derive from them, it may be useful to start from the description of the four categories of anal-
ysis commonly known in the state of the art: Descriptive, Diagnostic, Predictive, Prescriptive
([CV70, SSJ14, MSDS14, Hui15, CSM12, BBA13, EL12]).
Figure 2.3: The four types of Analytics and their relative tools.
As represented in Figure 2.3, these type of analysis can be viewed as four steps that gradually
lead to a deeper knowledge of the problem of interest.
The descriptive analysis answers the question: ”what happened”? It provides a representation of
previous and current performances, through the extraction and processing of historical data. For
this reason, this type of analysis provides a description of the events (”as is” analysis) but does
not explain the causes that led to their occurrence. For this type of analysis, graphic visualization
tools are commonly used to allow the creation of reports. These reports are intended to provide
an immediate understanding about many characteristics such as the company’s production, finan-
cials, operations, sales, inventory and customers. Some examples of metrics that are commonly
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used in manufacturing can be the total stock in inventory, the plant OEE, the year change year
in sales, and so on. In general, these tools allow users to extract data using queries executed on
various data sources, to perform aggregations or other kinds of data processing, and to use a wide
range of graphs in order to represent data in a dashboard.
The diagnostic analysis answers the question ”why did it happened”? The idea of this analysis
is to extract more details with respect to the descriptive analysis by identifying patterns and
relationships between the data. However, in general, this type of analysis is strictly correlated to
the descriptive one. In many cases, we speak of a descriptive/diagnostic analysis with the aim of
obtaining a cause-effect vision of the events. In fact, thanks to the analysis of historical data, it is
possible to understand what happened and perform estimations about the current performances.
Also in this case, it is common to perform a graphic visualization of the data. This visualization
may offer the possibility to create interactive dashboards that show the correlations among the
information through drill-down and linking functionality between the graphs. The descriptive
and diagnostic analysis provide a deeper knowledge of past and current events but do not allow
to understand future ones.
The step forward, which has driven the evolution of new techniques up to the point of transform-
ing BI into BA, is due to the other two types of analysis: predictive and prescriptive analysis.
Predictive analysis answers the question ”what will happen”? It enables to predict future per-
formances based on historical data. An example of a predictive analysis in manufacturing, that
will be described in details in Chapter 6, is to know in advance when it is necessary do mainte-
nance to a machinery through the exploitation of its historical measures. More in details, with
the predictive analysis, all the available data are analyzed in order to derive models (patterns) on
such information that will be used to predict how they will evolve in the future. This procedure
is possible thanks to the development of several techniques such as modelling, machine learning,
data mining and game theory.
Finally, the prescriptive analysis answers the question ”what should I do”? It supports the user
in making decisions based on a series of possible outputs (simulations) deriving from predictive
analysis.
Prescriptive analysis, as well as predictive one, implicitly includes the concept of Big Data. In
fact, for these type of analysis it is necessary to gather information from multiple sources, inter-
nal (inside the organization) and external (e.g. ERP, CRM). These data can be structured such
as numerical and categorical, or unstructured like text, images, audio, and video data. All these
data are processed with algorithms and tools such as business rules, machine learning and com-
putational modelling procedures. In general, as it will be described in Section 2.4.2, the accuracy
of the resulting output increases when more data are added to the model.
To summarize, both the predictive and prescriptive analysis have the objective of optimizing the
forecast of future events. On one side, the predictive analysis focuses on model future events.
On the other hand, the prescriptive analysis provides the possibility to simulate the possible fu-
ture outcomes based on the choice of certain decisions and actions. In general, predictive and
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prescriptive analysis are applied in contexts in which several variables, constraints and informa-
tion must be analysed. Traditional BI tools are well suited for the descriptive and diagnostics
analysis ([WW07, Neg04, CDN11, CCS12]) but, in general, do not fit well for other kind of
analysis. For this reason, in the last years many tools have been proposed to perform BA and in
particular predictive and prescriptive analysis ([CV70, SSJ14, MSDS14, Hui15, CSM12, EL12,
BBA13, LLS+11, SN87, KRS02, TMDOL10, Lie13, SS05, SSM12, SMK14]). Such tools en-
able the exploitation of state-of-art algorithms and techniques to extract the required insights
from the available data.
The integration of BI and BA tools in manufacturing systems is one of the focal point for improv-
ing their operations and performances. In fact, the use of these technologies facilitate manufac-
turing actors (from managers to line operators) in monitoring, orchestrate, planning and forecast
all activities involved in production (and, in general, in all the supply chain). In particular, in
“Manufacturing Intelligence” can be considered all those analyses that help users to understand
the past and actual performances of their processes, identify possible cause-effect correlation and
give suggestion to make decisions within a short time range. Usually, MI tools deal with visual
information of data collected by different systems and aggregated by the relevant aspects chosen
by the user who performs the analysis. For example, in a shop floor, the real time visualiza-
tion of the measures recorded by a machinery can help line operators to detect problems in the
production. Whereas, “Manufacturing Analytics” involves more sophisticated techniques which
enable to obtain deeper knowledge about the observed information, forecast future events based
on previous behaviours, find implicit relations among data (not only clear correlations), and so
on. MA tools exploit Machine Learning, Statistics, and other advanced mathematical techniques
that can process a big amount of data and environmental variables and can perform prediction
on future data. For example, in a shop floor scenario, having a tool that predicts when it will
be necessary do maintenance on the machinery, implies to avoid many issues (e.g. production
scraps, downtime).
2.4.2 Big Data
Nowadays, it does not exist a unique definition about what is Big Data. However, it is commonly
accepted that Big Data was born after the 2000 because of the large amount of information
and dataset available. Since the beginning, this amount of information is constantly increasing
thanks to many technological progress. To better understand this phenomenon, we can intro-
duce the main characteristics that are commonly used in literature when describing Big Data
( [CML14, CZ14]). Such characteristics are known as the three V: Volume, Variety, and Velocity
(Figure 2.4).
First of all, the Volume indicates the exponential increasing of the available information. Such
information may come from different sources such as Internet, PCs, smartphones, sensors, and
all the electronic devices available.
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Figure 2.4: Big Data 3 Vs.
Instead, Variety means that the available data is heterogeneous and not organized. Many informa-
tion may be incomplete and/or not correct and, although such data may bring useful information,
it is required a long phase of compression and transformation in order to exploit useful and
correct information. In addition, data can be generated from different sources and in different
formats. For instance, it is possible that data contains movements, phone calls, photos, messages,
and many more. Such heterogeneity make impossible an immediate use of such data and a pre-
processing must be required in order to exploit all the different sources of data.
The last V is Velocity. This can be viewed under two different aspects. From one side, Velocity
refers to the great speed in which the Big Data phenomenon was born. On the other side, it refers
to the way the data are handled and become available to be used. For instance, in many cases the
processing of the Big Data is required to be performed in real time.
There are also other ways to define Big Data. For instance, the possibility to retrieve impor-
tant knowledge from the aggregated information, that can be applied in many different scenar-
ios [R+11]. Or, the possibility of predicting new trends and indicators that can be retrieved only
exploiting a large amount of data [SB12b].
There is a big difference between Big Data and the traditional approach to perform the identifica-
tion of new trends. One of the major difference is the question to ask when starting an analysis:
it is no more why, but what. Big Data enables to identify relationships and correlation between
the data, in this way, it is possible to identify trends and facts without knowing the motivations
and the structure of the data and why several events occur. However, such approach is enough
to extract information from the data in order to make decisions and predictions about different
phenomena.
The approach that characterize the Big Data processing is to apply techniques borrowed from
Mathematics and Statistic in order to exploit the large amount of data to identify trends and
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perform predictions. Thanks to the Big Data revolutions we see a shift in how the processing
of data is performed. Before, getting all the useful data was a difficult task and many times it
was impossible to retrieve all the information needed to perform an exhaustive analysis. For
this reasons, researchers and industries usually restrict the population under analysis in order to
have a sufficiently representative sample of the data and then, extend the outcome. Now, the
large amount of data allow to perform exhaustive searches in a way to generate predictions that
can fit better to the population under exam. However, this process requires a different approach
respect those traditional, and constitutes a turning point with respect to the statistical techniques
are used [MSC13]. One of the problems of statistics, since the dawn of this discipline, has always
been the access to data and to information that describe the population. Making use of all the
available data could be too difficult, both in terms of time and costs. To this end, the sampling has
been largely used, that is the selection, through appropriate criteria, of a part of the population
in order to facilitate the analysis and subsequently extend the results to all the elements. The
sampling method intrinsically gives rise to errors, which can be reduced by randomness of the
sample, rather than by making use of more data [MSC13]. The technological improvement that
has been found in recent years has made the management and processing of huge amounts of
data much less difficult. It is now possible to overcome the limitations of the sampling method
and to process all data. This enables to obtain a better analysis, without no approximations, able
to fully capture the different aspects. In fact, some trends often remain hidden when the sampling
is applied.
A consequence of the use of an increasing quantity of data is the need to handle the errors.
It is very common that data contains errors and it is impossible to eliminate them altogether.
Therefore, in making predictions about general trends, we are forced to accept inaccuracies in
the data. In general, when processing Big Data, it is preferable the quantity with respect to data
quality. This is motivated because usually the estimates obtained are more reliable if the amount
is increased. This entails a further change of perspective because the absolute accuracy of the
available data is no longer mandatory. The less precise data in Big Data, in general, allows,
thanks to their quantity, to solve the quality problem in order to obtain precise estimates. A
fundamental aspect to consider when handling estimates performed making use of Big Data,
is the correlation. The correlation allows to establish if and how two statistical variables are
connected to each other, based on the variations of one variable against the variations of the
other. There is a lack of correlation if the change in a variable does not involve any change in
the other considered variable. Big Data makes it possible to highlight all the correlation between
the variables considered when making predictions. If the correlation is high, the probability that
the variables are connected is high [MSC13] allowing to ”understand the present and foresee the
future”. Thus, if we know that two phenomena are strongly correlated, it will be sufficient to
monitor one of the variables to control the changes of the others. However, Correlations do not
express causality. Correlations express what happens, but they do not explain why. This aspect is
sufficient for the purposes of understanding trends and the prediction of phenomena, but a change
in the statistical process used is required. The common approach to increase a knowledge is the
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detection of the cause-effect relationships and to ask ourselves why phenomena occur. Instead,
Big Data can achieve efficient and effective forecasts, but it is not easily exploitable to understand
causal relationships.
2.4.3 Descriptive and Diagnostic techniques in Manufacturing
In Section 2.4.1 we discussed the main four type of analysis. Now we will provide an overview
about the techniques and tools involved for performing descriptive and diagnostic analyses. Gart-
ner Group coined the term Business Intelligence with this definition: “Business Intelligence
describes the enterprise’s ability to access and explore information, often contained in a Data
Warehouse, and to analyze that information to develop insights and understanding, which leads
to improved and informed decision making. BI tools includes: ad hoc query, report writing, De-
cision Support Systems (DDS), Executive Information Systems (EIS) and, often, techniques such
as statistical Analysis and On line Analytical Processing (OLAP)” [Neg04]. By this definition it
is possible to understand that the term BI includes two different aspects, business processes and
technologies, that are necessarily related.
Figure 2.5: Business Intelligence processes and techniques.
In order to give an overview about what the BI tool involved in each step of BI processes, we
will use the Figure 2.5.
Manufacturing organizations collect information to make assessments and estimates about their
performances and use the gathered information through a BI system in order to increase their
competitive advantage. The first step to perform in order to analyse any kind of problem, is to
collect all those data involved in the scenario of interest, and then, execute several operations to
prepare data for their last processing. These activities are essential to start any kind of analyses.
If these steps are well done, it is possible to obtain right and really expendable information from
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data ( [GJR11, Dav12]). Typically, data are extracted from various source systems to be central-
ized in a single system called Data Warehouse (DWH). The operation of extracting and loading
data is called ETL which is the acronyms for Extract Transform Load. During this procedure,
manufacturing data are taken from different sources like Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP),
Customer Relationship Management (CRM), and other systems involved for the Supply Chain
Management. These data undergo several steps:
• Cleaning: this phase deals with improving the quality of data by eliminating ”dirty” data
due to duplications, inconsistencies, missing data, incorrect values, and so on.
• Transforming: this is the central phase and it aims to convert data from the source opera-
tional format in order to map them into the DWH.
• Loading: in this phase, data are uploaded to the DW through two alternative modes: re-
fresh (the data are rewritten replacing the previous ones completely) or update (only the
changes to the data are added to the DW without overwriting all the data at each iteration).
At this step, data are collected in the DWH. The Data Warehouse is a tool that aims to store all
the business interest data, in an optimized way for performing query. The DWH data structure
is different respect to those of the operational databases: while these last are based on relational
concepts and rules (Entity-Relationship), DWHs are generally based on the dimensional model
or Star Schema, appropriate for quickly respond to queries of various kinds. The events that
occur in a manufacturing system are too many to be individually analyzed and then it is usual to
place them in an n-dimensional space. In this multidimensional space, the axes (called analysis
dimensions) define different perspectives for the event identification. Just this dimension concept
gave rise to the cube metaphor for the representation of multidimensional data. According to this
metaphor, events correspond to a cube cells. Whereas, the cube edges represent the dimensions
of analysis. Each cell in the cube contains a measure value (that is, the specific event occurred
respect to a specific dimension). Therefore, the data modeling in a DWH, involves three key
management concepts:
1. fact: the central analysis concept. It models an event that happens in the company;
2. measure: an atomic property of a fact that can be analyzed. It describes a quantitative
aspect;
3. dimension: describes a perspective on which perform the analysis.
The two main approaches that can be performed by users for querying a DWH, are reporting and
OLAP. OLAP stands for “On-Line Analytical Processing” and includes a set of software tech-
niques for the interactive and fast analysis of large amounts of data. These techniques allow user
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to investigate data in a more complex way, and quickly provide answers to multidimensional
analytical queries. Then, an OLAP system allows to study a large amount of data (the mea-
sures contained in each fact), analyze data from different perspectives (dimensions), and support
decision-making processes. The OLAP analyses can be visualized in a report. The reporting
systems exploits DWH data, OLAP aggregated data, and other sources data in order to provide
an overall visual representation of performance measures (KPIs), trends and exceptions within
an appropriate container called dashboard. [EALS07]. In dashboards, data can be shown respect
to different and hierarchical perspectives of analysis so that, thanks to graphical drill-down capa-
bilities, it is possible to investigate more detailed information. In Section 2.4.3.2 we will provide
additional details about dashboards, being one of the main topics of this thesis.
Finally, the last step of a BI process is to perform Data Mining (DM) analysis. DM procedures
aim to identify the presence of specific patterns (patterns) within large volumes of data through
the application of algorithms. The term DM refers to the application of one or more techniques
that allow the exploration of large amounts of data, with the aim of identifying the most signifi-
cant information and making it available and directly usable in decision making. The knowledge
extraction (meaningful information) takes place through the identification of associations, or
”patterns”, or repeated sequences, or hidden regularities in the data. In this context, a pattern
indicates a structure, a model, or more generally, a synthetic representation of the data. Typical
DM algorithms are: Anomaly Detection, Association Analysis, Clustering, Classification, Re-
gression and Summarization.
In conclusion, BI systems allow user to set goals and compare data relevant to the achievement
of their objectives and, sometimes, to make interventions in view of the information obtained so
to improve future performance.
2.4.3.1 Key Performance Indicators
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are a very useful approach that enables to analyse the per-
formance of manufacturing processes and to manage the Supply Chain operations ([CLXL09,
RZJ04, MPMDM10, AD02]). In order to control the large and complex variety of industrial
systems, it is necessary identify a set of metrics related to the main manufacturer’s activities and
targets, at each level of the enterprise - from the macro financial level to the operation level.
KPIs enable to ”see” the results in an aggregated way, rather than using large amounts of ”raw”
data. In a few indicators easy to read, there are information able to provide an immediate diag-
nosis about the phenomenon under exam: users have the continuous performance control and,
when the indicator is not aligned with its benchmark, they can focus on improvement actions
in well-defined directions. By measuring and managing performance, organizations have more
opportunities to successfully achieve operational and financial goals.
In order to achieve these goals, it is essential to identify appropriate KPIs which provide a valid
support to obtain some key advantages:
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• Analysis of ongoing processes;
• Evaluation of the overall company performances (not exclusively economic-financial),
thanks to a direct feedback provided by those company’s users who have the ability to
manage critical variables;
• Company performance evaluation as a trend, thanks to the identification of flows and sig-
nals over time: the evaluation starts from the results achieved, focuses on the management
operations that will be projected, in turn, into the future in order to identify those prereq-
uisites for maintaining and improving performance;
• Acquisition of essential information in order to manage the planning and scheduling of
company activities, by setting up preventive and corrective actions.
It is also possible to develop distinct KPIs representation as analysis’ outputs: company dash-
boards, reports and graphs related to such indicators, more or less detailed, more or less sophis-
ticated, deep in the analysis or synthetic in the exposition ([YO12, HVNK13, GHH+13]). They
can be weekly, or even daily, instruments for analyzing the bias between the expected (target)
values of a specific indicator and its real value. Depending on the level of detail and/or aggre-
gation, this information allows the various managerial levels to carry out their analyzes and to
identify their objectives for the continuous improvement.
Since the KPIs enable to monitor the company’s activities related to different specific levels, they
must be balanced on different hierarchical levels of analysis:
1. Summary indicators at strategic level;
2. Indicators related to the medium-term tactical analysis and planning;
3. Specific and disaggregated indicators for the assessment of the operational performance.
In order to exploit KPIs capabilities, they must be:
• Simple and inexpensive to be detected, processed and interpreted;
• Easy to measure and, if it is possible, immediate to understand and unbiased (e.g. quantity,
percentage, ratio, and so on);
• Relevant and able to respond to specific objectives;
• Comparable through defined standards (with an appropriate target value and tolerance/deviation);
• Accessible by those who must perform analyzes on them;
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• Processable with mathematical or statistical tools and reproducible on tables, graphs or
diagrams in a clear and immediate understanding;
• Shareable;
• Systematic, that is, punctually recorded with established regularity and immediately up-
dated in case of uncommon/unexpected events.
It is better to choose a few key measures that has these features rather than using a complex data
system whose control costs more than the benefits that can be derived from it. Furthermore, it




• Detection method used;
• Data source;
• Calculation method;
• Unit of measurement;
• Frequency;
• Responsibility for the management of the indicator.
This reference scheme for the KPIs identification has been defined within the ISO 22400 “Au-
tomation systems and integration — Key performance indicators (KPIs) for manufacturing oper-
ations management” standard2.
In fact, given the importance of KPIs in the monitoring of manufacturing processes, the research
of the “right” KPIs has gained importance both in academic and industrial fields. This research
led to the emergence of several organizations like ISO 22400 and SCOR, which established a
set of general evaluation systems to express the objectives and critical factors, and proposed a
common structure for standardizing KPI definition. The International Organization for Standard-
ization (ISO) published, in 2014, the first two parts (Part 1: Overview, concepts and terminology
and Part 2: Definitions and descriptions) of the ISO 22400 standard, marking a milestone in the
field of operations management. This standard aims at defining a common scheme for Manu-
facturing Operations Management (MOM) KPIs across industries. The innovative aspect of this
2www.iso.org/standard/56847.html
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standard is to have rationalized the use of indicators related to manufacturing operations, already
known and used in industrial processes, and to have classified them according to a standard hi-
erarchy: company, site, process, and even users (operators, supervisor, management). Using as
reference model the IEC 62264 standard, in which it is defined the functional hierarchy model of
manufacturing enterprise (Figure 2.6), ISO 22400 specifies the KPIs residing at level 3 related to
Manufacturing Operations Management.
Figure 2.6: Functional Hierarchy in IEC 62264.
Source: IEC 62264-3
IEC 62264 standard identifies these four hierarchical levels of the plant, since they provide dif-
ferent functions and work in different time frames. Moreover, IEC 62264 standard also defines a
hierarchical structure for the physical equipment (Figure 2.7).
Thanks to these two reference models, it is possible to “read” the ISO 22400 schema for its KPIs
definition: each KPI is related to the Level 3 of the IEC functional hierarchy of manufacturing
enterprise and it is calculated respect to a specific level of the IEC hierarchical structure for the
physical equipment. The main categories evaluated by ISO 22400 indicators include:
• production operations;
• inventory handling operations;
• quality assurance testing operations;
• maintenance operations.
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Figure 2.7: Role based equipment hierarchy in IEC 62264.
Source: IEC 62264-3
Each category can be further detailed using eight sub-categories: i) detailed scheduling, ii) dis-
patching, iii) execution management, iv) resource management, v) definition management, vi)
tracking, vii) data collection, and viii) analysis. The first part of this standard describes the
concepts and terminology used for KPIs, summarizing them a tabular structure as depicted in
Table 2.1.
The second part analyses 34 KPIs related to MOM, targeting both discrete, batch and continuous
production.
Another important reference model was developed by the Supply Chain Council (SCC) and
Advanced Manufacturing Research (AMR) in 20003. This model aims to simplify the systematic
management of the supply chain performance measurement and improvement. SCOR is a cross-
industry framework applied to evaluate all existing interactions within the supply chain, like:
• All customer interactions, from order entry through paid invoice;
• All product (physical material and service) transactions, from your supplier’s supplier to





Table 2.1: Tabular structure of a KPI in the ISO 22400 standard. Source: ISO 22400
Content:
Name Name of the KPI
ID A user defined unique indication of the KPI in the user environment
Description A brief description of the KPI
Scope
Identification of the element that the KPI is relevant for, which can be a work unit,
work center or production order, product or personnel
Formula The mathematical formula of the KPI specified in terms of elements
Unit of measure The basic unit or dimension in which the KPI is expressed
Range Specify the upper and lower logical limits of the KPI
Trend Is the information about the improvement directions, higher is better or lower is better
Context:
Timing
A KPI can be calculated either in:
real-time, after each new data acquisition event;
on-demand, after a specific data selection request;
periodically, done at certain interval, e.g. once per day
Audience
Audience the user group typically using this KPI. The user groups used in this part of ISO 22400 are:
Operators, personnel responsible for the direct operation of the equipment;
Supervisors, personnel responsible for directing the activities of the operators;
Management, personnel responsible for the overall execution of production
Production methodology





The effect model diagram is a graphical representation of the dependencies of the KPI elements that
can be used to drill down and understand the source of the element value.
NOTE: This is a quick analysis which supports rapid efficiency improvement by corrective actions,
and thus reduces errors
Notes Can contain additional information related to the KPI. Typical examples are: Constraints, Usage, etc.
• All market interactions, from the aggregate demand to the fulfilment of each order.
This model identifies four analytical stages:
• Performance: Standard metrics to describe process performance and define strategic goals
• Processes: Standard descriptions of management processes and process relationships
• Practices: Management practices that produce significant better process performance
• People: Standard definitions for the skills required to perform supply chain processes.
organized around the five primary management processes:
• Plan: Includes all processes that balance aggregate demand and supply to develop a set of
actions that best meets sourcing, production and delivery requirements
• Source: Includes all processes that provide goods and services for meeting planned or
current demand.
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Figure 2.8: Supply Chain operations reference model.
Source: SCOR
• Make: Includes all processes that transform a product to a finished state for meeting
planned or current demand.
• Deliver: Includes all processes that provide finished goods and services for meeting planned
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or current demand, typically including order management, transportation management, and
distribution management.
• Return: Includes all processes associated with returning or receiving products. These
processes cover the post-delivery customer support.
SCOR model defines more than 150 KPIs to support supply chain analysis at three different
levels of process detail, as depicted in Figure 2.8.
The first level metrics help companies to gauge their performances respect to their targets within
the competitive market space.
In the second level, 26 core process categories of a supply chain are defined. These processes
can be seen by companies in order to identify their ideal or current operations.
The third level provides the information required for successfully planning and setting goals for
supply-chain improvements.
Finally, the last level, that is not part of SCOR topics, focuses on the application of specific
supply-chain improvements.
The main goal of this model is to help companies to evaluate their as-is (current state) state
of processes in order to achieve their target to-be (future state) state. In order to achieve this
goal, SCOR provides various different concepts: it defines the standard management processes,
analysing the relationship among them; it provides a large number of standard metrics in order
to measure process performances and, finally, it presents over 430 best practices for assisting
companies to choose the activities to be performed in order to close the gaps among their current
and target state.
2.4.3.2 Advance Human Machine Interface: the importance of dashboards
In Section 2.4.3.1 we discussed the importance of controlling those KPI that describe process
performance and define strategic goals.
After collecting the data for calculating the chosen indicators, it could be appropriate to sum-
marize these information in a periodic report. An effective way to transfer the information that
emerges in the reporting system, can be the creation of a graphical dashboard, or using a syn-
onym, a management cockpit.
The approach by which strategic information are shown ”visually” through graphical dashboards,
is called “Visual Analytics” ([TC06, KMS+08, WRS13]).
A dashboard is a single-screen display that shows important information about a company so that
the whole situation, for example, in a factory or on a production line, can be quickly understood.
In the broader sense, digital dashboards are intuitive and easy-to-use front ends for monitoring,
analysing and optimizing critical business activities by enabling users on all hierarchy levels to
improve their decisions. Thanks to the exploitation of dashboard tools such as charts and graphs,
the information can readily be understood, leading to a series of advantages such as:
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• be aware of the current operation performances in order to understand and make strategic
decisions in the future;
• evaluate the performances state respect to the prefixed goals or appropriate reference bench-
mark;
• take more tactical and strategic decisions, not only based on intuition but also thanks to an
updated and accurate knowledge of data;
• help the process to a continuous improving: the detection of deviations, especially the
negative ones, and the identification of their reasons should help business executives to
understand the mistakes and to propose corrective actions.
In other words, a dashboard is a management tool with the aim to provide a sort of “indicator
light” about the current state of a company: as well as a car’s dashboard highlights the anomalies
to driver, also this reporting tool helps company’s users to highlight if their company is moving in
the right direction over time, according to predefined plans. Dashboard allows to quickly know
the company’s state through graphs that summarize the key indicators and key success factors.
In brief, the two main objectives of the dashboard can be:
• the key variables (KPI) and core processes performance monitoring to achieve business
success,
• provide a synthetic and complete interpretation about the bias among company’s results
and expected outcomes in order to define corrective actions.
The added value of this tool lies in its ability to exploit existing business information assets with
costs close to zero, by recovering and importing data recorded in company management systems
and by displaying them in a clear and synthetic manner with various kind of graphs and naviga-
ble tables.
Until now it has been discussed the usefulness and advantages in the use of dashboards, but what
was their evolution? and why they are taking so much interest within the manufacturing envi-
ronment? Groger et. Al [GHH+13] state that traditional approaches for information monitoring
on the shop floor are not able to provide an overview across the entire manufacturing process.
This is due to the fact that each tool records the information abstracting it from its operating con-
text and without correlating it among the different hierarchical levels of the production process.
Consider, for example, the several information flows that are generated within a shop floor when
a downtime occurs: the operators who work in the previous and next steps of the production
line (respect to the step where the downtime occurred), must be informed. When this scenario
occurred, the production must be directed to another available machinery, and it is necessary to
temporarily change the line scheduling. At the same time, the operators who are working on
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the faulty machinery, must understand, as soon as possible, the failure reasons so as to open the
maintenance request by defining a priority level. Furthermore, they must communicate to the
other operators in order to inform them of the downtime. All this information flow among the
different steps of the production phases must occur in real time and quickly, so as to speed up the
decisions that must to be done for reducing waiting times, costs and waste of resources.
The need to control the process’ performance - starting from an overview of a single or multiple
plants behavior (managers), up to the real time monitoring of the shop floor (line supervisors,
operators) - combined with the technological evolution (computers, tablets and smartphones)
has led to the development and to an increasingly use of the Human Machine Interface (HMI).
The HMI is the interface between the process and the operators, in other words, an operator’s
dashboard (Figure 2.9).
Figure 2.9: Example of Human Machine Interface.
This tool enables to display real-time operational data, helping operators and line supervisors to
monitor and synchronize manufacturing processes and enabling them to obtain usable informa-
tion thanks to the processing of complex variables.
In industry 4.0, designing interfaces means going beyond the interface itself. The single ma-
chine’s HMI is the tile of a larger mosaic: it is necessary to consider a complex and distributed
system made up of multiple actors (the operator, the technician, the production manager, etc.);
multiple devices (panel for the use of the machinery, tablet for remote control, big screen for the
control room); and other machines with which the one in question must interact. The role of the
designer changes as well: no longer the design of a finished product, but the design of a system
of components and of a set of rules that compose it.
HMIs are part of a BI tools that will be described in the next Section.
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2.4.3.3 Descriptive and Diagnostic tools
Every year, an interesting overview of the trendiest BI tools in the business market, is proposed
by Gartner Inc.4, a world leader in strategic consulting, research and analysis in the field of In-
formation Technology. The Gartner Magic Quadrant (MQ) is a qualitative research methodology
that analyse and evaluate the capacities and improvements on several specific technology-based
market. The MQ is a grid made up of four fields and two parameters: on the x-axis is measured
the ”Completeness of vision”, whereas on the y-axis the ”Ability to execute”. Figure 2.10 depicts
the MQ.
Figure 2.10: Magic Quadrant for Business Intelligence and Analytics Platform.
Source:www.gartner.com
Within the matrix, four large areas are identified:
• Leaders. They are the players with the highest performances and completeness of vision.
Usually these are very large companies that operate in mature markets where they stand
out as the leaders of the sector. Generally they have a very large customer base, developed
over time and thanks to the ability and continuous investments in increasing visibility on
the market.
• Niche actors. They are in the opposite box to the leaders. These are companies that
focus on a very specific market or on a very vertical market segments. Unlike leaders,
4www.gartner.com
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the completeness of vision and the ability to execute of these players, is very limited.
These are smaller companies, but with extremely specific capabilities and limited to an
area of expertise. Sometimes large companies are positioned in this quadrant, due to their
development difficulties or to a little ”vision” that limit themselves to decisively influence
the market.
• Challengers. They are companies that have great capabilities, attractive offers on the
market, and resources for a continuous growth, but with a more limited future vision. This
is the reason why, they are not yet able to put themselves at the top of the market.
• Visionaries. They are those players who develop and provide products/services with a
very advanced and wide vision, able to respond to important problems, even on a large
scale. They are companies, often very innovative, able to understand and predict market
developments, but lacks in the ability to execute. In fact, these are often smaller companies
than the leaders.
The “Magic Quadrant for the Business Intelligence and Analytics platforms” structure was re-
designed by Gartner in 2016 in order to reflect the last ten years deep changes in the IT sector,
with the advent of new visual analysis and exploration tools (now become mainstream), inter-
faces easier to use even by non-IT users, and a general orientation to agile and business-centred
solutions. The rules that establish the inclusion and position of IT vendor on the MQ, are based
on five services (“use case”):
• Agile Centralized BI Provisioning: it identifies the possibility to centralize all data from
other systems, inside the enterprise itself.
• Decentralized Analytics: it expresses the possibility to exploit BI tools also for non-IT
users in order to make users autonomous in generating their analysis.
• Governed Data Discovery: it certifies the contents generated by users through a System
of Record managed by IT
• Embedded BI: it indicates the possibility of helping users during their analysis, this fea-
ture is increasingly popular in business processes or applications
• Extranet Deployment: the same purpose of the first case, but outside the enterprise
mapped on 15 functions (“capability”):
• Infrastructure:
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– administrative, security, auditing and other functions;
– cloud deployment and delivery capabilities;
– connection and acquisition to data sources.
• Data Management:
– metadata management;
– capacity of embedded ETL and data storage;
– data selection and preparation in a graphical (drag & drop) and self-service manner.
• Analysis and Content Creation
– advanced and integrated analytical functions;
– interactive dashboards;
– interactive visual exploration;
– ’smart’ data discovery, without predefined models or algorithms and, possibly, with
natural language;
– use of mobile devices in publishing or interactive mode;
• Sharing of Findings
– support for the inclusion of analytical content in corporate business processes;
– make the analyzes known by various methods of distribution;
• Overall platform capabilities
– level of ’seamless’ use of the various capacities of the product (s);
– ease of management and deployment.
In Gartner “Magic Quadrant for Business Intelligence and Analytics Platforms” 2017, the three
vendors positioned at the leader area are: Microsoft with its Power BI suite, Qlik with its flagship
product Qlik Sense and, finally, Tableau with its desktop, server and online solutions. All these
three leaders have similar strengths:
• they provide an interactive and intuitive visualization, exploration and analysis of data,
with in-memory analysis or with direct query on large data sets;
• they allow users (thanks to forums and tutorials) to create analytical contents autonomously,
without the support of an IT-expert;
• they enable to perform complex analysis, thanks to the ability to manage heterogeneous
data from various sources (from relational and semi-structured databases, Hadoop-based,
and so on) both internal and external the company.
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2.4.4 Predictive and Prescriptive techniques in Manufacturing
In Section 2.4.1 we discussed the main four type of analysis. Now we will provide an overview
about the techniques and tools involved for performing predictive/prescriptive analyses.
In the traditional analysis techniques, the operations that can be performed on the data are, in
a sense, pre-set: even if the data processing is automated, the inference applied to choose and
relate the observed data depends on the user knowledge. The tool is limited to perform the oper-
ations that are decided by the user without going deeper on the ”methodological” accuracy of its
processing. In contrast, machine learning techniques (called algorithms) try to construct rules to
describe the data provided, and autonomously understand whether or not a new case responds to
the rule they have defined. The difference between traditional programming and machine learn-
ing is therefore clear.
In the manufacturing context, characterized by a high number of information (big data), dimen-
sions of analysis (variables), business rules, and constraints, ML techniques are playing a key
role in the management and optimization of production processes. In fact, these techniques al-
low to analyze large, high-dimensional and multi-variate datasets.
Obviously, the output effectiveness obtained by applying a ML algorithm, always depends on the
initial preparation of the data. Section 2.4.3 describes all the phases that start with the extraction
of information from different data sources until their final preparation to carry out the desired an-
alyzes. Frequently, in addition to the variable of interest, it may also be useful to consider other
information involved within the context in exam. In fact, even if there are no evident correlations
between the event of interest and other exogenous events, ML algorithms can find patterns and
relationships between them, thanks to their nature of ”learning” from the data.
An example of this approach will be discussed in Chapter 6, concerning the creation of a model
for predictive maintenance on a production line. The ability to know in advance, when it will be
necessary do maintenance on a machinery so as to avoid the production of waste or downtime,
is the goal we want to obtain. The KPI that need to be considered, is a distinct measure of
the production items, which is detected on a specific machinery of the production line in exam.
Since it is not possible to know a priori whether the value of this KPI can be influenced by
other additional measures that are previously carried out during the processing, we have also
considered all the other variables recorded on the production line to create our predictive model.
In conclusion, the ML algorithms are well suited to solve complex problems, such as those
in the Smart Manufacturing field, where it is necessary to process a large amount of data and
many variables and where, often, there aren’t mathematical equations to measure the physical
models underlying the observed events ( [SSA09, CSZ10, AGOR14]). In fact, ML techniques
do not require in-depth knowledge of on the analyzed system by the model’s developers. These
methods use computational procedures to ”learn” information directly from the data without
relying on the knowledge of the physical models that underlie the phenomenon in question.
Furthermore , they can adaptively improve their performance as the number of samples available
for learning increases. The integration of these algorithms into increasingly user-friendly and
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low-cost technologies has further accelerated the use of these techniques. However, the main
problem is still that, very often, these ML techniques are applied in specific contexts rather than
on the whole system [DFL12].
2.4.4.1 Machine Learning
There are many types of machine learning algorithms that can be classified into various categories
depending on their use.
The main distinction is made between supervised and unsupervised algorithms, as depicted in
Figure 2.11.
Figure 2.11: Supervised and Unsupervised Machine Learning techniques.
Source: www.mathworks.com
Supervised learning is the ML methodology of learning a model from labeled training data. The
training data is a pair (X,Y), where X is an input object (typically a vector) and Y is the label.
A supervised learning algorithm learns the patterns from the training data and generate a model
able to map new unknown examples. Supervised learning techniques are based on classification
and regression.
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Unlike supervised learning, the Unsupervised learning does not use previously classified and
labeled data; therefore, it is not possible to know the class of data. The algorithm task is to extract
a rule that groups the observed data according to their attributes. The algorithm, in this case, look
for a relationship between the data in order to understand if and how they are connected to each
other. Since there isn’t a pre-set information, the algorithm is called to create ”new knowledge”
(knowledge discovery). Unsupervised learning techniques are mostly based on clustering or
association rules.
In order to start in using ML algorithms, it is necessary to identify the type of analysis you want
to perform into the right category: classification, regression, clustering, or pattern recognition.
Classification: The task of developing a model, from a set of previously classified examples, that
can correctly categorize new examples from the same population. Given a collection of records
(training set), each record has a set of attributes, some of which express the class of the record.
The aim is to assign new records to one (or more) classes as accurately as possible, identifying a
model for the class attributes.
A test set is used to evaluate the accuracy of the model. The test and training sets come from
the available data, which are divided into these two groups. An example of classification can be
the reduction of the marketing cost by the identification of a small group of consumers who are
more likely to buy a new model of cell phone.
Approach: use the data for a similar product introduced earlier and identify who bought the prod-
uct or not. This attribute (Yes / No), is the attribute of the class. It is therefore necessary to gather
information about these customers and use these data as input attributes to ”train” the classifier.
If the class has only two attributes, it is called binary classification. Otherwise, if the available
class outputs are greater than two, the classification is called multi-class.
Among the most common classification algorithms it is possible to remark: Support Vector Ma-
chine, Decision Trees (DT) (also considering their combination in the Ensemble methods), K-
Nearest Neighbour, Naı̈ve Bayes, Discriminant Analysis, Logistic Regression and Neural Net-
works (NN).
Regression: The task of predicting the value of a continuous variable, from other variables’ val-
ues, assuming the existence of a dependency model (linear or non-linear). Regression examples
include: prediction of a new product’s sales based on advertising costs; prediction of wind speed
as a function of temperature, humidity, pressure, and other parameters.
Among the most common regression algorithms there are: Linear Regression (and Generalized
Linear Model (GLM)), SVM (and Gaussian Process Regression (GPR)), Decision Trees (also
considering their combination in the Ensemble methods) and Neural Networks.
Clustering: Clustering techniques are based on measures related to the similarity between the
elements. Given a set of data, each described by a set of attributes, and given a measure of
similarity, identify clusters (groups) such that:
• the data, in a cluster, are more similar to each other,
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• the data between two different clusters are less similar.
An example of clustering can be the activity of market segmentation: gather customer informa-
tion and then identify groups (clusters) of similar customers. Among the most common clus-
tering algorithms there are: K-means and K-medoids, hierarchical clustering, Gaussian Mixture
models, Hidden Markov Models and Clustering Fuzzy C-means.
Pattern Recognition: The pattern recognition aims to learn a classifier of data (pattern) based
on a priori knowledge, or statistical information extracted from the patterns. The patterns to clas-
sify are typically groups of measures or observations, which define the points in an appropriate
multidimensional space. For example: process the data collected at cash desk through barcode
scanners in order to identify products that are purchased together by a significant number of
customers.
As previously stated, there are many ML algorithms and they can be applied on different scenar-
ios on the base of their characteristics. Therefore, the first step is to choose which one best fits
(i.e. that provides more accurate analysis) to the problem you want to investigate.
In the manufacturing sector, some aspects in which ML is mostly applied are, for example, the
prediction of maintenance activities on machineries, fault diagnosis, quality estimation of prod-
ucts, and so on.
A very promising and fitting supervised ML algorithm for manufacturing research problem is
Statistical Learning Theory [WWIT16]. SLT try to find necessary and sufficient conditions
for non-parametric inference to build predictive models from data or, using the language of SLT,
learn an optimal model from data [OOA15]. In other words, SLT approach is to identify that
function which better estimates the output for previously unseen inputs [EPP00].
This is a huge advantage for the manufacturing environment, where often, only few labelled sam-
ples are available, while the largest part of the dataset is composed of unlabelled data [CSZ10,
AGOR14]. When the collection of labels is expensive or difficult, this approach allows exploiting
all the available information for building effective models. Other features of these methodolo-
gies, useful for manufacturing applications, are: their strong adaptability to different scenarios
of analysis and the ability to process large amounts of data.
Neural Network, Bayesan modelling, and Support Vector Machines are some of the most popular
algorithms that exploit the theory of SLT [BB05].
Neural Network algorithms try to mimic the human brain behavior. A neural network is made
up of a set of processing nodes (also called units) connected together through one or more out-
put arcs and one or more input arcs. Each arc is defined by a weight that must be accurately
estimated in order to reduce the error between the estimated value and the real one. These algo-
rithms are able to process high-dimensional and multi-variate data on a similar rate to the later
introduced SVM [KZP07]. NN can be basically applied to all problems of supervised and unsu-
pervised learning, proving high performance in terms of accuracy and generalization.
NNs are exploited in various applications of semiconductor manufacturing and in various prob-
lems related to process control ( [HSK+06, LH09a, WCL05]) like: prediction of products or
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materials properties on the basis of the parameters of the technological process involved; equip-
ment failures prediction on the basis of selected signals; identification of the reasons that cause
faulty products.
Despite the high success of NN, these techniques have some limitations such as overfitting, com-
plex and time-consuming training process and ambiguity of the built model, since it is not pos-
sible, in most neural networks architectures, to directly correlate the weights of the connections
with the input’s characteristics ( [KZP07, PA05]).
Bayesian Networks (BN): provide a model for probability distributions, expressing conditional
dependency relationships between the variables involved. In other words, BNs learn the full joint
probability distributions of the attributes and class. The learning of causal relationships is im-
portant because it increases the degree of understanding of the problem’s domain and it allows to
make predictions about future interventions. The prior knowledge of the domain, is a Bayesian
Networks feature that is important especially when the data are scarce or expensive. Other
strengths of these techniques are: an efficient approach to avoid data overfitting and the ability
to manage missing and hidden values without compromising the result performance. Bayesian
networks can be used in any problem where it is necessary to model reality in situations of un-
certainty, where probabilities are involved. Some examples of NBs application in manufacturing
are: final product quality estimation [ACS+11], failure prediction [HE+01], identification of the
defect causes in products, and damage detection in engineering materials [ASMO07]. The main
manufacturing application areas of BN are: the semi-conductor industry ( [YL12, NJL+11]), the
automobile industry [LJ13] and in machining [CBPT09].
Support Vector Machines: another technique considered one of the most effective [FDCBA14]
and popular classification and regression algorithm [CV95, AGOR12c] is the SVM. Like the NN,
this algorithm can analyze high-dimensional and multi-variate datasets and can provide very ac-
curate predictions. The SVM objective is to minimize the risk associated with the classification
error, by identifying the best separation limits between a series of data. These separation limits
are represented through feature vectors, which are weighed by the algorithm during the training
phase in order to ensure that the margins that separate different classes are maximized in the data
space. In other words, given a set of training examples, each marked as belonging to one or an-
other class (in a binary classification problem), the SVM task is to identify those hyperplane that
separates the data with the maximum margin. If the data classes are not linearly separable, the
algorithm nevertheless chooses the hyperplane that separate the examples as clearly as possible,
ever maximizing the margin between the closest examples [NNB15]. The problem of classifica-
tion therefore becomes a problem of optimization of the margin value.
The main SVM features are: excellent ability in modeling linear and non linear relationships, it
works very well with high-dimensional data, the ability to create highly accurate models even ex-
ploiting a limited number of input data, and computational saving ( [KC+09, SKK10, ASK+13]).
SVM is exploited in several manufacturing applications such as, machine condition monitoring,
defect and fault diagnosis ( [Dem13, XZA+08, WY07, HY09, Chi02]). Another application field
of SVM is in semiconductor manufacturing [LH09b].
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Finally, another class of ML algorithm that is important to consider in this overview, are the En-
semble Methods. These methods use the combination of multiple models in order to increase
the performance of classification or regression problems [Zho12]. The ensemble method exploit
a set of basic classifiers (for example NN, DT, nearest neighbour) that are then combined in order
to obtain a minor predictive error. A typical method to combine these basic classifiers is to use
a voting system that counts how many basic classifiers would assign a new (previously unseen)
observation t to each of the possible classes. Obviously, t is assigned to the class that has the
most votes. There are two approaches, called Boosting and Bagging, to build basic classifiers.
In the first case, the classifiers are built sequentially: the output of the first model is used to
generate the next classifier. Each model is trained on the dataset of its previous classifier, giving
more weight to those data that had previously been misclassified. Thus, in Boosting, instead of
taking a random subset of the training set, a set of misclassified samples are used to train each
new model.
Differently, in Bagging, the training set is repeatedly sampled, with replacement and with uni-
form probability distribution. So, each dataset is generated from a random set, sampled with
replacement, of the original training data. In this way, at each data extraction from the original
training set to generate a new dataset, the data is replaced in the population from which it is
sampled, therefore the same data can potentially become part of the same sample several times.
This procedure allow to reduce the variance of the individual classifier. All these dataset have
the same size of the original training set and, each one is exploited to create a model (classifier).
During the classification phase of a previously unseen record x, each model classifies x in a class
Yi ∈ {1, , nt}, and then, the final classification is the weighted combination of all the answers
provided by each classificator.
Random Forest: One famous example of bagging methods [WWIT16] is the Random Forest
algorithm [Bre01a], which is a combination of randomly sampled tree predictors. Each tree is
built independently with bagging approach. Each tree node is split using the best among a subset
of predictors randomly chosen at each node. In the end, a simple majority vote is taken for the
prediction of new observations.
The main features that make RF compliant for manufacturing analysis are the ability to avoid
overfitting and the ability to process high multidimensional and and multi-variate dataset, without
variable selection ( [Bre01a, Bia12, VGB11]).
In manufacturing, RF are mainly applied for monitoring machinery conditions, the diagnosys
of the failures reasons, and the prediction of the Remaining Useful Life (RUL) of mechanical
systems or components ( [YDH08, CSS+15, CY09, WJT+17]).
In the following Chapters, we will discuss several contributions of this Ph.D. thesis in relation to
the analysis and application of ML techniques in manufacturing problems. In Chapter 4.1, the
effectiveness of the application of SLT to manufacturing systems is exemplified by targeting the
derivation of a predictive model for quality forecasting of products on an assembly line.
In Chapter 6, we will consider a manufacturing problem where the RF algorithm was applied for
maintenance forecasting in a production line.
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2.4.4.2 Predictive and Prespective tools
To maintain symmetry with the BI tools presented in Section 2.4.3.3, this Section exploits the
Gartner 2017 ”Magic Quadrant for Data Scientist platforms” report as a reference model to
describe the current state of the art tools that offer ML solutions. This report addresses the so-
called ”data scientists” - all those users who analyze data - providing two advices: (i) exploit
open-source software in order to spread the application of these technologies on an even wider
range of users, (ii) and try to use different applications in order to find the one that best suits the
techniques of data processing desired by the user (some user prefers to write their own models
in Scala rather than Apache Spark, rather than using Java code). The rules that establish the
inclusion and position of analytics-platform-vendors on the Magic Quadrant, are based on three
services (“use case”):
• Production refinement: the seller’s ability to continuously improve its product’s func-
tionalities;
• Business exploration: the ability to provide simple and optimized features for extrapolat-
ing, exploring and visualizing data;
• Advanced prototyping: the key aspect of this report. The software’s ability in providing
new data analysis capabilities, such as: the connection to different datasource types, the
possibility to query data through natural-language, and the ML algorithms available to
process data;
mapped on 14 functions (“capability”): Data access, Data preparation, Data exploration and vi-
sualization, Automation, User interface, Machine learning, Other advanced analytics, Flexibility,
extensibility and openness, Performance and scalability, Delivery, Platform and project manage-
ment, Model management, Precanned solutions, Collaboration, Coherence.
As can be seen in Figure 2.12, the four vendors positioned in the leading area are: IBM with
SPSS Modeler and SPSS Statistics, SAS with Enterprise Miner (EM) and the SAS Visual Ana-
lytics Suite (VAS), the open-platform KNIME and, finally, RapidMiner.
IBM is the undisputed leader thanks to the continuous innovation of its data science and machine
learning capabilities like supporting open-source technologies, supporting a broad range of data
types (Hadoop distributions, NoSQL DBMSs and a variety of relational databases), and provid-
ing high capabilities of models management. Differently, SAS is more focused on interactive
modeling with VAS. KNIME offers the open-source KNIME Analytics Platform with powerful
functionalities for advanced data scientists. This platform is strong in several industries, espe-
cially in manufacturing and life sciences5. Finally, RapidMiner offers Graphical User Interface
(GUI) suitable for beginner and expert data scientists, and it also offers access to open-source
code. Table 2.2 and 2.3 show a list of ML algorithms supported by these four software platforms.
5https://www.knime.com/solutions/manufacturing
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Table 2.2: Machine Learning algorithm supported by magic quadrant’s leaders (part 1)
MACRO CATEGORIES ALGORITHMS SAS EM RAPIDMINER IBM SPSS KNIME
CLUSTERING
Affinity Propagation
Agglomerate Hierarchical Clustering X X X X
Anomaly Detection X
DBSCAN X X X
EM X X X
Fuzzy Clustering X X
K-Means X X X X
K-Medoids X
K-Nearest Neighbor X X X
Self-organizing maps X X X
SVM X X X X
CLASSIFICATION
AdaBoost X X X
Artificial Neural Network X X X X
C4.5 Algorithm X X
CART Algorithm X X X
CHAID Algorithm X X X X
Feature Selection X X X
ID3 Algorithm X X X
K-Nearest Neighbor X X X
Linear Discriminant Analysis X X X X
Logistic Regression X X X
Multiclass Classification X X X
Multilayer Perceptron X X X X
Multinomial Logistic Regression X X X
Multiple Discriminant Analysis X X
Naı̈ve Bayes Classifier X X
Nearest Centroid Classifiers X
Radial Basis Function Network X X
Rules Extraction System Family X X X X
Support Vector Machine (SVM) X X X X
Decision Tree X X X X
Generalized Linear Models (GLM) X X X
REGRESSION
ANOVA X X X
BI-Variate Regression X
Exponential Regression X X X
Least Median Squares X X X
Logistic Regression X X X X
Multiple Adaptative Regression Splines (MARS)
Multiple Linear Regression X X X
Polynomial Regression X X X
ASSOCIATION
Apriori X X X X
FP-Growth X
FP-Tree








Linear Regression X X X





Binning X X X X
Inter-Quartile Range Test
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) X X X X
Random Distribution Sampling X
Sampling X X X
Scaling Range X X
Substitute Missing Value X
Variance Test
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Figure 2.12: Magic Quadrant for Data Science Platforms.
Source:www.gartner.com
Table 2.3: Machine Learning algorithm supported by magic quadrant’s leaders (part 2)
STATISTICAL INFERENCE
Bivariate Statistics X X X
Chi-Squared Test X X X X
Cumulative Distribution Function X X
Distribution Fitting X X X
Multivariate Statistics X X
Quantile Function
Univariate Statistics X X X
MISCELLANUOUS
ABC Analysis
Scoring X X X X
Weighted Score Table
NETWORK ANALYSIS
Link Analysis X X
Social Network Analysis X
SURVIVAL ANALYSIS Survival function X X
OPTIMIZATION Genetic Algorithm X
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Part II
Manufacturing intelligence and analytics
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Chapter 3
Value Mapping and Assessment
Framework for Sustainable Manufacturing
A key topic during this Ph.D. was the investigation of the main KPIs and the key strategic prior-
ities (or dimensions of analysis) by which these indicators can be investigated in Manufacturing
environment. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the term “Industry 4.0” refers to a new production pat-
terns, including new technologies, productive factors and labour organizations, which are com-
pletely changing the production processes and the relationship between customer and company
with relevant effects on the supply and value chains [Cas]. Even though most of the aforemen-
tioned innovations are in an embryonic stage, they are still an important part of research and
progress. At the same time, given the uncertainty and complexity of these new paradigms, sev-
eral national strategies and new technological roadmap such as, the German high-tech strategy
“Industrie 4.0” or the Italian cluster “Fabbrica Intelligente” (FI), aim at approaching this trans-
formation enhancing the sustainability, flexibility and re-configurability of current manufacturing
systems among many other competitive dimensions. The table 3.1 shows ten roadmap taken in
consideration.
The main topics covered by these roadmaps are:
• Flexible, personalized and innovative production systems;
• Strategies, methods and tools for industrial sustainability;
• Digital transformation in the manufacturing environment.
The first two points reflect the need of change the way by which industrial processes are per-
formed, towards new approaches and new objectives. Whereas, the third point, is focused on
what are the new technologies that can help industries in achieving these new strategies.
The first research priority has as its major theme “Customization”, which over the past 15 years
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Table 3.1: Ten road-mapping programs
Country Title Date of issue
Austria
BMVIT (Austrian Ministry for Transport, Innovation and Technology)
Innovation: Solutions for the future
October 2009
Denmark
Manufacturing 2025: Five future scenarios for Danish
manufacturing companies
May 2010
Finland Finland’s regional development strategy 2020 September 2010
France
France Europe 2020: A strategic agenda for research,
technology transfer and innovation
February 2013
Ireland Making it in Ireland: Manufacturing 2020 2012
Latvia Sustainable Development Strategy of Latvia until 2030 June 2010
Netherlands Smart Industry – Dutch industry fit for the future April 2014
Sweden Swedish Production Research 2020 2008
UK
The future of manufacturing: a new era of opportunity and
challenges for the UK
2013
has emerged as one of the strategies that allows companies to supply bespoke products that can
be mass-produced in a flexible manufacturing systems. This topic is associated with different
aspects of product development, such as Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
solutions for the acquisition of the client’s requirements, product configurators, advanced mea-
suring systems, platforms for client monitoring and technologies for personalized production,
such as additive manufacturing, micro-manufacturing, hybrid processes, and so on.
The second point focuses on “strategies, methods and tools for industrial sustainability”, which
has become a key issue on the agendas of industrialists and politicians [CHIS15]. The aim is
for an improved understanding in environmental, social and economic challenges leading to a
transformation in industrial behaviour. Three waves of change will shape the industrial system
over the next two decades, these are:
• Improvements in environmental performance without changing current products and pro-
cesses,
• Development and introduction of new technologies,
• Changes in the industrial system as a whole.
This requires awareness and re-engineering of the industrial processes in order to reduce carbon
emissions and improve energy efficiency shifting towards the Industrial Symbiosis.
Industrial symbiosis is, therefore, a system in which all activities, starting from extraction and
production, are organized in such a way that waste becomes a resource, unlike the linear econ-
omy, in which, a product becomes waste when consumption ends, forcing the economic chain
to continually repeat the same sequence: extraction, production, consumption, disposal. These
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systems must be coherent with the evolution of the markets and future technologies, using them
as a competitive lever towards the three areas of sustainability (economic, environmental and
social). Within industrial sustainability, specific interest in de-manufacturing has recently grown
due to the rising cost of raw materials and specific laws introduced by the European Union to
improve the recovery rates of the materials. Furthermore, the demand for materials critical to the
manufacture of high-tech products is constantly increasing in Europe, causing huge problems in
economic and strategic terms (e.g. electronic waste, which is an important source of metals for
technological products).
The third and final research priority concerns the “Digital transformation of manufacturing envi-
ronment”. Digital manufacturing allows the simulation of the whole supply chain with the idea
of the virtual factory, integrating procurement, production, product logistics, service and diverse
IT technologies in order to predict, solve and control problems in the virtual and physical en-
vironment. These technologies allow the reduction of time to market, decrease in costs and the
increase of process flexibility by analysing production data.
It is fundamental to have a universal vision of the current industrial scenario in order to identify
the main objectives and needs.
The aim of this research was to investigate the relevance of sustainability within the smart man-
ufacturing environment and provide a guideline for companies, in order to understand what sus-
tainability trends and drivers are fundamental to the manufacturing environment and a set of
KPIs that allows firms to control and monitor the reaching of these goals. This sustainability
guideline was developed by performing a qualitative literature review on industrial sustainability
performance management with the aim of analyzing the existing state of the art, re-organizing
these information accordingly to a hierarchy of structured KPIs, and highlighting the areas that
need to be further developed both in the literature and in the industrial systems. Related works
in the context of this research consist of two research domains. On the one hand, there is the
research regarding Industrial Sustainability and on the other hand the one on value modeling
and mapping already addressed in ( [LBJ16, YL16, KLC+16, AA11]) within the Manufacturing
Value Modeling Methodology (MVMM). Both domains are crucial for implementing a proper
sustainability catalog; the research on industrial sustainability is important for the creation of
the underlying sustainability model, while the research on manufacturing value modeling is seen
as a key influencer towards constructing the framework for identifying the correct sustainability
demand.
In Section 3.1 we will discuss the concept of value creation and modelling in manufacturing
companies. Finally, in Section 3.2, we will present one of this Ph.D. thesis contributions: how
the MVMM was used to develop the sustainability catalog.
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3.1 Value Modeling in Sustainability
Sustainable manufacturing is becoming increasingly important. This requires a sustainable in-
dustrial system that differs from today’s global industry with different business models, creating
different products and services. The evolution towards a sustainable industrial production system
requires a holistic approach, with a fundamental reassessment of value creation.
In order to achieve this target, a system design approach is required. An existing and specific
MVMM is used as a value-mapping framework to help firms in creating value propositions bet-
ter suited for sustainability, considering economic, environmental and social perspectives. Like
any business, addressing important sustainability issues requires specific, hard-wired organiza-
tional support, capabilities, and measurement. As highlighted by Smith et al. [SB12a], achieving
sustainability in manufacturing requires a holistic view spanning product design, manufacturing
processes, manufacturing systems, and the entire supply chain. Such an approach must be taken
to ensure the economic, environmental and societal goals of sustainability are achieved.
Related works in this context are in two domains.
On the one hand there is research regarding industrial symbiosis and on the other hand research
in the field of value modelling. The value mapping model now combines the two perspectives by
holding on to the hierarchical structure of value proposed by Bocken et al. [BRS15] (Figure 3.1),
as well as respecting internal and external factors.
Figure 3.1: Value mapping tool proposed by Bocken et al. (2014).
This combination also leads to further review considering evaluation regarding the relationships
between these factors. Thus, the purpose is to present an overview regarding sustainability trends,
implications and possibilities that could affect manufacturing companies and supply chains, with
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the aim of creating a model that allows different dimensions of industrial sustainability (eco-
nomic, environmental and social) to be mapped. The hierarchical structure of value proposed by
Bocken et al.is composed of:
• Value captured: “represents the positive benefits delivered to stakeholders”;
• Value missed: “represents cases where stakeholders fail to capitalize on existing assets,
capabilities and resources, are operating below best practices or fail to receive benefits
they seek from the network”;
• Value destroyed: “is negative outcomes of the business and concerns the damaging social
and environmental impacts of business”;
• Value opportunities: “firms will need to go beyond “damage control” and seek out new
value creation opportunities to deliver novel solutions to social and environmental prob-
lems that begin to address the wider sustainability challenges directly”.
Starting from these definitions of value, we have developed a value-mapping model with the
aim to provide a guide for manufacturing companies, in order to understand what sustainability
trends are fundamental to the manufacturing environment.
The value-mapping model adopts the structure of the MVMM, in order to include internal and
external influence factors analysing them with respect to the triple bottom line approach. The
value-mapping model starts from the core concept of the MVMM, using the structure of external
influence factors (Trends), internal influence factors (Implications) and Possibilities, and also
applies the value map by using the aforementioned contents, and the concept of relationships
between the value map items.
External factors The external view represents trends; they are sustainable challenges that have
an impact on the manufacturing environment. This Section gives a background on the challenges
associated with embedding sustainability into corporate performance management. Examples
of trends could be for instance “Manage environmental changes” and/or “Reduce energy con-
sumption”. Due to the different markets in which companies operate, the trends might vary from
scenario to scenario and related industrial context. While there might be trends, which are glob-
ally valid, there are also trends which are only true for a certain branch of industry. It is important
to study the environment of the company and the domain in which it operates in order to identify
a valid set of trends. The external view is followed by the analysis of the internal process and
strategies.
Internal factors After the market related view, the MVMM suggests reviewing the implications.
The goal thereby is to identify the strategy of the company and how it is achieved. Nevertheless
when analysing the company, it is mandatory to understand the business side and production
side, since they should fit in the overall strategy of the company. The purpose of this step is to
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set up a system that identifies critical areas, which have to be addressed. After identifying the
implications, it is important to further specify the context in which the sustainability demand
occurs with the analysis of the Possibilities.
Possibilities The identification of the context consists of selecting the correct functional areas
or practices, which need a detailed analysis. Focusing on production, these practices are the
functional areas in the MOM domain. Starting with the analysis of the manufacturing strategy,
and then focusing on sustainable industrial practices brings out an alignment of manufacturing
strategy with business strategies.
Relationships in the value-mapping model From a value modelling point-of-view, capturing
the environment of the given scenario by identifying the external and internal influence factors
and mapping them is necessary to find out which domain specific market trends fit to which
domain specific project targets. Besides the general description of the value-modelling model,
it is mandatory to explain the application of the model itself. Since the general approach is
derived from the MVMM approach it is also possible to create relationships between the different
components (Figure 3.2).
Figure 3.2: The link Internal and External impact factors in Manufacturing and their evaluation
respect to the environmental, social and financial dimensions (Triple Bottom Line).
Generally speaking there is the possibility to create a relationship between external influence
factors (Trends) and the business strategy (Internal factor) that is used to tackle them. This
means there is a certain set of internal influence factors that fit to a certain set of external fac-
tors. Furthermore, after the assessment and the definition of external, internal impact factors and
possibilities, it is possible to analyse these contents through a value analysis, which identifies:
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• Positive and negative aspects of value in the company or network;
• Possible sources of conflicting value;
• Value opportunities to improve sustainable development.
3.2 Sustainability Catalogue
Company strategy to achieve competitive advantage is composed by the capacity of making de-
cisions, the identification of business drivers and the ability to model strategic dimensions that
affect the market, the environment and the company itself [BDT+17]. It is in this context that
Industrial Sustainability is recognized as a strategic dimension that affects the manufacturing
environment such as flexibility, innovation, and quality. In particular, sustainability is a capa-
bility that allows to achieve competitive advantage through the increase of material efficiency,
energy saving, closed-loop control at industrial system level [TET13], and through the increasing
competitiveness by improving economic, environmental and social performance [TSM15]. Re-
garding industrial sustainability performance management, despite many literature contributions
regarding sustainability, there is a lack of understanding of how sustainability may be effectively
embedded in corporate performance management systems [BME13] especially on the manufac-
turing area. Hence Authors decide to focus their attention on sustainability both as a competitive
and strategic dimension in the manufacturing environment with respect to value modeling and the
industrial sustainability performance management. Thus the purpose of this paper is to present
an overview regarding sustainability trends, implications that affect the manufacturing company
and supply chains, and lead a review in order to analyze the existing body of literature on per-
formance management, with the aim of creating a set of structured Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs). As proposed by Authors [TDLT16], a Manufacturing Value Modeling Methodology
(MVMM) is used to model the internal, external conditions that affect the company, organizing
these contents in a set of structured information specifically named catalogue. From a value
modeling point-of-view, capturing the environment of the given scenario by identifying the ex-
ternal and internal influence factors and mapping them is necessary to confront these evidences
with preset catalogues containing suggestions about those sustainability practices that might be
suitable for handling the given set of internal and external influence factors. Moreover, in order
to identify important sustainability issues and address them to a large degree and change percep-
tions, it is important to require specific organizational support, capabilities and measurement in
terms of specific indicators. Hierarchical industrial sustainability metrics and related key perfor-
mance indicators (KPIs) need to be defined and developed in order to translate business goals
into manufacturing strategy, and possibly improving manufacturing operational performance by
adopting a set of best practices. Within this context Authors present a (Industrial) Sustainabil-
ity Catalogue with an overview on implications and possibilities of Industrial Sustainability in
Section 3.2.2, then a simple qualitative literature review is reported on Industrial Sustainability
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Performance Management in Section 3.2.3. In Section 3.2.4 is presented the reorganization of
data collection on metrics and KPIs by adopting a hierarchical structure highlighting limitations
and missing areas. Finally, Section 3.2.5 shows the consequences and issues of the Authors’
work and conclusions are discussed.
3.2.1 Sustainability Catalogue
The scope of the Authors’ work is to provide a guide for manufacturing companies, in order
to understand what sustainability trends and drivers are fundamental to the manufacturing envi-
ronment and a set of KPIs that allows firms to control and monitor the reaching of these goals.
The sustainability catalog combines these two approaches by using the MVMM, in order to in-
clude internal and external influence factors as well as the hierarchical KPIs. The sustainability
catalogue uses the structure of external influence factors (Manufacturing Challenges), internal
influence factors (Manufacturing Objectives and Sustainable Industrial Practices) from MVMM.
3.2.1.1 External Factors
The external view represents Manufacturing Challenges, this component describes sustainable
challenges that have an impact on the manufacturing environment. This section gives a back-
ground on the challenges associated with embedding sustainability into corporate performance
management. Examples of Manufacturing Challenges could be for instance Manage environ-
mental changes and/or Reduce energy consumption. The external view is followed by the anal-
ysis of the internal process and strategies.
3.2.1.2 Internal Factors
The internal influence factors are used to represent the sustainable goals and strategies of the
manufacturing company. Different internal influence factors could be identified as:
• Manufacturing Objectives: describe the company strategy in terms of sustainable opportu-
nities and issues;
• Sustainable Industrial Practices: as a set of planning practices, production, purchasing
and logistics aimed to incorporate a sustainable perspective in operations.
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3.2.2 Sustainability Performance Management qualitative literature review
The dataset selected for this study was “Scopus”, the Authors interrogated the database searching
for (“Sustainable” OR “Sustainability”) AND (“Supply Chain Performance”) AND (“Manufac-
turing” OR “Management” OR “Metrics” OR “Indicators”), in the titles, abstracts and keywords
of papers published between 2000 and 2015. The interrogation resulted in 175 papers published
in 88 different journals that constitute the basis for further analysis. The earliest paper included
in the dataset was published in 2004 and the most recent in 2015. Figure 3.3 presents the list
of the first journals where research has been published. Journal of Cleaner Production, Supply
Chain Management, International Journal of Production Economics and International Journal of
Production Research lead the ranking with 16, 12, 11, 11 publications, respectively.
Figure 3.3: Distribution of publication per Journal.
Figure 3.4 presents the geographic diversity of scholars. In this case it is relevant to note the
leadership of USA and European academic institutions that contribute substantially equally to
the research field development.
Further, Figure 3.5 presents the frequency of publications over time highlighting a research field
that is growing rapidly, while Figure 3.6 highlights the ranking of keywords used by authors.
The literature review on sustainable performance management has highlighted that sustainabil-
ity metrics and indicators may be applied with different levels of complexity [THE07] and are
increasingly being recognized as practical tools for manufacturing decision making, and com-
munication purposes in many contexts. Previous research has shown that there is a great range
in the types of metrics reported, though many metrics for all three areas of the triple bottom line
are available [RS12]. The analysis of the published metrics highlights the need for the devel-
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of publication per country.
Figure 3.5: Distribution of publication per year.
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Figure 3.6: Distribution of publication per keywords.
opment of an original conceptual framework for measuring performance in Sustainable Supply
Chains [AS15]. In the next section the Authors provide the first comprehensive database of met-
rics that have been reported in the literature, and the analysis provide a starting base for future
academic and practitioner work.
3.2.3 Measuring Sustainability dimension
Sustainability even if a relatively new research area, already shows an interesting number of
measures and metrics mainly de-structured and at very different levels. This variety is creating
confusion among manufacturers when they attempt to select an operational set of indicators
for assessing sustainability in manufacturing in practical terms [RWVD08] being the related
practices interacting each other through not so trivial relationships and trade-offs. A further
challenge in selecting metrics for sustainable manufacturing, in fact, is that it is not an inherently
intuitive process; these metrics, in fact, are not necessarily related to the function of the part of
being manufactured. Additionally, a complete picture of environmental impact and sustainability
requires numerous metrics [MBST15].
To address this challenge Authors have collected almost a hundred of sustainability measures that
they categorized among indicators and metrics based on the thirteen Manufacturing Objectives
listed in Table 3.3. Finally, they grouped these Objectives in four main sections: General Aspects,
Materials, Energy and Emissions.
General Aspects encompasses two manufacturing objectives: Safety and Climate Change. This
section takes into account objectives that are not specific on how to improve the manufacturing
processes but, indirectly, are likely to affect the industry’s sustainability performance.
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Materials covers all those metrics and indicators about the efficient and effective use of material
and it is made up of five objectives: Material Efficiency, Reduce usage of raw material, Increase
usage of renewable material, Minimize water usage and Waste reduction.
Energy is the most commonly used and analysed field for the assessment of the environmental
performance. It covers two main aspects: Energy Efficiency and Decarbonisation of global
system. For both these two categories there is a detailed KPI hierarchy that allows an accurate
assessment of targets that a manufacturing industry wants to achieve.
Finally, Emissions includes the intensity of the weight of all releases to air/land/water during
a reference period. Its objectives are: Minimize emissions to air, Minimize emissions to land,
Minimize emissions to water and Increase recycling rates.
In Section 3.2.7 is reported the Authors’ categorization of manufacturing sustainability KPIs and
metrics.
3.2.4 Industrial Sustainability Performance Management: A KPIs hierar-
chical approach
As previously introduced, the Authors’ aim is to start sketching a sustainability KPIs hierarchy
which translates business goals into manufacturing strategy, and allows to improve operational
performance by adopting a set of best practices. In order to align the company and manufacturing
strategy, a multi-level structure of strategic and operational KPIs is developed, with the scope of
mapping the Sustainability Catalogue Internal Factors’ respect to metrics and indicators which
have been reorganized. The framework proposed, allows to define objectives, establish goals and
measure operational progress, aiming to a constantly monitor and control of relevant activities.
Below two examples of the proposed framework are shown. Figure 3.7 reports the connection
between manufacturing objectives, Sustainable Industrial Practices and metrics/KPIs respect to
the energy section.
In particular, companies can control the achieving of the “Energy efficiency” goals through the
high level indicator “Total Energy Consumption” which is composed by three more operational
metrics: “Energy intensity”, “Energy availability” and “Energy usage”.
Similarly Figure 3.8 shows the same connection respect to the materials section with the specific
sustainability goal “Minimize water consumption” whose achievement is monitored by “water
consumption”. As in the energy example, the high level metrics consists of “water loss”, “%
water loss” and “water intensity” which are a lower level metrics.
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Figure 3.7: Mapping between MVMM and Energy section.
Figure 3.8: Mapping between MVMM and Material section.
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3.2.5 Discussions and implications for MMVM
It is possible to note that, except for the Energy, all the other sections do not present a complete
set of indicators. One limitation is due to the lack of the availability of sustainability-related data.
Even if a precise calculation of all indicators can be performed, problems may occur due to gran-
ularity of available data. In fact, decision making in a manufacturing enterprise can take place
at many different levels, therefore the scope of application should be understood when using the
metric formulations give above [MBST15]. In the current situation, sustainability monitoring is
widely done on plant level, but to really use the approach, a finer granularity on machine level
is necessary. A real and complete case analysis can only be done in a time frame in which the
multi-level sustainability measurement and monitoring systems allow sustainability analysis for
different levels of the plant, down to machine level. However, such limitation could be dealt
with by increasing the role and use of advanced data collection IT systems in manufacturing
environments [MML+13]. Another reason for the scarcity of indicators in some manufacturing
objectives like Minimize emission to land, Minimize emission to water, Waste reduction, Ma-
terial efficiency is related to the fact that these issues gained importance only in the last 10-15
years and they require a deep (re)design of the manufacturing processes in order to be taken into
account (see the ambitious and innovative Zero Emission Manufacturing effort done by Toyota
Motor Europe to this end)1. By performing a qualitative literature review on Industrial Sustain-
ability Performance Management, Authors identified and structured different sections that can
be improved in terms of industrial sustainability performance management.
As highlighted by the categorization of KPIs, the last level of the MVMM, it lacks a hierarchy
of indicators for assessing sustainability in manufacturing. While it is easier to find metrics that
provide an overview on the variables to consider for assessing a specific problem, it is not so
easy analyze it in a timely manner through a set of indicators.
3.2.6 Conclusions
Authors’ purpose was to examine evidence of industrial sustainability as a manufacturing strate-
gic dimension and collect metrics and indicators in order to create a hierarchical KPIs with the
scope of assessing the performance of the firm in terms of sustainability and suggesting related
best practices. To accomplish this, Authors realized a structured Industrial Sustainability Cat-
alogue to be complementary used within the proposed MVMM methodology, with the aim to
translate sustainable trends and goals into manufacturing strategy, and suggesting a set of best
practices and related KPIs. Authors identified 21 sustainability indicators, both simple and ag-
gregated, able to cover nine on the thirteen Manufacturing objectives selected. It is noticed that




in the literature that at industrial level, therefore, it has been possible to derive the detailed in-
dicators. In contrast, aspects such as Waste reduction, Material efficiency, Minimize emissions
to land and Minimize emissions to water are still not treated in detail, at least at industrial level,
showing a relevant research gap on the characterization of sustainability metrics for manufac-
turing processes. These metrics and KPIs collection and analysis show the research that gaps
identified in the literature review and the poor relationships with best practices suggestion and
adaptation inhibit manufacturing strategy transformation at industrial sustainability level. In
particular, Authors feel that more attention should be given to industry-specific research on sus-
tainable supply chain management. Finally, it is evident that this area still requires significant
investigation at the operational and strategic levels, the framework provided will guide industry
and supply chain sustainable progress and improvement.
Table 3.2: Manufacturing Challenges.
External Factors: Manufacturing Challenges
Change in the interaction with the individual (customer, worker, citizen)
Exploitation of energy from waste and scrap
Growth of a new middle class at global level
Growth of emerging countries (production and consumption)
Higher production flexibility and re-configurability
Highly variable and difficult to forecast market conditions
Increase in productivity
Increase in urbanization - integration of industry in urban context
Increase the resilience of industry to global warming and climate change
(on production, procurement and markets)
Increase the worker well-being in terms of high satisfaction, safety and inclusivity
Manage environmental changes due to exploitation of farmland, deconstruction
of infrastructure and urbanization
Need to enhance specific competences and skills of each geographical area
Need to manage dynamic and complex business networks
Need to recycle components and products
New forms of employment
New models of collaboration reshoring-offshoring-nearshoring
New services tailored on the people
Pervasiveness of internet
Products to satisfy the demand for comfort, health and wellbeing of specific target groups
Reduce energy consumption
Reduce pollution in air, ground and water through improved environmental sustainability
Use of alternative energy sources in manufacturing
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Table 3.3: Manufacturing Objectives
Internal Factors:
Manufacturing Objectives Description Sources
Client satisfaction
Providing greater satisfaction, well-being, and added value




The CO2 emissions from materials production and processing




Improving the energy efficiency of a factory as well as for
calculating the embodied energy of a product, fostering the
energetically optimization of its manufacturing processes.
(14)
Increase recycling rates
Extending the supply chain to include issues such as





Consider long term criteria in proposals, i.e. adaptability for
future changes, whole life costs, select renewable resources.
(13)
Material Efficiency
Material efficiency means providing material services with
less material production and processing
(13)
Minimize emissions to land Acidification potential, land usage. (16)
Minimize impact on species Enhance and protect species and the natural environment (12)
Minimize water usage
Actions were proposed to use auxiliary cleaning techniques
using mechanical cleaning methods, usage of steam, etc., to
minimize water usage and to preserve water for future use.
(8)
Reduce usage of raw material Minimize consumption of raw material and natural resources. (12)
Reduction of air emission Optimization of process to reduce air emissions. (17)
Safety




Products are pulled through chains in response to demand, with
minimal waste and inventory. It primarily takes a cost-based
view of value, focusing on the drivers of efficiency and waste.
(18)
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Table 3.4: Sustainable Industrial Practices
Internal Factors: Sustainable
Industrial Practices Description Sources
Ecodesign
It is treated as the designing phase of product life cycle.
It is based on Life Cycle Assessment that is a technique
that summarizes the quantification of the environmental
consequences of products and services.
(19)
Green Supply Chain (GSC)
GSC is viewed within the planning and sourcing phase
of the product life cycle. GSC can be understood as
sustainable operations practices together with suppliers
and/or customers covering project design, selection of raw




It refers to the production phase. It represents the application
of an economic, environmental and technological strategy




RL refers to the management of waste related to the
consumption of manufacturing products. Reverse logistics
can be understood as the return process of moving goods
in order to capture value or give the appropriate destination.
(22)
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3.2.7 Additional Information regarding Manufacturing Objectives
In the following we present the Manufacturing Objectives with their category in parenthesis with
the collected manufacturing Metric and KPI:
• Safety (General Aspects):
– Metrics:
1. Noise level;
2. Impacts of activities and operations on protected and sensitive areas;
3. Labour/ employment issues: standard issues such as health and safety, education,
training, industrial relations, wages, benefits, conditions of work/employment,
accountability, image/reputation and harassment;
4. Supplier relationships: contractual agreements with suppliers, supplier diversity
and company policies on the screening of suppliers.
– KPI: Time Weighted Average = 16.61 log10 (D/100) + 90 where D = Noise Dose =
(time actually spent at sound level *100%)/maximum permissible time at sound level
• Climate change (General Aspects):
– KPI: GROI = Climate Change = (GHG bau - GHG investment) / GHG investment
where GHG bau (Business As Usual) is the life-cycle greenhouse gas emissions of
the current technology and GHG investment is the greenhouse gas emissions from
installing or utilizing a new technology
• Material efficiency (Materials):
– Metrics:
1. Total materials use other than water, by type.
2. Percentage of materials used that are wastes (processed or unprocessed) from
sources external to the reporting organisation. Refers to both post-consumers
recycled material and waste from industrial sources. Report in tonnes, kilograms,
or volume.
3. Annual mass flow of different materials used (excluding energy carriers and wa-
ter) in tonnels.
4. Ratio of the used recycled input materials expressed in units % of the total input
materials % of the total input materials.
5. Weight of materials used.
6. Percentage of materials used that are recycled. Percentage of products sold that
is reclaimed at the end of the product’s useful life by product category.
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• Reduce usage of raw material (Materials):
– Metrics:
1. Raw material consumption.
2. Non-renewable materials intensity.
3. Usage of resources: water usage, material usage (overall material consumption,
virgin material consumption, recycled material consumption, reused materials,
remanufactured materials, other materials.
– KPI: Years Remaining = Material Scarcity = Stock global / (Annual Use global * (1
– Recycling Rate))
• Increase usage of renewable material (Materials):
– KPI: Availability Factor = Rate Of Consumption investment / (Sustainable Available
Stock – Rate Of Consumption GeographicRegion + Rate Of Consumption BusinessAsUsual)
• Minimize water usage (Materials):
– Metrics:
1. Water eutrophication.
2. Water consumption Total annual water consumption m3/year.
3. Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused / The percentage of
water recycled from the production process.
4. Total water withdrawal by source.
5. Total water discharge and quality.
6. Mains water use (designed) – product Median water use m3 / 100m2 gross floor
area.
7. Mains water use - construction process Median water use m3 / £100k project
value.
8. Total level of water losses in company systems yearly. Leakage rate of the total
water distribution network.
– KPI:
1. Water losses in cubic meter/km/day
2. Water loss %
3. Water Intensity = Total water intake/ Normalization factor
4. Water Availability Factor = Water Use (local - investment) / (Renewable Water
Supply local – Water Use local)




2. Total amount of waste by type and destination.
3. Weight of transported, imported, or exported waste deemed hazardous.
4. Waste (Recycling, recovery and landfill).
5. Radioactive waste Companies measuring radioactive waste should follow guide-
lines from the environmental regulators. Solid radioactive waste should be re-
ported at the company level on an annual basis in kg or metric tons of HLW, ILW
and LLW.
6. Waste disposal to landfill expressed as percentage of production by weight.
7. Total annual generation of waste, broken down by type in tons.
8. Total annual generation of hazardous waste in kg or tons.
9. Waste - construction process Median waste removed from site m3 / £100k project
value.
• Increase usage of renewable material (Materials):
– KPI: Availability Factor = Rate Of Consumption investment / (Sustainable Available
Stock – Rate Of Consumption GeographicRegion + Rate Of Consumption BusinessAsUsual)
• Energy efficiency (Energy):
– Metrics:
1. Total Energy consumption.
2. Total direct energy use. The total energy consumption of the organization is
possible to express also in tons of oil equivalent MWh, Gj. Total renewable
energy use. The % of the total annual consumption of energy (electricity and
heat) produced by the organization from renewable energy sources.
– KPI:
1. Energy Intensity = (energy consumed in production process + energy consumed
in overhead)/Normalization factor
2. Lean Energy = Valuable Energy Consumption/Overall Energy Consumption
3. Energy Quality = Valuable Energy Consumption / Net Production Energy
4. Energy Availability = Gross Production Energy / Net Usage Energy
5. Energy Usage = Net Usage Energy / Energy in operating time
6. Energy Opening = Energy Consumption in Opening Time / Energy Consumption
in Theoretical Production Time
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7. Energy Scarcity = EnergyUse investment/ (EnergyCapacity local - EnergyUse local
+ EnergyUse BusinessAsUsual) Energy Independence = (EnergyUse BusinessAsUsual
- EnergyUse (local-investment)) / EnergyUse (local-investment)
• Decarbonisation of global system (Energy):
– Metrics: Carbon footprint.
– KPI: CO2 Effectiveness = Transport CO2 Effectiveness / Warehouse CO2 Effec-
tiveness, where Transport CO2 Effectiveness = (Tonne.km * Transport CO2 Effi-
ciency)/Total Volume Sold, and Warehouse CO2 Effectiveness = (Stok Levels* Ware-
house CO2 Efficiency)/Total Volume Sold
• Increase usage of renewable material (Materials):
– KPI: Availability Factor = Rate Of Consumption investment / (Sustainable Available
Stock – Rate Of Consumption GeographicRegion + Rate Of Consumption BusinessAsUsual)
• Minimize emission to air (Emissions):
– Metrics:
1. Air acidification.
2. Air releases intensity.
3. Dust and particles.
4. Volatile organic compounds.
5. Metal emissions to air.
6. Transport: Road, Rail, Air, Road Freight and Other Freight. For example, con-
version of miles travelled in medium-sized petrol car to tons of CO2 emitted.
7. Total annual emissions of greenhouse gases including at least emissions of CO2,
CH4, N2O, HFCs, PFCs, SF6 tons of CO2 equivalent. Total annual air emission,
including at least SO2, NOx e PM Kg, tons.
– KPI:
1. Green House Gases Intensity = (GHGS released in energy consumption for pro-
duction + GHGS released in energy consumption for overhead + GHGS released
by transport used for business travel + Additional GHGs released from produc-
tion process)/(Normalization factor)
2. Intensity of pollutant releases to air = Weight of releases to air/Normalization
factor
• Minimize emission to land (Emissions):
– Metrics:
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1. Oil and coolant consumption.
2. Restricted substances intensity.
3. Metal emissions to land acid and organic pollutant emissions to land. Metal
emissions to land arising from industrial activities should be reported as absolute
quantities in metric tons or kilograms emitted to land. Acid and organic pollutant
emissions to land: the total amount emitted in tons per annum of each type of
chemical should be reported.
• Increase recycling rates (Emissions):
– Metrics:
1. Fraction of recycled materials.
2. Light-weight design.
3. Reducing yield losses.
4. Diverting manufacturing scrap.
5. Re-using components. Longer-life products.
– KPI:
1. Years Remaining = Material Scarcity = Stock global / (Annual Use global * (1
– Recycling Rate))
2. Recycling percentage = percentage of waste recycled per total waste
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Chapter 4
Models Assessment in Smart
Manufacturing Systems
This Chapter focuses on another key topic of my Ph.D. that is the study of how it is possible to
adapt popular machine learning techniques to several manufacturing problems.
In Chapter 2.4.4, we provided an overview of the state-of-the-art techniques and tools exploited
to manage the vast amount of information that is produced in manufacturing systems. To this
end, we focused on the analysis of data-driven model approaches in order to evaluate their per-
formances and advantages in manufacturing applications. In fact, the Big Data advent and the
development of several ML techniques, have led to the development of new approaches that al-
low to build very accurate predictive models, directly exploiting large amounts of data.
In traditional parametric statistics, that is based on the knowledge of the observed physical sys-
tem, the models are generated on the basis of mathematical description of the phenomenon/system
behavior. The choice of the constraints that describe the model, results into a number of free-
parameters that define the complexity of the model itself. However, since there is no generalized
model, the choice of these parameters is closely linked to the specific phenomenon in question.
Moreover, this choice heavily depends on how much knowledge is possessed by those who build
the model of the system/phenomenon.
In the ML model training algorithms that are commonly exploited for elaborations on a huge
amount of data, usually there are several hyperparameters that need to be set.
The hyperparameters are those parameters, algorithm specific, which need to be set before the
learning process begins. By contrast, the values of other parameters are derived via training.
Therefore, an important task to do in order to apply these models in a problem (for example,
in the manufacturing context), is to identify the right settings of their hyperparameters value, in
order to obtain a model that can predict outputs of new observation, with a greater accuracy.
Here, we introduce a key contribution of this thesis: the models accuracy evaluation through
the use of different techniques aimed at identifying the optimal hyperparameters’ values of two
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popular classification algorithms (Support Vector Machine and Random Forest).
As discussed earlier, the problem of the impossibility to have a model that works best for every
problem, is argued by the No Free Lunch theorems and it can find an answer in Statistical Learn-
ing Theory [OOA15].
SLT is a body of analytics methods commonly used in Big Data problems, that provides a for-
mulation for studying this problem by trying to find necessary and sufficient conditions for
non-parametric inference to build effective predictive models from data (or, data driven mod-
els) [SSA09]. The main goal of SLT is to find the optimal hyperparameters in order to build the
most accurate model directly from the data, without any assumption on the model family nor any
other information that is external to the data set itself [Bre01b].
In SLT, the distribution probability is unknown; we can only assume that the relations between
the past observations X and the future Y are independent (each new observation brings the max-
imum information), and identically distributed (all the observations bring informativeness about
the underlying phenomenon).
The main objective of SLT is to find the function that best predicts Y starting from X, or, in
other words: find the function that, after being trained on available data, is able to minimize the
classification error on new data. Specifically, a learning algorithm can be made up of a set of
functions f(α), where α represents the vector of the algorithm’s hyperparameters that need to be
set. Choosing a vector α, means finding the best tuning of the algorithm’s hyperparameters in
order to achieve the best accuracy in the prediction [VLS08].
A learning algorithm can be trained with different configurations of its hyperparameters, generat-
ing different models. The procedure of selecting the most accurate model in predicting outcome
values on previously unseen data, is called Model Selection (MS) ([GE79, GS03]).
SLT provides several methodologies able to rigorously assess the performance and reliability of
predictive models ([BBL02, AGOR11, AC10, McA03, K+95, GSDC10]).
In Section 4.1, we will discuss some SLT techniques applied to a classification problem accom-
plished through the SVM algorithm, for performance assessment and uncertainty quantification
of the created model.
Whereas, in Section 4.2 we will examine a model selection procedure for choosing the best set
of hyperparameters that allows to build a Random Forest model characterised by the best gener-
alisation performances.
At the end of this Section, we provide a brief description of these two algorithms and their
hyperparameters.
SVM and RF are two very popular ML classification algorithms ( [CV95, AGOR12c, FDCBA14,
Bre01a, Bia12, VGB11]) that are exploited in various manufacturing applications like monitoring
machinery conditions, defect and fault diagnosis ( [YDH08, CSS+15, CY09, WJT+17, Dem13,
XZA+08, WY07, HY09]).
With the term Support Vector Machine, we indicate a class of methods for dealing with clas-
sification problems and, subsequently extended, to regression and identification of anomalies
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(outliers). The SVM task, especially as regard classification, is to minimize the risk associated
with the classification error, by identifying the optimal hyperplane separator (that is the best sep-
aration limits between a series of data). The rightness related to the maximum data separation
is represented by the distance that this hyperplane presents from the closest elements (support
vectors) that belong to the different classes we are trying to separate.
As a result, the best separation will be associated to that hyperplane which is able to maximize the
distance between the hyperplane itself and the resulting support vectors. Finally, it is necessary to
consider a constant C (soft margin) that indicates the cost index associated with the classification
error. This SVM hyperparameter controls the trade-off between maximising the margin and
minimising the training error (the ability to classify the training points correctly).
Figure 4.1 depicts how the margin changes respect to different value of C. If C is high, it indicates
that the hyperplane classifies well all the training data but the margin are smaller. If C is small, the
margin are larger, allowing more errors on the classification of training data. When the observed
Figure 4.1: Influence of the hyperparameter soft margin C in SVM with linear kernel.
data are not linearly separable and, therefore, the hyperplane may not exist, the kernel trick is
used. This technique involves the use of specific functions (called kernel functions) in order to
remap the original space of the observed data, in a larger space where they can be separated
through of an appropriate hyperplane. Even the γ parameter of the kernel functions (width of a
Gaussian kernel or degree of a polynomial kernel) is another SVM hyperparameter, expressing
the model’s flexibility.
As depicted in Figure 4.2, if γ is small, the boundaries of the hyperplane are very smooth,
classifying badly the possible non-linear relationships between features. Instead, high values of
γ indicates sharpened margins that surround individual instances.
Another well-known tool for classification and regression is the Random Forest algorithm ( [RGGR+12,
BDL08, LW+02]).
RF combine bagging to random subset feature selection. In bagging, each tree is independently
constructed using a bootstrap sample of the dataset. RF add an additional layer of randomness
to bagging. In addition to constructing each tree using a different bootstrap sample of the data,
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Figure 4.2: Influence of the hyperparameter kernel coefficient γ in SVM with non-linear separa-
tion.
RF change how the classification trees are constructed. In standard trees, each node is split
using the best division among all variables. In a RF, each node is split using the best among a
subset of predictors randomly chosen at that node. In the end, a simple majority vote is taken for
prediction [OOA16].
Figure 4.3: Random Forest algorithm.
A common misconception about RF is to consider this algorithm as an hyperparameter-free learn-
ing algorithm. Examining the reference RF method called Forest-RI, introduced by Breiman, it
is possible to identify several hyperparameters which characterise the performance of the final
model. Figure 4.3 summarizes the chosen hyperparameters that are: the number of trees (nt),
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percentage of input data to sample with replacement from the input data for growing each new
tree (b), minimum number of observations per tree leaf (nl), and the number of features to select
at random for each decision split (nv).
4.1 Performance Assessment and Uncertainty Quantification
of Predictive Models for Smart Manufacturing Systems
How can we assess the performance of a predictive model and quantify its uncertainty? This
question has received a solid answer from the field of statistical inference since the last century
and before [DSP66]. The now classic approach of parametric statistics identifies a family of
models (e.g. linear functions), a noise assumption (e.g. Gaussian) and, given some data, easily
provides an assessment of the performance of the fitted model, along with a quantification of the
uncertainty or, in modern terms, an estimation of the generalization error and the related confi-
dence interval1. On the contrary, data-driven models exploit non-parametric inference, where it
is expected that an effective model would stem out directly from the data, without any assump-
tion on the model family nor any other information that is external to the data set itself [Bre01b].
With the advent of the Big Data era, this approach has gained more and more popularity, up to the
point of suggesting that effective predictive models, with the desired accuracy, can be generated
by simply collecting more and more data (see, for example, [Dha13] for some insights on this
provocative and inexact but, unfortunately, widespread belief).
However, is it really possible to perform statistical inference for building predictive models with-
out any assumption ? Unfortunately, the series of no-free-lunch theorems provided a negative
answer to this question [Wol96]. They also showed that, in general, is not even possible to solve
apparently simpler problems, like differentiating noise from data, no matter how large the data
set is [MI00].
Statistical Learning Theory (SLT) addresses exactly this problem, by trying to find necessary and
sufficient conditions for non-parametric inference to build predictive models from data [Vap99]
or, using the language of SLT, learn an optimal model from data. The main SLT results have been
obtained by deriving non-asymptotic bounds on the generalization error of a model or, to be more
precise, upper bounds on the excess risk between the optimal predictor and the learned model,
as a function of the, possibly infinite, family of models and the number of available samples
[Vap98].
An important byproduct of SLT has been the (theoretical) possibility of applying these bounds
for solving the problems raised by our first question, about the quality and the performance of
1We deal in this paper with a frequentist approach, which derives confidence intervals for the quantities of
interest, but the credible intervals of the Bayesian approach can be addressed equally well in the parametric setting
[Mac92].
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the learned model. However, for a long time, SLT has been considered only a theoretical, albeit
very sound and deep, statistical framework, without any real applicability to practical problems
[Val84]. Only in the last decade, with important advances in this field [BBL02], it has been
shown that SLT can provide practical answers, at least when targeting the inference of data-
driven models for classification purposes [Lan06, AGOR12a].
We review here the main results of SLT for the purpose of assessing the performance and quantify
the uncertainty of a predictive classification model applied to the final product quality estima-
tion in a smart manufacturing system. Our purpose is to provide an overview of the advantages
and disadvantages of the SLT framework, which is still an open field of research, but can be
the starting point for a better understanding of the methodologies able to rigorously assess the
performance and reliability of predictive models. We believe that SLT can be one of the core
technologies for future Big Data analytics systems, especially when applied to manufacturing
systems [LNR14], where, differently from other areas (e.g. social or economical sciences), deal-
ing with uncertainty is a mandatory issue that must be rigorously addressed [NM14].
The proposed case study targets the creation of a predictive model for an assembly line, where the
model is required to provide a binary value, in the shortest possible timeframe, which alerts if the
final product fails to reach the required quality constraints. Quality evaluation is a fundamental
activity within a production process and multi-sensing technologies embedded in production
lines collect vast amounts of data, which can be analyzed to predict the final quality of the
product [CTF+14]. Good Quantity (i.e. GQ, the ratio between Good Parts and Inspected Parts)
has been selected by the ISO 22400 standard2 as one of the main Key Performance Indicator
(KPI) for manufacturing systems, which shows the importance of this figure and the need for
predicting it and to eventually start proactive actions on the production line.
The scientific literature abound of applications of data mining and machine learning techniques
devoted to building predictive models for quality monitoring in manufacturing systems [JH93,
ABT02, KBT11, LLBK13, WIT14], but the assessment of the predictors themselves is quite rare.
We believe that SLT could be able to fill this shortcoming, which, in our opinion, is preventing
a most widespread application of rigorous predictive analytics techniques to manufacturing sys-
tems.
4.1.1 Preliminary Definitions
Since in this work we deal with the problem of detecting a binary value, from now on we will
focus on the standard classification problem [Vap99, Bis95, Che97]. Let X ∈ Rd and Y ∈ {±1}
be, respectively, the input and the output spaces. We consider a set of labeled independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) data Dn : {z1, · · · , zn} of size n, where zi∈{1,··· ,n} = (xi, yi),
2ISO 22400-2, Automation systems and integration - Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for manufacturing
operations management - Part 2: Definition and descriptions.
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sampled from an unknown distribution µ. As we are targeting Big Data problems [WZWD14,
Mad12, SS15, OPGD15, FOA15], we will focus on the case where n is very large. For later use
we also define two modified training sets: D\in and Din, where, respectively, the i-th element is
removed or replaced by another sample [BE02]:
D\in : {z1, · · · , zi−1, zi+1, · · · , zn} , (4.1)
Din : {z1, · · · , zi−1, z′i, zi+1, · · · , zn} . (4.2)
A learning algorithm AH, characterized by a set of hyperparametersH that must be tuned, maps
Dn into a function f : A(Dn,H) from X to Y . In particular, AH allows designing f ∈ FH and
the class of functions FH, that is generally unknown (and depends on H) [BBL02, OGRA14,
AGOR12a].
The accuracy of a function f : A(Dn,H) in representing the hidden relationship µ is measured
with reference to a loss function `(f, z) : FH× (X ×Y)→ [0, 1] [BE02]. In particular, since we
are dealing with binary classification problems, the loss function (called the hard loss) simply
counts the number of misclassified examples [Vap99, RDVC+04]:
`H(f, z) = [yf(x) ≤ 0] ∈ {0, 1} . (4.3)
The quantity which we are interested in is the generalization error [Vap99, AGOR12a], namely
the error that a model will perform on new data generated by µ and previously unseen:
L(f) = Ez`(f, z). (4.4)
Unfortunately, since µ is unknown, L(A(Dn,H)) cannot be computed and, consequently, must be
estimated. Two common empirical estimators are the empirical [Vap99] (L̂emp(A(Dn,H),Dn)) and















4.1.2 Building Predictive Models
We choose the Support Vector Machine (SVM) for building our model, since it is one of the
most effective [FDCBA14] and popular classification algorithm [CV95, AGOR12a]. The SVM
classifier is defined as:
f(x) = w · φ(x) + b (4.7)
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where the weights w ∈ RD and the bias b ∈ R are found by solving the following convex










s.t. yi(w · φ(xi) + b) ≥ 1− ξi
ξi ≥ 0,
where ξi = max[0, 1 − yi(w · φ(xi) + b)] is the hinge loss function `ξ(f, z), which is an up-
per bound of the hard loss function. Moreover the Hinge loss function is known to be the best
choice in classification problems [RDVC+04, AGOR12b]. The above problem is also known as
the Tikhonov formulation of the SVM, because it can be seen as a regularized ill–posed problem
[TA77], where the hyperparameter λ is a constant that balances the tradeoff between the accu-
racy on the data (leading to potential overfitting) and the complexity of the solution (leading to
potential underfitting).


















0 ≤ αi ≤ C
whereK(xi,xj) = φ(xi)·φ(xj) is a suitable kernel function [STC04]. After solving the problem




yiαiK(xi,x) + b. (4.10)
Unfortunately, the dual problem, even if it allows the use of the kernels and is the common
approach for finding the SVM parameters, becomes intractable, in practice, if n, mostly because
of the computation and storage requirements of the Hessian matrix [WHL15]. For this reason, in
Big Data applications, SVM is solved in its primal form through stochastic sub-gradient descent
(SGD) algorithms [SS15, STS11, ROOA15]. In particular in this paper we will make use of
the Pegasos algorithm [SSSSC11] (see Algorithm 1) even if other alternatives exist [CZW+07,
FCH+08, YL09]. Note that in the Pegasos algorithm the bias b is set to zero and one more
feature to each instance x is added, thus increasing its dimension to D+1. The artificially added
feature always takes the constant value of 1. The D+ 1 weight ofw is the bias and this becomes
equivalent to changing the regularization from ‖w‖2 term to ‖w‖2 + b2.
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Algorithm 1: Pegasos SVM.
Input: Dn, λ and number if iterations T
Output: w
1 Read Dn, w = 0;
2 for t← 1 to T do
3 I = {i : i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, yiwTxi < 1} ;
4 ηt = 1/λt ;




We want to stress the fact that the search for the optimal parameters w and b does not complete
the learning phase of the SVM: in fact, it is necessary to tune the set of hyperparameters as
well, in order to find the SVM characterized by optimal performance. This phase relies on the
performance assessment of the model (model selection in the machine learning jargon) and is
strictly linked with the estimation of the generalization ability of a classifier (e.g. its uncertainty
quantification or error estimation phase). In fact, the model selection phase consists in selecting
the model characterized by the smallest estimated generalization error.
4.1.3 Performance Assessment and Uncertainty Quantification
The selection of the optimal hyperparameters of a predictive model is the fundamental problem
of STL and is still the target of current research [AGOR12a, AC10, McA03, K+95, BBL02,
GSDC10]. The approaches can be divided in two large families: Out-of-Sample methods,
like Hold Out, Cross Validation, and the Bootstrap[AGOR12a, AGOR11, ET93, K+95], and
more recent In-Sample methods, like the class of functions-based methods [AGOR12a] (based
on the VC-Dimension [Vap98], Rademacher Complexity (RC) [Kol01, OGRA15a, BBM05,
OGRA15b], PAC-Bayes Theory [McA98, LLST13]), Algorithm-based methods [OGRA14] (based
on Compression Bounds [FW95], and Algorithmic Stability (AS) Theory [BE02, PRMN04]).
Out-of-Sample methods [IK05, AGOR12a] are favoured by practitioners because they work well
in many situations and allow the application of simple statistical techniques for estimating the
quantities of interest. Some examples of out–of–sample methods are the well–known k–Fold
Cross Validation (KCV), the Leave–One–Out (LOO), and the Bootstrap (BTS) [ET93, K+95,
CYX10]. All these techniques rely on a similar idea: the original dataset is resampled, with
or without replacement, to build two independent datasets called, respectively, the training and
validation (or estimation) sets. The first one is used for training a classifier, while the second
one is exploited for estimating its generalization error, so that the hyperparameters can be tuned
to achieve its minimum value. Note that both error estimates computed through the training
and validation sets are, obviously, optimistically biased; therefore, if a generalization estimate
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of the final model is desired, it is necessary to build a third independent set, called the test set,
by nesting two of the resampling procedures mentioned above. Furthermore, the resampling
procedure itself can introduce artifacts in the estimation process and must be carefully designed.
In-Sample methods [IK05, AGOR12a], instead, allow to exploit the whole set of available data
for both training the model and estimating its generalization error, thank to the application of
rigorous statistical procedures [BBL02, BE02, LLST13]. Despite their unquestionable advantage
with respect to Out-of-Sample methods, their use is not widespread: one of the reasons is the
common belief that In-Sample methods are very useful for gaining deep theoretical insights on
the learning process or for developing new learning algorithms, but they are not suitable for
practical purposes. However, recent advances and deeper insights on these methods demonstrate
that this is no longer true [SSBD14].
For more details about the advantaged and disadvantaged of the different methods one can refer
to [AGOR12a, OGRA14, Lan06].
4.1.3.1 Out-of-Sample methods
As we described before these techniques rely on a similar idea: the original dataset Dn is resam-
pled once or many (nr) times, with or without replacement, to build three independent datasets
called, training, validation, and test sets, respectively Lrl , Vrv , and T rt , with r ∈ {1, · · · , nr}.
Note that Lrl ∩ Vrv = , Lrl ∩ T rt = , and Vrv ∩ T rt = . Then, in order to select the best set
of hyperparameters H in a set of possible ones H = {H1,H2, · · · } for the algorithm AH or, in










Since the data in Lrl are i.i.d. from the one in Vrv the idea is thatH∗ should be the set of hyperpa-
rameters which allows to achieve a small error on a data set that is independent from the training
set.















where the bound holds with probability (1 − δ). Note that after the best set of hyperparam-
eters is found, one can select the best model by training the algorithm with the whole data
set A(Dn,H∗) [AGRS09] and since the data in Lrl ∪ Vrv are i.i.d. respect to T rt we have that
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L̂emp(A(Lrl ∪Vrv ,H∗), T
r
t ) is and unbiased estimator of L(A(Dn,H∗)). Then, we can use any concen-
tration result, like the Hoeffding inequality [Hoe63], for bounding the bias between the expected
value and its empirical estimator. Note that an approximation has been made: for classifying a
new sample we use the function retrained with the best set of hyperparameter over the whole set
of data. Theoretically speaking, the rigorous approach would be to randomly select one of the
classifiers A(Lrl ∪Vrv ,H∗) with r ∈ {1, · · · , nr} in order to classify a new sample, but this procedure
is usually not taken into account for practical reasons [AGOR12a, AC10, AGRS09]
Note that if r = 1, if l, v, and t are aprioristically set such that n = l + v + t and if the the
resample procedure is performed without replacement we get the hold out method [AGOR12a].










l = (k − 2)n
k
, v = n
k
, and t = n
k
and the resampling must be done without replacement [K+95,
AC10, AGOR12a]. Finally, for implementing the bootstrap, l = n and Lrl must be sampled with
replacement from Dn, while Vrv and T rt are sampled without replacement from the sample of







It is worthwhile noting that the only hypothesis needed in order to rigorously apply the Out-of-
Sample technique is the i.i.d. hypothesis on the data in Dn and that all these techniques work for
any deterministic algorithm.
4.1.3.2 In-Sample methods
For what concern the In-Sample methods, there are two subfamilies of techniques: the class
of functions-based ones and the algorithm-based ones [OGRA14]. The difference between the
two is that the first ones require the knowledge of FH and so they cannot be applied to some
algorithms (e.g. the k-nearest neighbour algorithm) while the algorithm-based ones, can be
applied to any deterministic algorithm without any additional knowledge. Both subfamilies, like
the Out-of-Sample methods, require the i.i.d. hypothesis.
One of the most powerful class of functions-based methods is based on the Rademacher Com-
plexity [Kol01, AGOR12a]. In particular, for any bounded loss function `b(f, z) ∈ [0, 1] it is
possible to prove that the following bound holds with probability (1− δ) [BM03]:
L(A(Dn,H)) ≤ (4.13)




















Therefore, based on the Structural Risk Minimization principle [Vap99], one can design a series
of function classes of increasing size, F = {FH1 ,FH2 , · · · } with FH1 ⊆ FH2 ⊆ · · · , so to
compute at the same time both the performance assessment and the uncertainty quantification:
f ∗,FH∗ : L(f ∗) ≤ (4.15)
min
FH∈F







This approach is useful when it is possible to create the hierarchical set of class of functions
[AGOR12a]. When this knowledge is not available a different procedure must be adopted
[FW95]. In this case to each class of function a probability pFH (where
∑···
i=1 pFHi = 1) must be
aprioristically assigned. Consequently, the procedure of Eq. (4.15) becomes:










Unfortunately, the quantity of Eq. (4.14) cannot be computed if we do not know FH and, more-
over, for many algorithms is not even possible to define FH [OGRA14]. Algorithmic-based
methods circumvent this problem through the concept of Algorithmic Stability [BE02, RMP05,
OGRA14]. In particular for any bounded loss function `b it is possible to prove that the following



















∣∣`b(A(Dn,H), zi)−`b(A(Din,H), zi)∣∣ ,
βloo(AH, n)=EDn,z|`b(A(Dn,H), z)−`b(A(D\in ,H), z)|.
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The bounds of Eqns. (4.17) end (4.18) are polynomial bounds in n (so not very tight when n
is small) while βemp and βloo are two versions of Hypothesis Stability which are able to take
into account both the properties of the algorithm and the property of the distribution that has
generated the dataDn [OGRA14, BE02]. It is possible to improve the bounds of Eqns. (4.17) and
(4.18) by exploiting a stronger notion of algorithmic stability, known as the Uniform Stability.
In particular, the following bounds hold with probability (1− δ):
L(A(Dn,H)) ≤ (4.19)

















∣∣`(A(Dn,H), ·)− `(A(Din,H), ·)∣∣∞ , (4.21)
β\i(AH, n) = |`(A(Dn,H), ·)− `(A(D\in ,H), ·)|∞. (4.22)
Unfortunately the Uniform Stability (βi or β\i) is not able to take into account the properties
of the distribution that has generated the data Dn and sometimes in not even able to capture
the properties of the algorithm because it deals with a worst–case learning scenario [OGRA14].
Nevertheless, all of the four stability-based bounds of Eqns. (4.17), (4.18), (4.19), and (4.20) can
be used to select the best set of hyperparametersH in a set of possible one H = {H1,H2, · · · } for
the algorithm AH. In particular all the bounds are in the form: L(A(Dn,H)) ≤ ε(AH,Dn, n, δ) so
in order to perform the performance assessment procedure and uncertainty quantification we have
to aprioristically assign to each set of hyperparameters a probability pH (where
∑···
i=1 pHi = 1)
of being chosen during the performance assessment procedure. The algorithmic stability-based
performance assessment and uncertainty quantification procedure can then be summarized as
follows:
A(Dn,H∗),H∗ : (4.23)
L(A(Dn,H∗)) ≤ minH∈H ε(AH,Dn, n, δpH∗)
The procedure of Eq. (4.23) can be exploited with any algorithm for which it is possible to
compute one of the notions of stability.
4.1.4 Computational Issues for Big Data Analytics
Both naive Out-of-Sample and In-Sample methods are computationally expensive when the num-
ber of samples is large [GSDC10, AGOR12a]. For this reason, we will focus here on adapting
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these techniques in the Big Data context.
4.1.4.1 Bag of Little Bootstraps
The standard bootstrap procedure requires, ∀H ∈ {H1,H2, · · · }, to train many (nr) models,
which is computationally very expensive if n is large. For this reason the Bag of Little Bootstraps
approach [KTSJ14, KTSJ12, KTSJ11, OPGD15] represents an alternative to standard Bootstrap,
by considering in turn only b = nγ data, with γ ∈ [1/2, 1], in place of the whole dataset during the
creation of the Train, Validation and Test sets. Note that γ ∈ [1/2, 1] is necessary to maintain the
statistical property of the procedure. In particular, Bag of Little Bootstraps [KTSJ14] consists in
sampling nno-repr times fromDn without replacement, several datasets Bib with i ∈ {1, · · · , nno-repr }
consisting of b ∈ [
√
n, n] samples. Then, each Bib is sampled with replacement nyes-repr times, so
to derive Li,jn datasets with j ∈ {1, · · · , nyes-repr }, each consisting of n samples. All the samples
of Dn, or part of them, that have not been sampled in Li,jn are used as validation set and test set
V i,jv ⊆ Dn \ Li,jn , T
i,j
t ⊆ Dn \ Li,jn and V i,jv ∩ T
i,j
t = . Finally, the models are trained on the



















Note that, in order to findH∗ with the procedure of Eq. (4.24) we have to train a series of models
over sets composed by a maximum of nγ distinct samples. This means that the model selection
strategy, if n is large with respect to nno-repr n
no-rep
r scales with n
γ . Therefore, the procedure scales
sub-linearly respect to n, an in the best case scenario scales with O(
√
n). Analogously to the















where the best model is obtained by training the algorithm with the whole dataset [AGRS09]:
f ∗ = A(Dn,H∗). (4.26)
Finally, we would like to underline that γ balances the tradeoff between accuracy and compu-
tational requirements of the statistical procedure [KTSJ12, OPGD15]. The more γ → 1 the
better will perform the model selection strategy. Since in this paper we deal with Big Data, we
set γ = 1
2
. The application to SVM of this approach is straightforward by noting that the only
hyperparameter of SVM is λ ∈ [0,∞).
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4.1.4.2 Simplified Rademacher Complexity
We will show here that the Rademacher Complexity of SVM can be easily upper bounded. In
particular, let us truncate the hinge loss function such that `T (f, z) = min[1, `ξ(f, z)]. It is easy
to see that `H(f, z) ≤ `T (f, z) ≤ `ξ(f, z). Consequently, the generalization error computed
with `H(f, z) is equal or less to the one computed with `T (f, z). By exploiting the bound of Eq.
(4.13) for `T (f, z) the computation of the empirical error is straightforward and it is possible to
prove that the Rademacher Complexity can be upper bounded as follows [BM03]:











(‖w∗λ‖2 + (b∗λ)2)‖φ(xi)‖2, (4.27)
where (w∗λ, b
∗
λ) is the solution to the SVM problem of Eq. (4.8) for a given λ. Note that λ defines
the size of the class of functions in SVM [AGOR12a] and so we can plug this result in the
procedure of Eq. (4.15) and obtain a computationally efficient way of assessing the performance
and quantify the uncertainty of SVM. In fact, in order to exploit the procedure of Eq. (4.15) we
just need to train, for each value of λ, the SVM model and to compute the quantity of Eq. (4.27)
which is computationally inexpensive once the SVM has been trained.
4.1.4.3 Simplified Uniform Stability
In this section we want to show how to apply the bound based on the Uniform Stability in the
Big Data scenario. The bound of Eq. (4.20), which takes into account the leave-one-out error, is
too computational expensive to compute. Instead, we take into account the one of Eq. (4.19). As
in Section (4.1.4.2), we will make use of the truncated hinge loss function since for the hard loss
function we have trivially that βi(AH, n) = 1. Consequently, once the SVM has been trained we
can compute the empirical error with the truncated hinge loss. Computing βi(AH, n) is not easy
but, thanks to the result of [BE02], it is possible to upper bound it in the case of SVM as follows:
βi(AH, n) =
∣∣`(A(Dn,H), ·)− `(A(Din,H), ·)∣∣∞
≤ max{‖φ(x1)‖
2, · · · , ‖φ(xn)‖2}
nλ
. (4.28)
Then the application of the procedure of Eq. (4.23) to SVM becomes straightforward and com-
putationally inexpensive. From Eq. (4.28) it seems that the Uniform Stability does not take
into account the distribution of the data but only the property of SVM through λ. However, Eq.
(4.28) holds for most of regularization based algorithms even if the loss is not the hinge one. In
other words the Uniform Stability upper bound of Eq. (4.28) is not able to capture the effect of
changing the loss.
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4.1.4.4 Bag of Little Hypothesis Stabilities
In order to overcome the issues of the Uniform Stability we exploit the proposal of [OGRA14]
in order to estimate the Hypothesis Stability instead. As we will see, this proposal is also well
suited for Big Data applications. As for the Uniform Stability, we do not consider the bound
of Eq. (4.18) since it is too computationally expensive. Consequently we take into account the
bound of Eq. (4.17). In this case we do not need to exploit the truncated hinge loss function,
but we can exploit directly the hard loss function once the SVM model has been trained with a
fixed value of λ. In order to compute the bound of Eq. (4.17), and being able to perform the
procedure of Eq. (4.28), we need to compute βemp(AH, n). We start by making an assumption
on the learning algorithm AH. In particular, we suppose that the Hypothesis Stability does not
increase with the cardinality of the training set:
βemp(AH, n) ≤ βemp(AH,
√
n− 1). (4.29)
We point out that this property is a desirable requirement for any learning algorithm since in
order to be abel to prove the learnability in the stability framework we need that:
lim
n→∞
βemp(AH, n) = 0, (4.30)
or, in other words, that the impact on the learning procedure of removing or replacing one sample
from Dn should decrease, on average, as n grows. Note also that this property has already been
studied by many researchers in the past. In particular, this property is related to the consistency
concept [DGL96]. However, connections can also be identified with the trend of the learning
curves of an algorithm [DOS99]. Moreover, such quantity is also strictly linked to the concept of
Smart Rule [DGL96]. It is worth underlining that, in many of the above-referenced works, the
property of Eq. (4.29) is proved to be satisfied by many well known algorithms (Support Vector
Machines, Kernelized Regularized Least Squares, k–Local Rule with k > 1, etc.).
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n− 1,Dn) = βemp(AH,
√
n− 1). (4.35)
Since all the quantities in the summations of Eq. (4.31) are {±1} valued i.i.d. random variable
(since they are computed over different sets of data) extracted from a Bernoulli distribution of
mean βemp(AH,
√
n−1), we have that the following bound holds [Hoe63] with probability (1−δ):
βemp(AH,
√














Note that plugging Eq. (4.36) into the bound of Eq. (4.17) gives rise to a fully empirical bound
where all the quantities can be computed from the data [OGRA14]. In particular, once the SVM
is trained for a given λ, the empirical error, computed with the hard loss function, is trivially
computable while β̂emp(AH,
√
n − 1,Dn) require to train many SVM on a small subset of the
data (
√
n) which is computationally inexpensive. Moreover, all these SVMs can be trained in
parallel (see Eq. (4.31)). Then the application of the procedure of Eq. (4.23) to SVM becomes
straightforward. Note that, from Eq. (4.31), the hypothesis stability is able to capture both
the property of the algorithm and the property of the distribution that has generated the data
[OGRA14].
4.1.5 A Case Study on a Manufacturing Assembly Line
We target an assembly line for refrigerators, where the last steps of the assembly process are: the
manual mounting of the compressor, the welding of the corresponding input and output pipes
of the refrigerating system, and the gas loading. There are several ways that this process can
potentially result in a defective product: a wrong gas load, the mounting of a wrong compressor,
the mounting of an incorrect evaporator, or the creation of an obstruction at the welding sites.
In order to check for the quality of the final product, it would be necessary to let it switched on
for a long period of time until it reaches the expected temperature. This is, however, a very time
consuming process, that can be circumvented by building a predictive model able to discriminate
between good and defective products. The input to the model is simply the measurements, during
the test time interval, of the input and output temperatures of the gas flowing in the compressor
and the power consumption of the refrigerator. Obviously, the more accurate is the model, the
less time is needed for obtaining a correct estimate of the absence or presence of a mounting
defect.
The dataset consists in more than hundred thousand measurement taken from compressors for


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































data in two different sets, one (of size n ∈ {101, 102, 103, 104, 105}) for performing the learn-
ing, the performance assessment and uncertainty quantification and one (with all the remaining
samples) as a reference set for testing the quality of the final model by computing its empiri-
cal error with the hard loss function. Since it is very important to detect as soon as possible
the presence of faulty pieces we built models which take into account different time horizons
T ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30} seconds. This basically means that we have 6 different learning prob-
lems with six different dimensionalities d ∈ {15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90}. We exploit the SVM with a
linear formulation (or in other words φ(x) = x) and we chose λ ∈ [10−4, 104] through 60 points
equally spaced on a logarithmic scale. Then we exploit the four procedures depicted in Section
4.1.4:
• Bag of Little Bootstraps (BLB) with γ = 1
2
, nno-repr = 30 and n
yes-rep
r = 30
• Simplified Rademacher Complexity (RC),
• Simplified Uniform Stability (US),
• Bag of Little Hypothesis Stabilities (HS).
We run the experiment through the use of the Google Cloud Platform, in particular we used the
Google Compute Engine Platform with 4 machines with 4 cores and 26GB of RAM (machine
type n1-highmem-4) [Goo15] equipped with the Hadoop and Spark [SS15] software platforms.
We performed the experiment 30 times in order to average the results. In Table 4.1 we report
several quantities for each procedure and by varying n and T :
• the error of the final model over the reference set,
• the estimated accuracy of the model,
• the time needed to build the model.
The best result for each n and T is marked in bold. From the results it is possible to note that:
• HS is the best method for assessing the performance of the model since it is the one that
more often selects the most accurate model according to the reference set. Note also that
BLB performs well, while RC and US are the worst ones.
• BLB is the best method for predicting the uncertainty of the model since it is the one that
is able to better estimate the true accuracy of the final model. The other methods are much
more conservative.
• RD and US are the most computationally saving methods, while the method that is more
computational demanding is HS (which is also the most accurate one).
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Note that all the methods perform quite well in practice and reach similar performance when n
is large and, at the same time, they are almost equally computational expensive.
4.1.6 Conclusion
We reviewed in this work some methods from Statistical Learning Theory for the performance
assessment and uncertainty quantification of predictive models. Differently from other statistical
inference frameworks, SLT implements a worst-case approach to these problems, which allows
obtaining rigorous and consistent generalization bounds. Thank to recent advances, as presented
in this paper, the computational requirements of these methods have been improved so to allow
scaling to the large datasets, which are typical of Big Data applications. We focused here on
the application of SLT to a predictive model for a smart manufacturing system consisting of
a binary classifier, but SLT has proved to be an effective approach in many other areas like
multi-class classification, regression, density estimation, etc. Furthermore, SLT can be applied
to other settings, which are interesting for manufacturing systems. One, for example, is the
semi-supervised setting, where only few labelled samples are available, while the largest part of
the dataset is composed of unlabelled data [CSZ10, AGOR14]. When the collection of labels is
expensive or difficult, this approach allows exploiting all the available information for building
effective models. Another interesting setting is when physical models of the phenomenon under
exam are available: SLT can provide rigorous results about the final predicting model, even when
the physical model and the data-driven one are combined [COBA15a]. In summary, we believe
that SLT can provide a large set of effective tools to the field of smart manufacturing systems for
building effective predictive models and rigorously assessing their quality.
4.2 Random Forest Model Selection
It is well known that combining the output of several classifiers results in a much better perfor-
mance than using any one of them alone. In fact many state-of-the-art algorithms search for a
weighted combination of simpler classifiers [LLST13]: Bagging [Bre01a], Boosting [SFBL98]
and Bayesian approaches [GCSR14] or even Neural Networks (NN) [Bis95] and Kernel meth-
ods as Support Vector Machines (SVM) [Vap98]. Optimising the generalisation performance of
the final model represents still an outstanding unsolved problem: How do we build these simple
classifiers? How many simple classifiers do we have to combine? How can we combine them?
Is there any theory which can support us in making a choice?
In [Bre01a] Breiman has tried to give an answer to these questions by proposing the Random
Forests (RF) of tree classifiers, one of the state-of-the-art algorithm for classification which has
shown to be probably the most effective tool in this context [FDCBA14]. RF combine bagging
to random subset feature selection. In bagging, each tree is independently constructed using
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a bootstrap sample of the dataset. RF add an additional layer of randomness to bagging. In
addition to constructing each tree using a different bootstrap sample of the data, RF change how
the classification trees are constructed. In standard trees, each node is split using the best division
among all variables. In a RF, each node is split using the best among a subset of predictors
randomly chosen at that node. In the end, a simple majority vote is taken for prediction. In
[Bre01a] it is shown that the accuracy of the final model depends mainly on three different
factors: how many trees compose the forest, the accuracy of each tree and the correlation between
them. The accuracy for RF converges to a limit as the number of trees in the forest becomes
greater, while it rises as the accuracy of each tree increases and the correlation between them
decreases. RF counterintuitive learning strategy turns out to perform very well compared to many
other classifiers, including NN and SVM, and is robust against overfitting [Bre01a, FDCBA14].
A common misconception about RF is to consider this algorithm as an hyperparameter-free learn-
ing algorithm [Bia12, BHA09]. In fact, there are several hyperparameters which characterise the
performance of the final model: how many trees do we learn; how many data do we sample with
replacement during the bootstrap resampling procedure; how is the growth of each tree in the
forest; how many predictors do we use in each subset during the splitting procedure and how
do we weigh each classifier? For this reason we will show that a Model Selection (MS) proce-
dure is needed in order to select the set of hyperparameters [AGOR12a] which allows to built a
RF model characterised by the best generalisation performances. Results on a series of bench-
mark datasets show that an accurate MS procedure over these hyperparameters can remarkably
improve the accuracy of the final RF model.
4.2.1 Hyperparameters in Random Forest
Let us recall the multi-class classification problem [Bis95] where a set of labeled samples Dn =
{(X1, Y1), · · · , (Xn, Yn)} draw i.i.d. according to an unknown probability distribution µ over
X × Y are available and where X ∈ X and Y ∈ Y = {1, 2, · · · , c}. A learning algorithm A
maps Dn into a function belonging to a possibly unknown set of functions f ∈ F according to
some criteria A : Dn → F . The error of f in approximating µ is measured with reference to a
loss function ` : Y × Y → R. Since we are dealing with classification problems we chose the
loss function which counts the number of misclassified samples `(f(X), Y ) = [f(X) 6= Y ]. The
expected error of f in representing µ is called generalization error [Vap98] and it is defined as
L(f) = E(X,Y )`(f(X), Y ). Since µ is unknown L(f) cannot be computed, but we can compute
its empirical estimator, the empirical error, defined as L̂(f) = 1/n
∑n
i=1 `(f(Xi), Yi). The RF
learning and classification phases are reported in Algorithm 2. The learning phase of each of
the nt tree composing the RF is quite simple. From Dn bbnc samples, these are sampled with
replacement andD′bbnc is built. A tree is constructed withD′bbnc but the best split is chosen among
a subset of nv predictors over the possible d predictors randomly chosen at each node. The tree
is grown until the node contains a maximum of nl samples. During the classification phase of a
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previously unseen X , each tree classifies X in a class Yi∈{1,··· ,nt}, and then the final classification
is the {p1, · · · , pnt}-weighted combination of all the answers of each tree of the RF. If b = 1,
nv =
√
n, nl = 1 and pi∈{1,··· ,nt} = 1 we get the original RF formulation [Bre01a] where nt
is usually chosen to tradeoff accuracy and efficiency [HLMMS13] or based on the out-of-bag
estimate [Bre01a] or according to some consistency result [HLMMS13].
In this paper we argue that performing a MS procedure over b, nv and nl and choosing a different
weighting procedure can remarkably improve the accuracy of the final model. In particular we
exploit the Bootstrap (BOO) MS procedure [AGOR12a] in order to select the best values for b,
nv and nl. The smaller b, nv and nl are the more independent are the trees in the RF but also the
lower will the accuracy be of each one of the trees in the RF. Obviously there is a tradeoff which
produces and optimal RF classifier. Besides b, nv and nl the weight p{i∈1,··· ,nt} are of paramount
importance for the accuracy of an ensemble classifier [LLST13, GLLF15] and for this reason we
will compare the original choice of [Bre01a] (W1) with other two state of the art alternatives.
One (W2) is due to [NP82] and recently studied in [BK14] while the other one (W3) has been
proposed in [Cat07] and recently further developed in [LLST13]. For what concerns W2 the
proposal is to set pi = ln ((1− L(Ti))/L(Ti)) where L(Ti) is the accuracy of the tree Ti. Since L(Ti)
is unknown, we substitute the empirical error L̂(Ti) over the out of bag estimate (which is an
unbiased estimator of L(Ti)). Instead, for what concerns W3, we have that pi = e−γL̂(Ti) where γ
is an hyperparameter which must be set as b, nv and nl according to the BOO MS procedure. Note
that the study of nt has been deeply investigated in [HLMMS13] so in this paper we consider it
fixed and we study the effect of the other hyperparameters for a given value of nt.
4.2.2 Results and Discussion
Let us consider a series of biclass and multiclass problems from [Lic13]: BanknoteAuth (D1),
Anneal (D2), Parkinson (D3), Wine (D4), Seed (D5), Tic-tac-toe (D6), Car (D7), LSVT (D8),
Fertility (D9), Horse (D10), Blogger (D11), Nursey (D12), Segment (D13), HAR (D14), Mice-
Proteins (D15), Audiology (D16), CNAE (D17), Glass (D18), SensorlessDrive (D19), Optdigits
(D20), BreastTissue (D21), MovementsLibras (D22), PittsburgBridges (D23), Bach (D24), Cmc
(D25), and Yeast (D26). These datasets are commonly used as a benchmark for learning al-
gorithms. For each dataset, analogously to [GLLF15], up to a maximum of 500 samples are
randomly chosen to be in the training set Dn, and the remaining examples are kept as test set if
it is not already available. We set nt = 100 and for the BOO MS procedure we set the number
of bootstrap resamples nb = 100 [AGOR12a]. We compare the following RF models:
• RF with the weighting strategy W1 (pi∈{1,··· ,nt} = 1 which is the majority vote [Bre01a])
in the following cases:
– STD: we set b, nv, and nl at the standard values b = 1, nv =
√
n, and nl = 1
[Bre01a];
– O(b): we set nv =
√
n and nl = 1 while b ∈ {0.20, 0.22, · · · , 1.20} is optimised
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Algorithm 2: RF learning and classification phases.
/* Learning phase */
Input: Dn, nt, b, nv and nl
Output: A set of tree {T1, · · · , Tnt}
1 for i← 1 to nt do
2 D′bbnc sample with replacement bbnc sample from Dn;
3 Ti = DT(D′bbnc, nv, nl);
/* Classification phase */
Input: X , nt, {p1, · · · , pnt}
Output: Y
4 for i← 1 to nt do
5 Yi = Ti(X);
6 Y = argmaxj∈{1,··· ,c}
∑
i∈{1,··· ,nt}:Yi=j pi ;
/* Functions */
7 function T = DT(Dn, nv, nl);
8 if d <= nl then
9 T.l = mode({Y ∈ Dn}) ;
10 else
11 Split Dn in D′n′ and D′′n′′ based on the best predictor s over the nv ones sampled from the whole d
predictors ;
12 T.s = s; T.T ′ = DT(D′n′ , nv, nl); T.T ′′ = DT(D′′n′′ , nv, nl);
based on BOO MS procedure;
– O(nv): we set b = 1 and nl = 1 while nv ∈ d{0.00,0.02,··· ,1.00} is optimised based on
BOO MS procedure ;
– O(nl): we set b = 1 and nv =
√
n while nl ∈ n · {0.00, 0.01, · · · , 0.50} + 1 is
optimised based on BOO MS procedure;
– ALL: b ∈ {0.20, 0.22, · · · , 1.20}, nv ∈ d{0.00,0.02,··· ,1.00}, nl ∈ n·{0.00, 0.01, · · · , 0.50}+
1 are optimised based on BOO MS procedure;
• RF with the weighting strategy W2 (pi = ln ((1− L̂(Ti))/L̂(Ti)) [NP82, BK14]) in the same
sub-configuration depicted from W1: STD, O(b), O(nv), O(nl), and ALL;
• RF with the weighting strategyW3 (pi = e−γL̂(Ti) [Cat07, LLST13]) where γ ∈ 10{−6.0,−5.8,··· ,4}
is optimised based on BOO MS procedure, in the same sub-configuration depicted from
W1: STD, O(b), O(nv), O(nl), and ALL;
Table 4.2 reports the error on the test set for all the datasets and for all the experimental settings
that we have just described while Table 4.3 reports the corresponding value of the optimised
hyperparameter which have been selected during the BOO MS procedure.
From Tables 4.2 and 4.3 we can draw the following observations:
• optimising the hyperparameters (even just one of them) mostly leads to model charac-
terised by higher accuracy
• the hyperparameters that have the more remarkable impact on the accuracy of the model
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is the weighting strategy followed by the nv then b and the less important hyperparameter
resulted to be nl
• the usual choice W1 plus b = 1, nv =
√
n, and nl = 1, which is obviously the most
computational inexpensive choice but resulted to be a competitive one. However if one
has to chose the best tradeoff, we would suggest W3 plus b = 1, nv =
√
n, and nl = 1
• the weighting strategy W2 resulted to be the more inaccurate way of weighting the differ-
ent classifiers even if this weighting strategy has very strong theoretical properties [BK14]
• the weighting strategy W3 resulted to be really effective in this context and this supports
all its theoretical properties studied in [Cat07, LLST13]
• by observing Table 4.3, it is possible to note that even if the value chosen as hyperparame-
ters in the MS phase differs a lot from the standard one (b = 1, nv =
√
n, and nl = 1), the
corresponding accuracy in Table 4.2 may not vary so much and this means that there are
a lot of combinations of the hyperparameters which give good results. This is good news
when it comes to performing a MS phase since the task of selecting good hyperparameters
for this algorithms results in being simplified.
• For what concerns the choice of the hyperparameters, b results to be the one that is more
often different from the conventional choice of b = 1 while nl is mostly near to nl = 0
which is the conventional choice. Note that having b < 1, nl > 0 it increases also the
speed of the training and classification phase so in the future it will be interesting to check
how a computational budget can influence the accuracy of the model.
In conclusion, we can state that we have empirically proved that the different hyperparameters
characterising the RF learning algorithm have a remarkable impact on the accuracy of the final
model, even the ones that are commonly not considered at all as hyperparameters (b and nl).
Most of all, choosing a good weighting strategy (in particular W3), results in being one of the
most effective ways to improve the generalization performance of the final model. This work is a
step forward in understanding the learning properties of the RF and more work is needed in this
direction. In particular, a deeper empirical analysis is needed and a theoretical characterisation
of the different phenomena should be provided. In any case, from the results of this paper, we
can definitely state that a MS phase should always be performed when RF is adopted and this MS
is always beneficial with just a computational overhead on the learning phase and no overhead
over the classification phase.
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W1 W2 W3
Dn STD O(b) O(nv) O(nl) ALL STD O(b) O(nv) O(nl) ALL STD O(b) O(nv) O(nl) ALL
D1 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0
D2 3 2 1 4 0 3 2 1 4 0 2 1 0 2 0
D3 3.39 1.69 1.69 3.39 1.69 3.39 1.69 1.69 3.39 1.69 3.39 1.69 1.69 3.39 0
D4 3.77 3.77 1.89 5.66 1.89 3.77 3.77 1.89 5.66 0 3.77 1.89 1.89 1.89 0
D5 4.76 3.17 3.17 4.76 3.17 7.94 3.17 3.17 4.76 3.17 4.76 1.59 3.17 3.17 1.59
D6 8 8 5.67 7.67 5.33 8 7.67 5.33 8.33 5 7.67 7 4.33 7.67 3.67
D7 10.67 9.33 5.33 9.67 5.67 10.67 9.33 5.33 9.33 5.33 10 7.33 4.67 8.33 4
D8 15.79 13.16 7.89 13.16 5.26 15.79 10.53 10.53 13.16 5.26 15.79 7.89 7.89 7.89 2.63
D9 13.33 10 13.33 13.33 10 13.33 10 13.33 13.33 10 13.33 10 10 10 3.33
D10 22.06 17.65 14.71 22.06 11.76 22.06 16.18 14.71 20.59 13.24 16.18 14.71 13.24 11.76 10.29
D11 20 16.67 16.67 20 10 20 20 20 23.33 10 20 13.33 16.67 16.67 6.67
D12 10.67 10.67 11.33 11.67 10 93.67 10.67 12 74 9.33 10.67 9 9.67 10.33 8.67
D13 10.33 7.33 5.67 8.67 4.33 100 8.67 100 97 6.33 10 6.33 5.67 8 3.67
D14 12.33 11 11.33 12 9.67 100 11.67 100 99 11 11.67 10.33 10.67 12 9.67
D15 11.67 13 0 29 0 100 100 87.33 87.33 0 6 0 0 2.67 0
D16 23.08 11.54 11.54 15.38 3.85 100 100 100 92.31 7.69 23.08 7.69 11.54 15.38 3.85
D17 15 14 14 16.67 13.33 99.67 98.33 89.33 86 16.33 14.67 13.33 13 14.33 12
D18 12.5 7.81 7.81 9.38 6.25 100 100 100 92.19 62.5 9.38 7.81 7.81 9.38 6.25
D19 15 14 13.67 15.67 12.67 100 100 99 94 19.67 14 12.67 12.67 14.33 11.33
D20 11.33 11 10 11.67 9.67 100 100 99.67 95.33 88.33 11.33 10.33 10.33 11.67 9.33
D21 28.13 28.13 25 31.25 15.63 100 96.88 96.88 96.88 75 25 25 21.88 25 15.63
D22 26.85 26.85 25 27.78 24.07 100 100 100 97.22 87.96 26.85 26.85 25.93 27.78 23.15
D23 34.38 34.38 34.38 34.38 31.25 100 90.63 93.75 81.25 68.75 34.38 31.25 31.25 34.38 28.13
D24 29.33 27.67 27.33 29.67 27.33 100 99.67 99.67 97 88.67 29.33 27 27.33 29.67 26.67
D25 44 42.33 41.67 44.67 40.67 80.67 77.33 78 76 59 43.67 42.67 41 43.33 39.33
D26 43.67 41.33 41.67 42.33 39.67 99.67 99.33 99.33 95.33 72.67 43.33 40 41.67 42 38.67
Table 4.2: Errors (in percentage) on the test set of the different RF models.
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W1 W2 W3
Dn b nv nl b, nv, nl b nv nl b, nv, nl γ γ, b γ, nv γ, nl γ, b, nv, nl
D1 0.28 0.04 0 0.34,0.24,0 0.22 0.04 0 0.34,0.24,0 -6 0.72,0.22 1.72,0 -6,0 -6,0.34,0.24,0
D2 0.64 0.62 0 0.78,0.76,0 0.64 0.62 0 0.78,0.76,0 0.92 2.34,0.7 1.94,0.66 1.52,0 2.14,0.58,0.62,0
D3 0.56 0.44 0.01 0.4,1,0 0.56 0.44 0.01 0.4,1,0 -6 1.32,0.4 -6,0.44 -6,0.01 1.94,0.88,0.14,0.02
D4 0.54 0 0 0.2,0.14,0 0.54 0 0 0.7,0.1,0.05 -6 2.14,0.98 -6,0 1.52,0 1.72,0.36,0.58,0
D5 0.5 0 0 0.2,0.1,0 0.5 0.52 0 0.22,0.44,0 -6 2.34,0.8 -6,0 1.94,0.19 2.34,0.4,0.06,0.02
D6 0.76 0.8 0 0.76,0.72,0 0.76 0.96 0 1,0.94,0 1.12 1.52,0.78 2.14,0.96 1.32,0 1.72,0.88,1,0
D7 0.64 1 0 0.8,1,0 0.64 1 0 0.8,1,0 1.94 1.94,1 1.72,1 1.52,0 2.14,0.94,0.96,0
D8 0.42 0.62 0 0.32,0,0.01 0.94 0.82 0 0.84,1,0.2 -6 1.72,0.5 -6,0.62 1.72,0.14 1.72,0.2,0.8,0
D9 0.44 0 0 0.32,1,0 0.66 0 0 0.34,0.44,0 -6 2.34,0.34 1.32,0.24 2.34,0.03 2.54,0.44,0.28,0.05
D10 0.54 0.62 0.01 0.7,0.8,0.02 0.54 0.62 0.01 0.7,0.8,0.02 1.94 1.72,0.44 1.94,0.82 2.54,0 1.94,0.2,0.62,0
D11 0.42 0.58 0 0.2,0.82,0.01 0.4 0.18 0 0.34,0.8,0.02 -6 1.94,0.88 1.94,0.24 2.14,0.17 -6,0.4,1,0.03
D12 0.86 0.32 0.01 0.7,0.52,0 0.42 0.76 0.3 0.62,0.48,0 0.92 1.94,0.58 1.72,0.44 1.52,0 2.14,0.84,0.68,0.01
D13 0.44 0.18 0 0.54,0.14,0 0.28 0 0.29 0.32,0.32,0 1.52 1.94,0.92 -6,0.18 1.72,0 1.12,0.54,0.14,0
D14 0.88 0.52 0 0.84,0.56,0 0.54 0 0.08 0.4,0.56,0 0.72 1.12,0.54 1.32,0.52 -6,0 -6,0.84,0.56,0
D15 0.22 0.58 0 0.2,0.58,0 0.2 0.04 0.23 0.2,0.62,0 0.92 0.92,0.2 1.32,0.48 1.52,0 -6,0.2,0.58,0
D16 0.34 0.82 0 0.2,0.82,0 0.2 0 0.2 0.2,0.96,0 -6 1.52,0.48 -6,0.82 -6,0 -6,0.2,0.82,0
D17 0.84 0.58 0 0.4,0.56,0 0.36 0 0.17 0.36,0.82,0 0.72 1.12,0.94 1.72,0.62 1.52,0 1.94,0.84,0.62,0
D18 0.98 0.34 0 0.94,0.44,0 0.2 0 0.19 0.2,0,0.1 1.32 -6,0.98 1.12,0.04 -6,0 1.32,0.84,0.48,0
D19 0.64 0.56 0 0.86,0.62,0 0.2 0.06 0.2 0.28,0.86,0 1.52 1.32,0.78 1.72,0.72 1.52,0.01 0.92,1,0.52,0
D20 0.78 0.38 0 0.94,0.38,0 0.2 0 0.25 0.2,0.28,0.22 -6 0.92,0.72 -6,0.38 0.5,0 0.72,0.94,0.38,0
D21 0.62 0.8 0.05 0.86,0.76,0 0.2 0.04 0.02 0.92,0,0.3 0.72 1.72,0.8 1.32,0.68 1.52,0 1.72,0.8,0.38,0.02
D22 0.72 0.38 0 0.62,0.68,0 0.2 0 0.27 0.2,0.34,0.2 -6 -6,0.72 -6,0.04 -6,0 -6,0.94,0.14,0
D23 0.28 0.38 0 0.26,0.52,0.01 0.72 0.76 0.29 0.5,0.28,0.16 -6 1.52,0.58 1.52,0.44 -6,0 2.14,0.42,0.8,0.01
D24 0.54 0.18 0 0.44,0.42,0 0.88 0.04 0.13 0.28,0.34,0.14 -6 1.52,0.54 1.32,0.38 -6,0 1.72,0.64,0.2,0
D25 0.32 0.8 0.01 0.36,1,0 0.5 0.04 0.21 0.2,0.1,0.28 -6 -6,0.32 0.72,0.8 1.94,0.08 1.94,0.94,0.62,0.04
D26 0.5 0.86 0.01 0.32,0.94,0 0.2 0.24 0.29 0.2,0,0.1 0.92 1.94,0.5 1.12,0.52 1.32,0 1.72,1,1,0
Table 4.3: Value of the hyperpararameters selected with the BOO MS procedure which have






KPIs Modeling and Visualization
In this Section we present a practical implementation of the first key topic of this thesis: KPI
analysis in manufacturing. This is a typical example of descriptive/diagnostic analysis performed
through the creation of a set of business dashboards by means the ”Analytics BI” software plat-
form.
In particular, we will present the design of the KPIs model and how this BI software can be ex-
ploited in order to visualize these information. This activity has been made possible thanks to the
collaboration established within the Smart Factory 2020 project with “SedApta s.r.l”, a Genoese
company software operating in the field of Manufacturing IT & Supply Chain Management.
These dashboards aim to help manufacturers to monitor a set of KPIs, universally valid and
industry-neutral, compliant with the ISO 22400 standard and the SCOR reference model. Dash-
boards design is the last step of a series of activities that start from the identification of the main
cross-industry manufacturing processes and go through the:
1. Identification of the users for which dashboards are intended,
2. Identification of the type of information required: choose which KPIs to monitor and the
data needed in order to compute them,
3. Definition of the methods needed to gather information from the industry’s data sources,
4. Data Warehouse design in order to systematize the collected data within appropriate tables,
5. Identification of the KPIs reference standards,
6. Definition of the analysis dimensions in order to query and drill-down these aggregated
data,
7. Design of graphical interfaces so to have a quick and clear grasp of these KPI’s trend.
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In order to build these dashboards, a toy dataset with information related to the manufacturing
context, was used. The Data Warehouse and the related OLAP cubes have been designed in
collaboration with the Analytics BI development team.
5.1 Analytics BI software
Analytics BI is a web tool providing business intelligence features for business process analysis.
This software platform enables to create and configure analysis dashboards composed by a set
of graphical representation of data for analysis purpose as depicted in Figure 5.1. Analytics BI
allows to retrieve data from different sources, both relational and not. Data can be filtered and
aggregated in different ways and, then, they can be visualized by various charts that range from
simple grids, pivot tables, gauges, histograms, radars, pie charts and so on.
Figure 5.1: Example of Analytics BI dashboard.
In summary, the Analytics BI main technical features are1:
• Web solution, allows users to access their dashboards wherever they are, with the only
requirement of having a web browser and access to the internet.
• Multi data source, the possibility to access different data sources, from multidimensional
cubes to simple excel sheets.
1www.sedapta.com/product/analytics
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• Cube analyzer, the possibility to explore the multidimensional cubes in order to create
custom analysis in autonomy.
• Mobile-ready interface,
• Monitoring processes KPI also in real time, if integrated into the production workflow.
5.2 KPIs Modeling in Analytics BI
The selection of a proper data source constitutes the basis for building up effective analysis
dashboards. Thus, the first step of our KPIs model was the design of a back-end architecture
to support the management of manufacturing data and the KPIs calculation. Since Analytics BI
supports the connection to OLAP cubes, where it is possible to aggregate data in a more complex
way respect to their query in a relational database, we choose to develop an OLAP architecture
which inherently provides a Data WareHouse and an analysis cubes as depicted in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Reference back-end architecture for KPIs modelling.
This reference architecture, is composed by a set of ETLs that, by means of contract views,
are able to load data into the Data Warehouse on which OLAP cubes operate. OLAP analysis
provides new consolidated information (obtained by data aggregation) that will be exploited to
create dashboards. The OnLine Transaction Processing (OLTP) is the set of data sources from
which it is possible to extract data. Typically, an OLTP source is a transactional system able to
manage information related to a process (like management or production platforms).
Once identified the data sources that will be part of the Data Warehouse, it is possible to store
OLTP backups. In this way, the timing in which the analysis is performed doesn’t matter, we
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will always have the data available to reconstruct the events.
The DWH is where all information is merged, ”cleaned”, reprocessed and consolidated. Infor-
mation is managed in new business entities in order to represent all areas of a manufacturing
company.
ETLs do not access tables directly, but by view-based Contract Layers. This guarantees the best
compromise between data maintainability and future DWH developments.
OLAP cubes are the end point for the information and the starting point for the analysis. Through
the OLAP sources it is possible to measure the company KPIs and visualize their trend into a
dashboard.
The Data Warehouse represents the logical model of our domain and, for this reason, it complies
with the guidelines of the ISA-952 standard for Enterprise-Control System Integration, which
provides a standard terminology and information models for the development of an automated
interface between business and control systems.
In particular, this DWH has been designed to be fully exploited in manufacturing sector. We
prepared more than 70 normalized tables in order to cover, as much as possible, the flow of
activities and the main aspects that characterize a manufacturing system.




Figure 5.3 summarizes some of these tables that represent the key entities (and their related
activities) of a production process. Each rectangle represents a set of DWH tables referring to
the same semantics. A manufacturing system consists of different production phases that refer
to an order which is connected to a customer. From a ”spatial” point of view, a work phase is
connected to a work unit in which teams of operators work according to their shifts. Moreover, a
work phase is linked to the materials that are spent and, consequently, to material’s suppliers and
stocks. Finally, during each production phase, various measurable variables are recorded. These
measures give information about the product’s quality, the processing times or other indicators
related to the performance of the production.
This DWH is the basis from which we developed three OLAP cubes with a set of ”out-of-the-
box” KPIs that are ISO 22400 compliant. Each cube define a specific analysis and, for each
analysis, is possible to aggregate the measures by different scenarios. Note that, in all of these
three cubes, the Time dimension and the hierarchical structure for the physical equipment (en-
terprise - site – area – work centres – work units) are always considered in addition to each cube
specific dimensions.
The first cube we present, is focused on the resources (machineries, operators, equipment) anal-
ysis and is made up of 23 KPIs that ca be aggregated into four dimensions: Equipment/Shift,
Work Orders, Product Family and Operators. Some of these KPIs are specific for machineries
and equipment whereas others are specific for operators:
• Capacity = the resources availability, in hours, calculated on the basis of the shift and of
the resources’ inventory.
• Yield = the ratio, in percentage, between the theoretical working time and the final pro-
cessing time balanced.
• Efficiency = the ratio, in percentage, between the final hours balanced, net of downtimes,
and capacity.
• Saturation = the resource saturation. It is calculated as 1 minus the ratio between the un-
saturated hours and the capacity. The unsaturated hours are calculated as the sum between
the hours of inactivity (= availability – hours of activity), the set up hours and the hours of
maintenance.
• Good parts = the stated good quantity.
• Scrap parts = the stated scrap quantity.
• Scrap ratio= the ratio, in percentage, of the total scraps. It is calculated as the ratio between
scrap quantity and good parts.
• Inactivity Time = the difference between the capacity and its activity time.
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• Hypothetical hourly production.
• Actual gross hourly production.
• Final set up time balanced.
• Final working time balanced.
• Final start up time balanced.
• Final downtime balanced.
• Final maintenance time balanced.
• Final reworking time balanced.
• Planned working time.
• Human set up time.
• Human working time.
• Human start up time.
• Human downtime.
• Human maintenance time.
• Human reworking time.
The second cube is related to the scraps and downtimes evaluation. We calculated 5 indicators
respect to three hierarchical dimensions:
• Reasons (of scraps/downtimes): it is possible to drill-down through machinery, production
order and the process step in which the downtime occurred.
• Equipments/Shifts: starting from the machinery in which downtime/scraps were stated, it
is possible to drill-up the shift, the production order and the production step in which this
event occurred.
• Work Orders: it enables to investigate downtimes/scraps occurred on production orders
These KPIs are:
• Downtime hours = number of downtimes hours.
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• Downtime occurrences = the number of times in which a downtime occurred.
• Downtime Incidence = the percentage of times in which a certain cause of downtime occurs
with respect to the total causes recorded.
• Scraps quantity = final scraps quantity balanced.
• Scraps Incidence = the percentage of times in which a certain cause of scraps occurs with
respect to the total causes recorded.
Finally, the last cube is focused on the inventory (stock) management. Here we consider the ma-
terials (production orders) movements among inventories, and also, the delivery and the supply
of materials. The analysis dimension is the plant’s inventories. The measures considered in order
to calculate KPIs are:
• Timestamps of the material to move.
• Source stock code.
• Source sub-stock code.
• Source stock type (a detailed definition about this point will be provided in Section 5.4).
• Material position in the x-axis of the source warehouse space.
• Material position in the y-axis of the source. warehouse space
• Material position in the z-axis of the source. warehouse space
• Production order stored in the source warehouse.
• Production order phase (stored in the source warehouse).
• Production order part stored in the source warehouse.
• Sublot of the production order stored in the source warehouse.
• Quantity delivered of the material stored in the source warehouse.
• Quantity supplied of the material stored in the destination warehouse.
• Destination stock code.
• Destination sub- stock code.
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• Destination stock type (a detailed definition about this point will be provided in Sec-
tion 5.4).
• Material position in the x-axis of the destination warehouse space.
• Material position in the y-axis of the destination warehouse space.
• Material position in the z-axis of the destination warehouse space.
• Production order stored in the destination warehouse.
• Production order phase (stored in the destination warehouse).
• Production order part stored in the destination warehouse.
• Sublot of the production order stored in the destination warehouse.
• Quantity delivered of the material stored in the destination warehouse.
• Supply reasons.
• Delivery reasons.
• Materials movement types among warehouses (on hold / delivered / to be deliver).
Analytics BI dashboards represent the final result in the reporting data analysis. In the next two
Sections we will discuss four dashboards developed through the exploitation of the information
provided by these cubes.
5.3 First case study of KPIs visualization: OEE and produc-
tion loss analysis
This Section presents two dashboards for the monitoring of the Overall Equipment Effectiveness
(OEE) and other related measures, developed by means the Analytics BI software. In particu-
lar, it is described a scenario related to a multi-plant manufacturing company. The considered
dashboard shows a site level aggregated OEE calculations.
The OEE is the reference indicator for the analysis of the production process. It allows the cal-
culation of the global efficiency of a plant, classifying the different production losses according
to three factors: availability, performance and quality.
ISO 22400 standard defines:
• Availability: the percentage of operating time with respect to the planned production time.
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• Performance: the percentage of parts produced compared to what is programmed.
• Quality: the percentage of non-defective parts compared to the total parts produced.
These are the three fundamental factors that influence global efficiency and productivity. The
accuracy of the OEE value is connected to how the data are collected during production. This
task must take place automatically and in real time and it is of huge importance because without a
precise and timely measurement of production data, it is not possible to identify the adjustments
necessary to improve and streamline the production process.
In the given scenario, at the highest level, manager observes the plant overall OEE trend on
different days and, in order to investigate in detail, he can drill down to line level. At this level,
it is possible to evaluate the four performing line in a specific selected day over the time range
considered. The details in the table in Figure 5.4, explore the OEE value of each line respect to
five efficiency indicators:
Figure 5.4: First dashboard prototype for Plants’ OEE monitoring (part I).
• Machine efficiency: identifies the productivity of work units. High values of this indicator
express a positive trend [SHYH08];
• Throughput: is calculated as the ratio between the produced quantity of an order and the




• Factory efficiency: measures how effectively the production processes use its available
resources. This KPI is also an indicator of the manufacturing process capacity to complete
an order using the least amount of inventory [OPP+02];
• Operational efficiency: is calculated as the actual processing time respect to the planned
processing time of a line4.
Figure 5.5: First dashboard prototype for Plants’ OEE monitoring (part II).
As presented in Figure 5.5, plant manager can further drill down in order to investigate other
indicators that affect the performance of a specific production line. An example can be the evalu-
ation of the ratio between the actual production level of a line respect to its theoretical maximum
(saturation). Another possible investigation can be the comparison between how much scrap was
actually produced in a single line respect to the expected (scrap ratio) or ,otherwise, the evalua-
tion of the scrap ratio among all the production line in exam. In particular, in this dashboard, the
two gauge show the scrap ratio and saturation values projected on the week following the one
in exam. Another example related to the monitoring of a manufacturing systems performance,
is presented in the second dashboard depicted in Figure 5.6. In this case, the variable of interest
regards the production of a particular family of products between the different parts of a plant.
The first table provides an overview of the status of the various plants highlighting those values
that diverge from the planned result for each KPI. The OEE of each plant is measured against
its basic indicators and is correlated with other efficiency indicators; in this way a deeper knowl-
edge on the motivation of its value according to the other analysis variables is given. The positive
trend of the OEE is also reflected in other indicators such as:
4www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso:22400:-2:ed-1:v1:en
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Figure 5.6: Second dashboard prototype for Plants’ OEE monitoring.
• the productivity of all work units (utilization efficiency and technical efficiency)
• the machinery utilization (allocation efficiency)
• the performance of employees during working hours (worker efficiency)
By selecting a row in the first table, the last chart will be filtered respect to the specific plant
listed in the (master) table. This last chart analyze how efficient a plant is in using the resources
related to a specific product family. For each resource used in production (listed in x-axis), it is
possible to investigate the plant availability, quality and performance. The OEE trend is caused
by the combination of these three indicators value.
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5.4 Second case study of KPIs visualization: Inventory Man-
agement analysis
In the previous Section we described two examples of dashboards for monitoring production
processes. Taking as reference the IEC 62264 functional hierarchy (Figure 2.6 in Section 2.4.3.1)
of manufacturing systems, the indicators that have been used in these dashboards measure the
activities that are located at the third level of the hierarchy, related to Manufacturing Operations
Management.
On the other hand, this second case study presents a prototype of a dashboard to monitor an
aspect more related to the context of the supply chain: the inventory management. In this case,
we investigated the indicators provided by SCOR reference model. In fact, SCOR considers the
Inventory Management as one of the main activities performed in “Source” area.
Inventory management covers all the activities aimed at minimizing inventory management costs,
while maintaining an adequate supply of goods that is able to meet customer needs [BCC+02].
The stock can be defined as a certain stored quantity of an article that must be provided to users
in order to be consumed according to their needs. It is important to note that material stocks can
be classified into four categories [SH07, CK00]:
• Supply stocks, are allocated to be used in the administrative sectors, production depart-
ments and maintenance operations;
• Raw materials stocks, are purchased from external suppliers and are intended for produc-
tion;
• Semi-finished or Work In Progress (WIP) stocks, have their origin and destination in the
various production departments;
• Stocks of finished products.
For these reasons, the inventory management process has a direct impact on a company’s profit
margins and cash flow. In particular, when a company does not have adequate stocks, “stock-
outs” occur, with a consequent loss of customers and a decrease in turnover. In the opposite,
when a company has excess inventory or a low turnover, the costs increase, and also the risk of
obsolescence of the products, as well as those related to the storage of goods in the warehouse.
Figure 5.7 shows the first example of a dashboard for the management of stocks of finished
products (the fourth category aforementioned). The dashboard offers a general and real-time
view of the “movement-status” of finished products (on hold / shipped / to be shipped) for a
specific plant’s warehouse. This information is also summarized by the donut chart in the bottom
right of the Figure. The first table groups all the products managed by the warehouse on the basis
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Figure 5.7: First dashboard prototype for Plants’ Inventory Management.
of different time ranges within which these orders must be sent. For each finished product, the
quantity and the delivery date are indicated. Similarly, but with a more immediate visual effect,
the gauge shows the progress states of moved stocks for each time range selected in the table.
In addition, in monitoring the warehouse, it is important to consider the management of stock
of materials (the second category aforementioned). This is depicted in Figure 5.8. In this case,
the variable of interest is the quantity of material available and needed for the production of a
particular family of products. The first table shows the list of materials, grouped over different
time ranges, their availability trend and their request date. It may be noted that, unlike the previ-
ous dashboard, time ranges are divided into hours instead of days. This highlights the difference
in timing, and also in the management, that distinguishes the permanence of a finished material
in the warehouse respect to the stock of those materials that must be employed for production.
Similarly to the first dashboard, it was used a pie chart to have an immediate visual effect on the
movement-progress of those materials (needed for the production of a chosen products family)
that are in the warehouse. This chart updates each time a user selects a different time range in the
master table. So, by choosing a specific time range and a specific products family, it is possible
to have a more detailed view about the required quantity of each material and its availability in
warehouse. Finally, resources need to be allocated in order to transform these materials. At the
same time, resources are associated to a work order that, in turn, is linked to a product which
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belong to the chosen family. The management of all this flow is shown in the last table.
Figure 5.8: Second dashboard prototype for Plants’ Inventory Management.
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Chapter 6
Predictive Maintenance on a production
line of calipers
In this Section we present a practical implementation of the second key topic of this thesis: the
application of machine learning techniques to manufacturing problems. This is a typical example
of predictive analysis performed in a critical problem within a production process: predictive
maintenance.
In particular, we discuss the development of a predictive model able to forecast the next decay
state of the machinery component for the High Pressure (HP) test.
This activity has been made possible thanks to the collaboration established within the ”Smart
Factory 2020” project with an Italian manufacture that is a world leader in the production of
braking systems for vehicles.
The project is very important for this Company because the goal is to tackle the problem of
analyzing an issue that frequently occurs on the high-pressure calipers test machinery. The ma-
chinery in charge of performing the high pressure test may cause anomalous recording. The idea
is to create a tool able to predict when it will be necessary to perform maintenance interventions
on the machinery of the high pressure test, in order to avoid the faults recording.
The knowledge, in advance, of the future problems that can occur in the line, enables to obtain
too many advantages. For instance, to avoid the production of waste or the occurrence of down-
time. In order to create such tool, it has been necessary to understand the production process of
calipers. In addition, it has been required to collect, in collaboration with the Company, all the
data required to perform this analysis. Therefore, this model is developed using all the variables
that can be collected in the production line in question, in order to:
• Forecast after how many measures, or, how much time, it is necessary to do maintenance
of the HP test machinery component;




The context of this work concerns a particular production line of calipers. This production line
includes two main parts. On one side, in this line enters machined parts that are already partially
processed. Such parts require a First Assembly that could be the applications of screws, seals,
serial number molding, the performing of various tests, etc. The second part of this line instead
perform the Final Completion. For instance, the insertion of pads, and the quality control. The
processing flows that take place on this line can be of three types:
1. Complete processing: a piece enters from the First Assembly and exits from Final Com-
pletion;
2. Partial processing for coating: a piece enters from the First Assembly and exits after this
processing. Next, it is sent to the coating;
3. Partial processing by coating: a piece that has been already assembled and coated enters
for the Final Completion.
For each of the previously defined processes there are several stations in which the piece under-
goes a processing phase and is subjected to appropriate tests. We call station step a processing





• Press-fitting of bushings;
• Strain (Deformation).
For each product, there are three chances for passing each single station step. If a caliper fails
a step more than three times, it is definitively discarded, otherwise, if it fails any step less than
three times, it is recorded as “temporarily discarded”.
Sometimes it can happen that a definitively discarded caliper come back in the production line,
after an appropriate reworking. In this case, the caliper serial number (that is the unique identifier
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of the single product) is different from the first time the caliper come in the production line, and
therefore, this product will belong to a different production order.
In this context we analyze the test of the high pressure. Every day, the line records 250 measures
for each caliper and the scraps number related to the high pressure proof is to the order of 2-4
times (a day). Observing the timing chart of this test, the signal shows several peaks that exceed
the threshold tolerable (i.e. 1 bar) for the high pressure. When this value goes over the threshold,
the caliper is deemed a scrap. However, it can happen that the problem is not caused by the
caliper but, rather, by an equipment faulty. Even in this case, the caliper is recorded as defective
and, if the problem occurs for three times, the product is removed from the line (although it is
not really faulty). Currently, the only way to detect this problem, is to control if there have been
a lot of consecutive faults in a short time interval (causing a drift behavior during the recording
of new calipers). In that case, the problem will be most likely related to an equipment faulty.
6.2 Model Development
The dataset provided by the Company includes the data collected on a particular production
line from July 2014 to September 2015. The data is relative to about 140K calipers. The steps
required to build the predictive model are the following:
1. Identification of interest data for the analysis;
2. Preliminary analysis and data cleaning;
3. Model development for the automatically detection of the faulty machinery.
6.2.1 Identification of interest data for the analysis
The case study under exam focuses on understanding when the value of high pressure (the mea-
surement HP DELTA-P VALUE) presents an abnormal behavior (i.e. how often this measure-
ment exceeds the tolerance threshold of 1 bar related to a malfunction of the machinery). In
addition to this variable (HP DELTA-P VALUE), we considered other measurements that are
collected on the line during the calipers processing.
We want to evaluate if, in correspondence of abnormal behavior of the calipers during the HP
DELTA-P VALUE test, there also other correlated measures. These additional measures are re-
lated to the low pressure test, the strain test, and the vacuum test. Therefore, for the analysis of
the problem, the following 13 measurements were considered:
• LP INITIAL VALUE: initial value of the low pressure test;
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• LP DELTA-P VALUE (PRESSURE-DROP): value of the pressure loss during the test of
low pressure;
• LP EFFICIENCY: efficiency of the low pressure test (it is a test that is performed before
the coating of the calipers so, in this step the calipers are all oxidized);
• VACUUM TEST VALUE (LEVEL): value of the vacuum test;
• VACUUM DELTA-P VALUE-LP: value of the loss during the vacuum test;
• VACUUM VACUUM EFFICIENCY: efficiency of the vacuum test;
• HP DEFORM.VALUE CALIPER PRESSURE-1: caliper deformation at pressure 1 during
the high pressure test;
• HP DEFORM.VALUE CALIPER PRESSURE-2: caliper deformation at pressure 2 during
the high pressure test;
• HP TOTAL DEFORM.VALUE CALIPER-PRESS: sum of the previous two deformations;
• HP TOTAL DEFORM.VALUE CALIPER-RELEASE: residual deformation after the high
pressure test;
• HP INITIAL VALUE: initial value of the high pressure test (this measure changes average
and variance exactly as it happens in HP DELTA-P VALUE);
• HP DELTA-P VALUE (PRESSURE-DROP): high pressure test loss value (our target vari-
able);
• HP EFFICIENCY: high pressure test efficiency. Test carried out at the end of the high
pressure test.
In addition to the above measures listed, we have examined other factors related to the calipers:
• Calipers coated or oxidated and caliper’s side (right, left). The possible values are: Oxidate
left, Oxidate right, Coated red left, Coated red right, Coated blue left, Coated blue right,
Coated black left, Coated black right;
• Maintenance recorded on the high test machinery, low pressure, depression and deforma-
tion. Regarding this information we have 50 dates only in which maintenance activities
were performed. This was a critical point during our analysis, since this information (use-
ful for validating the model) is not automatically recorded but is manually marked at the
discretion of the operators, causing a great loss of information;
• Calipers that has been discarded from the line because they had not passed the HP DELTA-
P VALUE test but were checked again on other lines to make sure the problem was related
to the HP test machinery (that did not work well) rather than the failed calipers.
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6.2.2 Preliminary analysis and data cleaning
In this section we provide some insights about the characteristics of the data and how we prepared
them for their processing. Both historical and recent data of the calipers have been considered in
the analysis. We have created 13 datasets, each referring to one of the 13 variables described in
the previous Section. Each dataset contains the value of the measurement and the timestamps of
the event.
6.2.2.1 Analysis of the HP DELTA-P VALUE measure and its different behaviours
In all datasets, the reference timestamps is that related to the HP DELTA-P VALUE measure. We
also considered (using the same timestamps) the caliper’s coating, the maintenance operations’
dates, and if the caliper has been mark as faulty.
In this way we have that, for each time corresponding to the calipers analyzed during the HP test,
are associated the coating code, the maintenance code and the code of those ”calipers marked as
scraps”.
Figure 6.1 depicts the values of the HP DELTA-P VALUE of all the calipers recorded over the
whole analysis time range. The red line represents the average pressure value (measured in bar)
of each day considered.
In Figure 6.1 is evident a change in the average value of about a factor of 2 in the middle of the
year. During this preliminary analysis we displayed this behavior to the production managers
whose confirmed that there have been problems with the high pressure station in correspondence
with that time range. In fact, by dividing all the time space into two ranges (before and after
this event), we note that the distribution of the measurements presented in the two histograms in
Figure 6.2 is different.
Moreover, Figure 6.1 provides additional information. For instance, it is evident that there are
many calipers whose HP DELTA-P VALUE exceeds the maximum acceptability threshold of 1
bar. Finally, we noted that after a certain trend in which the values go above the 1 bar threshold,
these measurements suddenly fall back into the correct range. This fast change in the values trend
suggests that an external factor has been introduced and it could be motivated by a maintenance
activity performed by the line operators. In the following of this analysis, we will compare such
scenarios with the effective dates in which maintenance has been performed on the machinery
and we will show that a correlation between these two information exists.
Going into more details, we highlighted four different behaviors of the measurements recorded
in this period. The first behavior has been called flat. In the flat behavior all the measures remains
in a certain range constantly. Figure 6.3 shows this is correct behavior.
We have called drift the behavior where there is a trend with many close peaks and holes. This
is the expected anomalous behavior, on the base of the information provided by the production
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Figure 6.1: HP DELTA-P VALUE measures behaviour within the whole time range considered.
Figure 6.2: Different HP DELTA-P VALUE data distributions before and after a specific event
detected in to the production line.
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Figure 6.3: The flat behavior of the HP DELTA-P VALUE measure.
managers. An example is presented in Figure 6.4.
On the other hand, we encountered also the behavior we called inverse drift presented in Fig-
ure 6.5. This behavior suggests that as new caliper is recorded, as the machinery performs well.
In this case, the machinery, which was behaving abnormally, tends to return within the correct
range of measurements.
One last behavior that we found by analyzing the measurements of the HP DELTA-P VALUE,
shows a chaotic behavior of the values. This is presented in Figure 6.6.
6.2.2.2 Analysis of the other type of measures
Similarly to the analysis of the HP DELTA-P VALUE, we analyzed the other 12 measurements
performed on the line. The goal of this analysis is to check if the other measures have similar
behaviors in the same time frames where we highlighted the four behaviors on HP DELTA-P
VALUE measure. As a result of this preliminary analysis, there seems to be a not clear correlation
between the different measures. In Figure 6.7 is depicted an example of comparison between HP
DELTA-P VALUE and one of these 12 measures, the LP DELTA-P VALUE.
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Figure 6.4: The drift behavior of the HP DELTA-P VALUE measure.
Figure 6.5: The inverse drift behavior of the HP DELTA-P VALUE measure.
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Figure 6.6: The chaotic behavior of the HP DELTA-P VALUE measure.
Figure 6.7: Comparison between the four HP DELTA-P VALUE behaviors and the LP-
DeltaPValue behaviour, mapped in the same time range.
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6.2.2.3 Analysis of the oxidation and coating color
We performed an additional analysis to verify if the behavior of the HP DELTA-P VALUE mea-
sure is influenced by oxidation or coating. Furthermore, we differentiate between oxidation or
coating on the right or left side of the caliper. For each of these calipers we considered the com-
bination of these two factors (oxidized / coated and right side / left side) in order to check if the
measure of high pressure are correlated to these factors. Figure 6.8 and 6.9 presents the result
of this analysis. Unfortunately, also in this case, we don’t detected an immediate correlation
between the different values of the HP DELTA-P VALUE measure and the oxidation/coating of
the right/left caliper side.
6.2.2.4 Analysis of the manual maintenance
We evaluated whether the information related to the ”corrective manual maintenance” interven-
tions on the different test machineries of the line could have a correlation with the HP DELTA-P
VALUE measurement trends. As shown in Figure 6.10, we mapped the dates of the maintenance
activities in correspondence with the HP DELTA-P VALUE measurements. The two figures
represent different instants in which a maintenance activity has been activated (green line) and
terminated (red line).
In correspondence with the data drift behavior has been performed a manual maintenance. At
the end of this maintenance, the HP measurement fall within the correct range. When a manual
maintenance is performed, it is required to stop the machinery from its activity. For this reason,
in the first figure there are no measurements between the beginning and the end of this activity.
On the other hand, this is not the case for the second figure. The reason is due to the fact that,
often, the line operators realize that the measurements are having a strange behavior. Thus, the
operators may perform a small maintenance without stopping the production.
Finally, we analyzed the calipers that ”strangely” failed the high pressure test and then, checked
again on another line, passed the test. We mapped the dates in which these false rejects were
recorded to the time range of the HP DELTA-P VALUE’s measurements. In Figure 6.11 is
reported this analysis.
It is possible to note that, in correspondence of abnormal behavior in the data, there are signals
of double checked calipers.
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Figure 6.8: Investigation of oxidated (right/left side) calipers respect to the HP DELTA-P VALUE
behaviours.
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Figure 6.9: Investigation of coated (right/left side) calipers respect to the HP DELTA-P VALUE
behaviours.
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Figure 6.10: Two zoomed time frame where maintenance has been carried out on the HP test
machinery. Start (green line) and end dates (red line) of maintenance are mapped to the HP
DELTA-P VALUE measures.
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Figure 6.11: Comparison between the double checked calipers and the HP DELTA-P VALUE
measures.
6.2.3 Model development for the automatically detection of faulty
machinery
Now we present how we created a model able to detect when the HP test machinery is faulty.
As a result of the preliminary analysis presented in Subsection 6.2.1 and Subsection 6.2.2, we
outline the following four main considerations:
• The high pressure test showed four different behaviors within the time interval considered
for the analysis;
• There is no evidence correlation between the anomaly behavior of the high pressure test
and the other tests performed on the same assembly line;
• There is a correlation between the anomaly behavior of the high pressure test and the
maintenance activities carried out on the production line.
• There is a correlation between the anomaly behavior of the high pressure test and double-
checked calipers.
To create the predictive model, we make use of a multivariate and autoregressive approach. We
started building a basic model with the variable of interest, the HP DELTA-P VALUE. After, we
enlarge our model adding also the other variables (i.e. the other 12 measurements described in
Subsection 6.2.1).
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These could give indirect information about the operation of the high pressure test machinery.
The model has been trained on historical data and it is able to update and perform prediction in
real time while new data are recorded.
Figure 6.12: First modelling step: transformation of HP DELTA-P VALUE measures in a time
series by means a moving average filter.
As outlined in Figure 6.12, the first step is to analyze the variable of interest HP DELTA-P
VALUE over time. To remove noise and dampen data fluctuations, we constructed a moving
average filter with a time window of T = 10 samples. More in details, every time a new obser-
vation is read, we will use this new information to update the model by applying the average on
all the data contained in the time window (the new record plus the 9 previous data). Thus, a time
series of the variable of interest ( HP DELTA-P VALUE) is obtained in which, each point derived
from the average of the previous T values. This procedure was repeated even on the other 12
variables related to the one of interest.
The second step is to transform the time series into a linear regression problem. The goal is to
build a matrix similarly to the one presented in Figure 6.13.
First of all, the data of the time series were normalized. A threshold Θ = 0.8 has been defined
(since the maximum tolerance is of 1 bar). For each value of the time series we have associated:
• 0, if the value is below or equals to the threshold;
• 1, if the value is above the threshold.
Thus, a pair of values is obtained where, the first is the value of the time series and the second
is the normalized value. We can now generate the matrix Z = [Xi,jYi]. Making use of the
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Figure 6.13: Second modelling step: from a time series to an auto-regressive model.
model, we want to understand if the machinery is faulty looking at the values of the HP DELTA-
P VALUE in a short period of time. For this reason, the idea is to observe 5 consecutive records
of the time series, and predict if the threshold will be exceeded at least once in the successive 5
records.
In detail, the Xi,j are the values of the time series, where:
• i ranges from 0 to the total number of points in the time series;
• j varies from 1 to 5, as we have chosen to use 5 observations.
For instance, taking in consideration the values in Figure 6.13 we have that X1,1 = 0.1 is the first
point of the time series; X1,2 = 0.3 is the second point, and so on. Moreover, in the second line
X2,1 = 0.3 corresponds to X1,2.
The column Y maintains the prediction (label) and it can have the following 2 values:
• 1, if the sum of the normalized values of the time series from the position i + 5 to i + 9
(inclusive) is zero;
• -1, if at least one of these values is greater than zero.
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For instance, in the first row of the matrix there are the first 5 values of the time series (0.1; 0.3; 0.7; 0.9; 1).
Hence, the value Y1 = 1 because the sum of the values normalized, from position 5 to position
9, is 0. In this way the matrix Z = [Xi,j, Yi] was obtained using only the data of the variable of
interest HP DELTA-P VALUE. Finally, the matrix Z has been extended to take into account also
the other 12 exogenous variables. Figure 6.14 summarizes the final matrix.
Figure 6.14: Third modelling step: multivariate auto-regressive model.
Thus, each exogenous variable contributes to extending each row Xi,j of the matrix with the
values of the 12 variables. Also in this case, in each row, for each of the variable, we considered
the 5 values registered in the same timestamp of the 5 values considered for the HP DELTA-P
VALUE.
Finally, the column Y does not change because it constitutes the variable of interest, intended
as an indicator of exceeding the HP DELTA-P VALUE threshold in the 5 times after the ones
considered. Such matrix is split in two sets, the 50% of the data is used to generate the training
set and the remaining 50% constitutes the test set.
The matrix contains 140K rows and 66 columns (65 features plus the prediction column).
To create the predictive model, we applied the RF learning algorithm. Based on the outcome
discussed in Chapter 4.2, we preformed a model selection making use of several values for the
hyperparameters. We get, as a result, that the best performing combination of hyperparameters
is the following:
• Percentage of input data to sample with replacement from the input data, for growing each
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new tree = 1;
• Number of trees = 500;





• Trees are grown to the maximum possible.
Finally, to each tree has been assigned the same weight in the final voting.
The model accuracy in predicting the average of the HP DELTA-P VALUE is approximately
95− 98%.
Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16 depict two examples of the model simulated in real time: the blue
points represent the real data of the HP DELTA-P VALUE, the red line is the time series obtained
by applying the moving average filter, while the green line is the forecast obtained by the model.
As it is possible to note, the model is able to predict the progress of the HP DELTA-P VALUE in
an almost correct way both in normal cases (Figure 6.15) and in the case of anomalous behaviors
(Figure 6.16).
Figure 6.15: Still image of the real time model simulation: time frame in which the model
predicts normal behaviour.
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Conclusion and Further Developments
Is it possible to use the data collected by the manufactures in a different way from the one for
which they were conceived?
It is very common that manufactures collect data within their production processes, but until re-
cent years, the potential advantages deriving from their integration and use has not been exploited
( [LLBK13, SS13, DD13, LKY14]). Thanks to the development of new technologies and tech-
niques, manufactures have understood the relevance of the interconnection between the different
components of their systems and the amount of information that derives from them. The acqui-
sition of these new techniques within their production processes could allow the next generation
of manufacturing systems to become real smart factories. Digital transformation is one of the
main aspects emerged by the current 4.0 revolution. It embraces the integration between the dig-
ital and physical environment, including the application of modelling and simulation techniques,
visualization, and data analytics in order to manage the overall product life cycle.
In this thesis we wanted to emphasise two macro areas of analysis that can be done thanks to the
technologies provided by this manufacturing digitalization.
The first macro area concerns the descriptives/diagnostic analysis that can be performed on data
by means the Manufacturing Intelligence tools ([WW07, Neg04, CDN11, CCS12]).
Instead, the second macro area identifies the Manufacturing Analytics techniques, which enable
to perform predictive/perscriptive analysis ([CV70, SSJ14, MSDS14, Hui15, CSM12, EL12,
BBA13, LLS+11, SN87, KRS02, TMDOL10, Lie13, SS05, SSM12, SMK14]). The latter macro
area gives added value to manufacturing industries since these techniques enables to extract new
insights from big data, finding new pattern within the data themselves that were not possible to
identify with the previous approaches ( [R+11, SB12b, MSC13]).
In this thesis we proposed several contributions to improve certain aspects of these two macro
areas.
In the framework of Manufacturing Intelligence, whose objective is to perform analysis aimed to
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manage and optimize the production systems, we presented two achievements.
The first one concerns the application of a methodology that, starting from the data collected at
the factory, enables to identify a set of standard KPIs (standard means that these indicators are
defined in literature) useful to control production processes. This methodology develops from
the definition of a data architecture in which to systematize the main work flows and entities
(operators, resources, work orders, equipments, and so on) of a manufacturing system. Then,
we exploited this data base in order to calculate a set of strategic KPIs related to the production
operations assessment, and the inventory management. Finally, we have made this information
more usable by displaying it in a set of interactive dashboards. This contribute can be viewed, for
instance, as a support for manufacturing companies that need to organize their big and scattered
data.
Moreover, another strategic priority that emerged in this 4.0 revolution and that is becoming
increasingly important among the industries’ critical objectives, is the sustainability ([TET13,
TSM15, BME13, LYQ+12]).
Manufacturing industries are increasingly integrating the so-called “green practices” into their
production processes. This implies that, in addition to evaluating the indicators (already known
and defined by many standards) aimed at measuring the production performances, it is nec-
essary to consider also other indicators that meet the sustainability constraints (for example
energy efficiency, material efficiency, waste reduction, and so on). Since the sustainability is
a new strategic dimension, there is a lack of understanding of how it may be effectively em-
bedded in corporate performance management systems especially on the manufacturing area
([MML+13, KMK15, JH04]).
Our contribute was to provide a guideline that identifies the main sustainability trends and drivers
in manufacturing environment and a set of KPIs that allows industries to control and monitor the
reaching of these goals. This sustainability guideline was developed by performing a qualitative
literature review on industrial sustainability performance management with the aim of analyzing
the existing state of the art, re-organizing these information accordingly to a hierarchy of struc-
tured KPIs, and highlighting the areas that need to be further developed both in the literature and
in the industrial systems.
The second group of results presented in this thesis, concerns two contributions in the field of
Manufacturing Analytics.
The first one is the application of two state-of-the-art ML techniques, Support Vector Machine
and Random Forest algorithms, respectively for quality estimation of the final products in an
assembly line of refrigerators and for predictive maintenance of a machinery in a production line
of calipers.
Quality evaluation and predictive maintenance are two fundamental activities within a produc-
tion process and multi-sensing technologies embedded in production lines collect vast amounts
of data, which can be analyzed. Good Quantity (the ratio between good parts and inspected
parts) and Corrective Maintenance Ratio (the ration between corrective maintenance time and
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total maintenance) have been selected by the ISO 22400 standard as two of the main KPIs for
manufacturing systems, which shows the importance of these figures and the need for predicting
them and to eventually start proactive actions on the production line.
As a result, these two applications show the ability of the selected ML algorithms in building
effective models for the problems in question.
Finally, the second contribution concerns the way by which we developed the SVM and the
RF models for these two manufacturing applications. The assessment of the predictive models
exploited for manufacturing analysis, is a quite rare topic in the scientific literature [OOA15].
To this end, we applied some methods of Statistical Learning Theory to the SVM classifica-
tion model. We chose these techniques because are suitable for big data problems ([WWIT16,
KAAD01, EPPV02]). Our purpose was to analyse the advantages and disadvantages of the SLT
framework, which is still an open field of research. As a result we observed that these approaches
are able to rigorously assess the performance and reliability of our predictive model. This is an
important aspect, especially when applied to manufacturing systems, where, differently from
other areas (e.g. social or economical sciences), dealing with uncertainty is a mandatory issue
that must be rigorously addressed.
Instead, in order to build the RF predictive model, we performed a model selection procedure. A
common misconception about RF is to consider this algorithm as an hyperparameter-free learn-
ing algorithm ([Bia12, BHA09]). Examining the reference RF method introduced by Breiman,
we identified several hyperparameters which characterise the performance of the final model and
we verified that, by performing a model selection procedure on these hyperparameters, it can
improve the accuracy of our final model.
Finally, starting from the results achieved in this thesis, there exist many researches that can be
conducted:
• Although manufactures are sensible to the new possibility and benefits of the Industry 4.0,
we think that the majority of them still lack in the application of these methodologies.
At the same time, usually it can happens that factories invest on powerful visualization
and analysis tools in-house, but their staff is not trained so to use these tools to their full
potential. For this reason, the first step is to increase knowledge in the use of these analytics
tools through company training. Then, it could be helpful to define a set of standard (i.e.
industry-neutral) methodologies in order to support manufacturers to independently carry
out their analyzes. These methodologies will have to provide several guidelines in order to
support users both in the systematization of their factory data and in the selection of those
Manufacturing Analytics techniques that are most appropriate for the problem in question.
• Methodologies can provide a reference model in supporting manufacturers to define the
theoretical steps to produce for their analysis. In addition, these analytics tools should
provide special features in supporting the management of big data in manufacturing. In
fact, there are a lot of Analytics platforms that provide powerful features for managing
data but they are general purpose [TK09]. Therefore, a future innovation of these tools in
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the manufacturing field, could be to provide specific features in order to support users in
their data pre-processing phase: understand which data are really useful to collect, how
to prepare them for subsequent queries, and understand the meaning of this information
in order to apply the most appropriate methods of analysis. These specific features will
allow to know what are the useful information to work on, avoiding wasting time for
thinking about how to use the large amount of information collected. Moreover, in order to
guide manufactures during these steps, it is necessary that these “future” tools will include
semantic features in order to identify associations and complex relationships among data
extracted from heterogeneous sources. In the field of bioinformatics, financial services,
national security there are already tools that allow automatic extraction of semantic meta
data [KMSZ06]. In the same way, these tools could be improved in order to provide
advanced features able to extract semantics among heterogeneous data coming from the
manufacturing domain.
• Concerning Sustainability, there isn’t an analytical method to measure these indicators in
manufacturing. We provide a preliminary review on sustainability trends and implications
that affect the manufacturing company, creating a set of structured KPIs on which we
highlighted limitations and missing areas. A future development of this work can be to
take into account also other analysis dimension during the modelling of the KPIs back-
end architecture, such as resources in addition to raw materials only (e.g. sheets, foils,
etc.). Otherwise, instead of considering data related to the production or financial only, it
could be useful to take into account also data related to the recycling processes. Or even,
consider metrics that measure the environmental and social impact as well as the aspect
purely related to the production. Metrics aimed at measuring the aforementioned aspects
already exist, but the next step will be the integration of all these scattered information
within the same analysis.
• About the topic of model evaluation in manufacturing applications, we focused on the
application of SLT to a predictive model for a smart manufacturing system consisting of
a SVM binary classifier. SLT has proved to be an effective approach in many other areas
like multi-class classification, regression, density estimation, and so on. Furthermore, SLT
can be applied to other settings, which are interesting for manufacturing systems. One,
for example, is the semi-supervised setting, where only few labelled samples are available,
while the largest part of the dataset is composed of unlabelled data ([CSZ10, AGOR14]).
When the collection of labels is expensive or difficult, this approach allows exploiting all
the available information for building effective models. Another interesting setting is when
physical models of the phenomenon under exam are available: SLT can provide rigorous
results about the final predicting model, even when the physical model and the data driven
one are combined [COBA15b]. In summary, we believe that SLT can provide a large set of
effective tools to the field of smart manufacturing systems for building effective predictive
models and rigorously assessing their quality.
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• Finally, since the amount of data handled by the manufactures is always increasing, it could
be interesting to exploit other recent techniques that are able to process large amount of
data. From the many alternatives, the distributed processing of the data allows to exploit
cloud infrastructure and to speed-up the computation dividing the analysis on many ma-
chines. In this context, recently it have been proposed some popular projects like MLlib
but many problems are still open, for instance, the porting of additional techniques or the
adaptation of these techniques to a real time processing.
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